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Scaled Autonomy for Networked Humanoids
Abstract
Humanoid robots have been developed with the intention of aiding in environments designed for humans.
As such, the control of humanoid morphology and effectiveness of human robot interaction form the two
principal research issues for deploying these robots in the real world. In this thesis work, the issue of
humanoid control is coupled with human robot interaction under the framework of scaled autonomy,
where the human and robot exchange levels of control depending on the environment and task at hand.
This scaled autonomy is approached with control algorithms for reactive stabilization of human
commands and planned trajectories that encode semantically meaningful motion preferences in a
sequential convex optimization framework.
The control and planning algorithms have been extensively tested in the field for robustness and system
verification. The RoboCup competition provides a benchmark competition for autonomous agents that
are trained with a human supervisor. The kid-sized and adult-sized humanoid robots coordinate over a
noisy network in a known environment with adversarial opponents, and the software and routines in this
work allowed for five consecutive championships. Furthermore, the motion planning and user interfaces
developed in the work have been tested in the noisy network of the DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC)
Trials and Finals in an unknown environment.
Overall, the ability to extend simplified locomotion models to aid in semi-autonomous manipulation
allows untrained humans to operate complex, high dimensional robots. This represents another step in
the path to deploying humanoids in the real world, based on the low dimensional motion abstractions and
proven performance in real world tasks like RoboCup and the DRC.
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ABSTRACT
SCALED AUTONOMY FOR NETWORKED HUMANOIDS
Stephen G. McGill, Jr.
Daniel D. Lee
Humanoid robots have been developed with the intention of aiding in environments designed
for humans. As such, the control of humanoid morphology and effectiveness of human robot interaction form the two principal research issues for deploying these robots in the real world. In
this thesis work, the issue of humanoid control is coupled with human robot interaction under the
framework of scaled autonomy, where the human and robot exchange levels of control depending
on the environment and task at hand. This scaled autonomy is approached with control algorithms
for reactive stabilization of human commands and planned trajectories that encode semantically
meaningful motion preferences in a sequential convex optimization framework.
The control and planning algorithms have been extensively tested in the field for robustness and
system verification. The RoboCup competition provides a benchmark competition for autonomous
agents that are trained with a human supervisor. The kid-sized and adult-sized humanoid robots coordinate over a noisy network in a known environment with adversarial opponents, and the software
and routines in this work allowed for five consecutive championships. Furthermore, the motion
planning and user interfaces developed in the work have been tested in the noisy network of the
DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC) Trials and Finals in an unknown environment.
Overall, the ability to extend simplified locomotion models to aid in semi-autonomous manipulation allows untrained humans to operate complex, high dimensional robots. This represents
another step in the path to deploying humanoids in the real world, based on the low dimensional
motion abstractions and proven performance in real world tasks like RoboCup and the DRC.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Humanoids represent the quintessential high dimensional robotic system, composed of two kinematic chains that represent legs and two chains that represent arms. Representing the human form,
they are ideal systems for dynamic locomotion and manipulation tasks use in human environments
and present an intuitive form for operators. Unfortunately, humanoids are susceptible to losing balance and their kinematic chains pose a challenging high dimensional planning problem for control.
While they represent the human morphology, these robots cannot mimic human motion exactly due
to kinematic and dynamic differences. With planning and retargeting challenges, both autonomous
planners and human teleoperation remain cumbersome, slow and suboptimal.
Physically motivated models of humanoids can abstract the kinematic chain properties into simple inverted pendulum dynamical equations of motion. These models help to keep humanoids stable,
but disallow complicated motions. On the other end of the spectrum, model-less motion trajectories
allow rich motions, but afford no way to stabilize the humanoid from falling. This work seeks to establish a middle ground, where models can inform complex motion planners of stability constraints
and human operators can inform planners of complex motion preferences. Of note, this work with
focus on methods for technically representing the human intent encoding for the robot to plan motions. Simple interfaces for human operator are provided, with research into optimal interfaces and
their characteristics serving as opportunities for continuing work.
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1.1

Motivation and Evaluation

Walk controllers that rely on model based abstractions allow a number of independent parameters,
such as step height and cadence, to be tuned for optimal performance. Trained engineers find such
parameters very useful and understandable when tuning the walk engine for new robots or new
terrains. These parameters provide a low dimensional space that controls the dynamic motions of
robots with over 20 degrees of freedom. However, these parameters are determined using linear
inverted pendulum (LIP) models to represent humanoid walking motions. Optimal control of simplified models like LIP and spring loaded inverted pendulum models have attained success in many
walking engines [34], [63], [149]. Current research into optimal control has led to convex optimization problem formulations [32], [122] that effectively solve planning problems in the control loop
window. However, to set up a new dynamic motion, such as swinging its arms in a dynamic way,
a whole new physical model is required. The effects of the arm motions are then determined after
solving systems of dynamic equations.
Because model based techniques have this fundamental drawback, mapping human input directly to trajectory generation can be a good technique for complicated motions. The popular dynamic motor primitives approach [54] allows users to provide a set of example trajectories, via
kinesthetic teaching or motion capture techniques, and the motor primitive system will find a reference trajectory using locally weighted regression [6]. Teleoperation of trajectories of humanoids
ranges from direct joint control that involves some level of kinematic retargeting [36], [114] to task
based abstractions [161]. The reference trajectory, however, is of the same dimension of the robot
joint space, or possibly the task space. While a set of dependent structures within this joint space
trajectory can be found, it is unclear if these dependent structures can be conveyed meaningfully to
a human user.
The high dimensionality of the reference trajectory and the learned examples means that modification and understanding of the motions is difficult. Solving for optimal trajectories in a high
dimensional state space means encountering the curse of dimensionality where computation and
exploration of the space space grows exponentially with the state dimension. A lower dimensional
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subspace that captures the essence of the example trajectories can make the optimization problem
more tractable. To decompose the example trajectories into a low dimensional space, the animation
and planning problem is viewed from optimal control and motion classification viewpoints [129],
[143]. When describing optimization problems, appropriate cost functions in the original state space
abound, including effort, energy, maximum torque, and more; they offer engineers an artistic outlet to craft behaviors. My work includes an optimization formulation that includes human input to
generate complicated motions that prior motion planners would not be able to accomplish.
Finally, the ultimate goal of humanoid robotics is to work in typical environments designed for
humans. Until very recently, most humanoid robotics research focused on small subsets of that
goal, such as walk control, human robot interaction or stationary manipulation in well controlled
laboratory environments. Attempts to build a complete, robust, remotely operated humanoid robot
system for practical tasks have been deterred mainly due to the steep hardware costs as well as the
risks associated with operating an intrinsically unstable humanoid in uncontrolled environments.
Thus it is critical to test approaches to humanoid robotics in the real world with a focus on robust
software and hardware systems, augmented with development of user interfaces for motion feedback
and planning.

1.1.1

Contributions

The contributions of this thesis focus on allowing humanoid robots, whose high level models are
described in Chapter 2, to act in semi-autonomous ways. First, in Chapter 3, the dynamics of
humanoid robots are considered when allowing a human to control a humanoid. Secondly, in Chapter 4, optimal planning is considered when mapping low dimensional human motion intuition into
concrete high dimensional upper body plans. Presented in Chapter 5 are results from deployment
of these algorithms in the DARPA Robotic Challenge1 (DRC) that prove reliability. Additionally,
the software described in Section 1.3 used to power these robots has been released under an open
source license.
The dynamics of a humanoid robot are decidedly different than wheeled robots or even legged
1 DARPA

Robotics Challenge. http://go.usa.gov/mVj
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robots with four support legs. Humanoid robots are inherently unstable and require control routines to maintain balance. Two previous methods – full body multi-mass optimization and the linear
inverted pendulum model – provide ways to stabilize these robots for locomotion that trade-off computation and complexity. Described in Section 3.3 are methods to maintain stability with a simple
extension of the multi-mass model while avoiding computational overhead of full body optimization
routines. In Section 3.2, the same linear inverted pendulum model is used to stabilize humanoids
with high level parameters of footstep timing. Critically, this model of extending the linear inverted
pendulum model for zero moment point locomotion planning scales from autonomous manipulation
to bimanual teleoperation.
While the stabilization methods seek to provide reactive control of a humanoid robot, planned
motion is often required for more dexterous maneuvers. With the noted high dimensionality of humanoid robots, this planning process is cumbersome when including a human operator who is not
familiar with the dynamics or kinematics of the robot’s end effectors. The stabilization routines,
then, are coupled with a sequential convex optimization problem described in Section 4.1 that codifies adjustable intuitive human preferences into cost functions. The sequential convex optimization
formulation allows for on-the-fly computation of motion plans. Additionally, the formulation is
extended in Section 4.4 to robot learning from demonstration. The robot is able to learn the human
preferences from simple corrections from the human operator during motion execution.

1.1.2

RoboCup and Field Robotics

Implementation strategies on small and large scale humanoid robots have resulted in publications
on the software framework [92] and hardware design [162] for these humanoids. Our stable and
modular design resulting success in the RoboCup soccer competition where we won championships
in the Humanoid league consecutively in the years from 2011 through 2015 [33], [80], [81], [165],
[166]. Deployed in the RoboCup soccer competition for five years on four different platforms, the
stiff competition has hardened this code into a robust framework. For use by the broader community,
the soccer modules flourish as an open source project, used by many teams, that abstracts away the
particulars of specific humanoid hardware and provides modular design.
4

The RoboCup federation also provides other forums to showcase human robot interaction and
manipulation behaviors. In the RoboCup@Home challenge [156], robots must interact in human
dwellings to perform manipulation tasks – thus a human in the loop situation is highly desirable. In
contrast, the RoboCup@Work league [75] can benefit from humans teaching manipulation routines.
Disaster scenarios, as showcased in the RoboCup Rescue League [70], require complementary autonomy and teleoperation, so teaching the robot to perform autonomously can bridge these two
needs. Already, work described in Section 4.5.3 shows how the human can inform autonomous
perception routines in RoboCup soccer, with Section 4.5 providing more examples of optimization
routines for perception being informed by user interactions.
To extend on the applicability of RoboCup leagues, the motion and perception behaviors have
been tested in the previously described DARPA Robotics Challenge in Team THOR’s (Tactical
Hazardous Operations Robot) successful DRC Trials entry and DRC Finals performance using a
low cost, modular disaster response humanoid robot described in Section 1.2. The accompanying
software architecture allowed rapid development, quick migration to hardware changes and multiple
parallel control options.

Figure 1.1: The THOR-OP robot approaching the wall to break while holding a drill in its hand.
The DRC specifically requires a complete system that has the mobility, dexterity, strength and
5

platform endurance required for a practical disaster response situation. More specifically, the robot
should be able to operate in unstructured environments that include piles of blocks, ladders and
doorways, industrial valves, power tools and vehicles. Tasks in this operation domain require full
body control and cohesion amongst software components hitherto not seen before. In addition, only
limited and unreliable bandwidth is allowed for communication between the robot and the operator.
This penalizes precludes the use of heavy on external computation or direct teleoperation with a
human operator at hand. The DRC provided a terrific proving ground for many of the algorithms
discussed in this thesis work.

1.2

Hardware

The companion humanoid hardware platforms of DARwIn-OP and THOR-OP consist of standardized, advanced actuators and structural components. These aspects allow for efficient maintenance,
quick reconfiguration and a relatively low build cost. The reasoning and qualities of the humanoid
platform is discussed in Section 1.2.1. Additional hardware that is deployed on humanoid morphology is discussed in the ensuing sections.

1.2.1

Humanoid Platform

Humanoid robots are well positioned to work in the real world, as they take on human morphology.
The ultimate goal of humanoid robotics is to work in typical environments designed for humans.
However, until very recently, most humanoid robotics research focused on small subsets of that
goal – such as walk control, human robot interaction or stationary manipulation in well controlled
laboratory environments. Attempts to build a complete, robust, remotely operated humanoid robot
system for practical tasks suffer from steep hardware costs as well as risks associated with operating
an intrinsically unstable humanoid in uncontrolled environments. To tackle the first issue, development of novel techniques can begin on small scale platforms. Additionally, DARPA has sponsored
a real world scenario where no safety belays are used and tasks are completed outdoors on asphalt.
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Small Scale Platform
The DARwIn-OP [42], [43] represents a miniaturized version of a humanoid that is useful for testing
before applying to larger scale robot. The DARwIn-OP, shown in Figure 1.2 has a fully defined
lower body with six degrees of freedom for each leg – mimicking a full-sized robot. For the upper
body, however, limits the dexterity to three degrees of freedom. The upper body is, however, useful
for getup maneuvers.

Figure 1.2: DARwIn-OP robot and its dimensions represent a miniaturized humanoid robot for
development.
An open source design2 , the DARwIn-OP robot is 45cm tall, weighs 2.8kg, and has a 3-axis
2 DARWIN-OP

project http://sourceforge.net/projects/darwinop/
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accelerometer and a 3-axis gyroscope for inertial sensing. It has position-controlled Dynamixel
servos for actuators, which are controlled by a custom ARM Cotrex-M3 based microcontroller with
a control frequency of 100Hz. To sense the world, it employs a USB camera for visual feedback.
Computation is done via an onboard Intel Atom-based embedded PC. The robot is powered by a
three cell lithium polymer battery, nominally rated at 11.1V, in order to supply high current demands
to the motors.

Large Scale Platform
The THOR-OP robot consists of 33 Dynamixel actuators with seven in each arm, six in each leg,
two in the torso, two for the head, three in the right hand and one for panning the chest LIDAR
(Light Detection And Ranging). The robot stands 1.47m tall, weighs 54kg and has a wingspan of
approximately 1.95m. The hardware components are composed of modular actuators and standardized structural components, shown in Figure 1.4. This eases testing of different configurations and
field service damaged components. Exposed data and power cables are routed cleanly to minimize
the risk of losing connection.

Figure 1.3: THOR-RD robot and its dimensions (in millimeters)
As a commercial product, the THOR series robot was adopted by a number of teams for the DRC
8

Table 1.1: Specifications comparison of Track A and B robots at DRC Trials 2013
Robot
CHIMP
Atlas
Valkyrie
RoboSimian
Schaft
HUBO
THOR-OP

Weight (kg)
181
150
130
108
95
60
49

Height (cm)
157
188
188
164
148
140
147

Wingspan (cm)
305
260
203
221
262
204
195

Finals competition, but we heavily customized our version according to our design philosophy. Our
customizations include end effectors, arm dimensions, electrical interface modules, and minimal
sensors. The most unique aspect of our platform is the asymmetric arm setup. One arm is equipped
with an actuated gripper and the other arm has a passive hand consisting of two metal rods. To keep
the distances from shoulder to end effectors roughly the same for each arm, we use asymmetric arm
dimensions as well. The longer arm with the passive end effector includes a shorter upper arm and
lower link lengths.
Table 1.1 shows the specification of all track A and track B robots that participated at the DRC
Trials, where our robot was one of the lightest and smallest robots. Despite the lightweight and
compact design, the robot was capable of performing all of the heavy duty tasks for the DRC Trials,
which includes manipulating heavy power tools, driving a vehicle and walking over uneven terrain
reasonably well. Figures 1.3 and 1.5 show the detailed shape, linkage dimensions and kinematic
configuration of the robot.

Lower Body Design
The lower body consists of a pelvis and legs, which has of total 12 Dynamixel Pro actuators. We
use the conventional 6 DOF leg design most of current humanoid robots use [57], [65], [67], [110],
[121] which has 3 co-located hip joints, one knee joint and two co-located ankle joints. Our legs are
distinctively wider and thinner than other robots due to the shape of the modular actuator we use
for the legs, and the knee joints have an offset to achieve fully 180 degrees range of motion (ROM).
Thanks to the leg shape and the extensive knee ROM, the dismantled leg can be fully folded and
9

Figure 1.4: The structural components for a single THOR-OP robot use standardized dimensions.
stored in a small suitcase for easy transport. The foot has gone through many iterations during
development, and the current design has fixed ridges for strength and stiffness. The front of the
legs are covered with thick urethane padding for protection from possible fall or knee strike during
locomotion.
The knee joint is powered by two custom actuators to have sufficient torque for standing up
from the ground and traversing uneven terrain. The hip joints ensure a very wide range of motion
while reducing self collision.

Upper Body Design
The upper body consists of two arms for manipulation, a sensor head and panning chest LIDAR
for perception and on-board computers for computation. Our initial arm design was a conventional
6 DOF one [110], which has three co-located shoulder joints for pitch, roll and yaw, one joint for
elbow and two co-located wrist joints. During testing, we have found that the six DOF arm has
a smaller workspace than required, which gets even worse with torso movement based balancing
control. Thus, we have revised the arm with three co-located wrist joints. Instead of a more common
yaw-roll-pitch wrist joint [85], [107], we chose a yaw-roll-yaw configuration as shown in Figure 1.6
10

which has a cleaner structure and has a big advantage when the robot is rotating an object, such as
turning a doorknob. Finally, we extended the arm length for an even larger workspace, as shown in
Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.5: Kinematic configuration of THOR-OP
The torso section houses the panning chest LIDAR, on-board computers and battery compartments; it is connected to the pelvis with two waist joints. The battery compartment is located close
to the overall center of mass (COM) so that the robot can work stably with or without batteries.
As it houses the main sensory, computation and power components, it has a steel roll cage which
doubles as gripping handles for additional protection. Above the torso, we have a simple sensor
head connected by two DOF neck joints. Table 1.2 enumerates name, power rating and range of
motion for all the joints of the THOR-OP robot.
In addition to the actuators, the robot is mainly built with standardized structural components
11

Table 1.2: Actuator specifications of THOR-OP joints
Joints
Head
Torso

Arm

Leg

Head Pitch
Head Yaw
LIDAR Pan
Waist Pitch
Waist Yaw
Shoulder Pitch
Shoulder Roll
Shoulder Yaw
Elbow Pitch
Forearm Yaw
Wrist Yaw
Wrist Roll
Hip Yaw
Hip Roll
Hip Pitch
Knee Pitch
Ankle Pitch
Ankle Roll

Power Rating
(Watts)
20
20
16
200
200
200
200
100
100
20
20
20
100
200
200
200
200
100

Range of Motion
(Degrees)
-90 to 90
-180 to 180
-45 to 45
-15 to 90
-90 to 90
-180 to 180
0 to 180
-180 to 180
0 to 160
-180 to 180
-180 to 180
-90 to 90
-60 to 55
-90 to 35
-90 to 35
0 to 180
-90 to 35
-90 to 35

that are designed to be used with the Dynamixel Pro actuators. They are extruded aluminum tubing
and brackets with regularly spaced bolt holes, and one can easily assemble them with hex bolts.
Figure 1.4 shows the structural components required for a single THOR-OP robot; the total manhours needed for a complete assembly from parts is estimated at 24 hours. With the benefit of the
modular construction of the robot, we could quickly iterate through a number of different designs.
Figure 1.6 shows the evolution of arm design over the course of our testing. The evolution of the
arm DOF and link lengths were completed in a short time due to the easily adaptable design.

1.2.2

Sensors and Actuators

The THOR-OP robot is decorated, Figure 1.8, with a broad range of sensors. On the head, one
Logitech C920 HD ProWebcam USB camera provides up to HD video coupled with a stereo microphone. To provide visual information from different perspectives, each wrist is equipped with a
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(a) 6 DOF arm

(b) Initial 7 DOF arm

(c) Final 7 DOF arm
Figure 1.6: Three different arm configurations evolved during development of the THOR-OP.
Logitech C905 Webcam. During testing, we evaluated an ultra wide angle USB camera to provide
additional situational awareness, but we chose not to use it as the specific unit occupied the full USB
bus and seriously affected the whole system performance.
The robot is equipped with two ethernet based Hokuyo UTM-30LX-EW LIDAR sensors, one
on the head and one in the chest. We tested outdoors and found that the LIDARs are not affected by
direct sunlight even without any special shades or covers. The chest LIDAR mounted vertically on a
yawing actuator is used to generate a local 3D representation of the surroundings for manipulation.
From our testing experience, we were confident that the 3D mesh from the chest LIDAR provided
accurate enough information for the robot to localize objects and navigate to target positions.
The head LIDAR, mounted horizontally, is mainly used to generate a 2D map using the SLAM
algorithm described in [18], however, this is not utilized since all tasks are performed in a smallscale environment setup, where mapping is not necessary. Also, using one sensor instead of two
reduced the bandwidth usage, which was advantageous given the degraded network condition in the
DRC trials.
We used a Microstrain 3DM-GX3-45 inertial sensor located close to the center of mass of the
robot. For pose estimation, we utilized its raw accelerometer and gyro data and its extended Kalman
filtered inertial estimates.
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Figure 1.7: (a) The gripper for the DRC Trials consisted of two under actuated fingers to wrap
around an object, and a rigid palm to give support. (b) The underactuated mechanism in the finger.
Our main design policy for the THOR-RD platform is to keep it simple and reliable, so we
keep the sensor suite nearly unchanged from the trials. A Microstrain 3DM-GX4-25 inertial sensor
provides raw accelerometer and gyro data along with filtered pose estimates. Four independent
RS485 chains provide communication to the four chains of motors via a USB interface. Two ATI
Mini58 force-torque sensors on the feet aid balancing algorithms. One Logitech C920 HD Pro USB
webcam mounted on the head captures audio and video. For more situational awareness, the left
wrist is equipped with a Logitech C905 Webcam.
For depth perception, two ethernet based Hokuyo UTM-30LX-EW LIDAR sensors are utilized.
A servo motor pans a vertically mounted LIDAR in the chest. A head mounted LIDAR provides
2D localization cues, and is moved by the head actuators. We also extensively tested a Kinect
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Figure 1.8: The overall structure of the THOR-OP hardware interconnections includes four independent motor communication buses.
2.0 sensor that provides both RGB image and colored depth readings, both in indoor and outdoor
environments. It was omitted from the Finals due to weight and power supply concerns.
The humanoid morphology is materialized with chains of position controlled servo motors.
While hydraulic actuators and high bandwidth current control occupies the minds of researchers
in robotics, the platforms in this work utilize traditional position controlled methods. One positive
properties of position controlled motors and their PID control loop, is that hierarchy in control is
preserved. No high level computation tells the exact current outputs; rather, a local micro controller
calculates these properties.

Dynamixel MX
The DARwIn-OP utilizes position controlled servo motors that communicate over a half duplex
TTL serial bus. All motors are MX-28 series3 that provides stall torques of 2.5Nm and run at 12V.
The THOR-OP robot utilizes the MX-28 series for panning a LIDAR sensor and the MX-106
series4 motors for the grippers. These motors are rated for 12V; however, for manipulation, the
motors utilize 24V. This overvoltage has the potential to damage the servos but allows for more rich
and reliable gripping power.
3 MX-28

series motors http://support.robotis.com/en/product/dynamixel/mx_series/mx-28.htm
series motors http://support.robotis.com/en/product/dynamixel/mx_series/mx-106.htm

4 MX-106
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Figure 1.9: The transparent view of the Dynamixel Pro modular actuator we use for the THOR-OP
robot.
Dynamixel PRO
For most high-load joints, we use the new PRO series of Dynamixel actuators developed by Robotis,
Co. Ltd. We use three different Dynamixel Pro actuator types: H42-20-S300-R, H54-100-S500-R
and H54-200-S500-R. They are rated at 20W, 100W and 200W, respectively, and can be fitted with
a number of different reduction gear boxes.
Two different gearboxes are used, one with in-line output axle and one with parallel output axle.
Both gearboxes use cycloidal reduction gears that have a higher impact tolerance than common
harmonic drives. They utilize 4096-step absolute encoders (after gear reduction) which enables
precise control. With a maximum of 502,000 counts per revolution, the user can measure joint
angles to 0.0007 degrees allowing for high precision control. The actuators communicate over a
serial bus, where a number of actuators can be connected in a daisy chain setup. The actuators can be
commanded through position, torque and speed with electrical current sensing based control. They
are certified by the Korea Testing Laboratory and the Korea Measuring Instrumentation Research
Association to the specifications provided by the manufacturer5 .
5 Manufacturer

Specifications of Dynamixel Pros, http://www.robotis.com/xe/DynamixelPro_en
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1.2.3

Power and Computation

For the on-board computation, the THOR-OP robot has two Axoimtek computers with a 1.65Ghz
dual core AMD G-series APU. Communication from these computers to the actuators goes through
a USB interface board and then is divided into four independent RS485 chains. As each of our
modular actuators has built in motor controllers and can be connected in a daisy chain network, our
control setup was simple. Due to the simplicity and efficiency of our software, our computation
load is light and we choose not to use a field computer for the competition, and instead rely on a
single on-board computer. Although this computer is not as powerful as some external computation,
it proved capable enough for our approaches. During testing, computation was concentrated in the
state machine process, which handled both the walk engine and arm planning. Total CPU utilization
was less then 40%. Memory usage was quite low, and the six processes together occupied under
10% of on-board memory.

Figure 1.10: CPU utilization of the various processes running onboard the robot. Computation
fluctuated during walking phases and arm planning routines.
The robot operates on 24V for the on-board computer and actuators, except for the LIDAR
and its panning actuator, which utilizes down-converted 12V. The computer power and the actuator
power reside on a separate supply to mitigate harmful current spike effects. THOR-OP has three
LiPo battery compartments, which can power the computer, upper body and lower body in parallel
to make the robot operate completely on battery power. However, as the DRC Trials did not require
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completely untethered operation, we used an external power supply for actuators and use the battery
to just power the on-board computers. Overall, the robot is fairly efficient, consuming less than
100 watts of power for most cases, with and peak power consumption never exceeding 480 watts.
Figure 1.11 shows the power consumption of the robot for two different locomotion scenarios.

Figure 1.11: The power consumption varies during different phases of a locomotion cycle. The
top shows when THOR-OP is taking a large step over a threshold of 2.5in high, while the bottom
represents walking in place. (DS: double support, LS: left support, RS: right support.)
THOR-RD’s computer and sensors run on a portable 12V 120Wh Lithium Ion battery that provides more than three hours of continuous operation in practice. Motors are powered with two
24V 488Wh Lithium Polymer batteries, which are doubled from the 288Wh batteries we used for
THOR-OP. This big battery increase ensures continuous operation for over an hour in the worst
case: in practice, the robot motor system consumes less than 250W during walking and the batteries
provide enough energy for hours of testing.
Instead of two 1.6Ghz AMD computers in THOR-OP of Trials, we use a single Core i7 Haswell
NUC computer for onboard processing. The Intel CPU provided more than twice the computation
ability with half the power consumption of the AMD computer. Due to our minimalist sensor setup
and efficient motion control code, a single computer was sufficient to handle all the motion and
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perception loads in real time. We use another NUC for the field computer that logs sensory data for
later analysis.

1.2.4

End Effectors

One of the few non-standard parts we use for the robot is the end effector. Over the course of
our preparation for the DRC, we designed and iterated multiple gripper designs. The final design
incorporates three active fingers controlled by smaller Dynamixel MX-106R actuators and a passive
palm at the opposing side, shown in Figure 1.7(a). In addition, we used modular wrist attachments
with various task specific passive appendages such as rod or hook. Thus, complementing the active
gripper is a passive end effector.

Passive End Effectors
The rules of the DRC Trials specify that the robot may use multiple end-effectors to suit different
tasks as long as the robot carries all of them throughout the challenge. We used a number of
passive end-effectors for tasks that do not require finger actuation, mainly to protect the finger
mechanism from possible damage. We use three different types of appendages: straight rods for
rotating valves and steering wheels, hooks for opening and pulling the doorknob and a gear-shaped
star for tightening the hose tip. They are designed to be robust against possible misalignment, which
allows us to save time needed for fine positioning. Also, we have designed the appendages to be
mounted on the side of the wrist, so that we do not have to detach the whole hand and let the robot
carry them around.

Gripper
Each finger is an underactuated two DOF four-bar linkage that is able to conform around a wide
range of objects with secure grips [120]. To conform around objects, each finger has a passive
joint with a spring-loaded linkage mechanism [78], as shown in Figure 1.7(b). When the finger
comes into contact with an object while closing, the mechanism activates the second joint, making
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.12: The iterations of gripper design. (a) Two fingered gripper with a fixed palm. (b)
Modular 3 fingered gripper. (c) Final version with a slim profile to minimize self collision.
the finger wrap around the object. In practice, our hand can securely grip a wide range of objects
including drills, hoses and wooden blocks, while being lightweight at only 797 grams.
For the DRC Finals, field operators can no longer reconfigure the gripper between tasks. A versatile yet robust hand is required to handle all the given tasks while surviving contacts with objects
throughout an entire run. As it is very hard to design an actuating hand that is both lightweight and
robust against impacts, we decided to adopt an asymmetric end effector setup. We use a lightweight
active gripper in one arm and a robust passive hand in the other, and only use the active gripper when
the grasping is crucial for the completion of the task. As we cannot use task-specific appendages
any more, the active gripper needs to be more versatile. The main shortcoming of the previous
gripper is that it has only two active fingers in one side, so the palm must be very precisely aligned
with the gripping object to secure the object with full force. Also, as only one side of the hand has
actuating fingers, it is hard to pick up large objects like the wooden pieces in the Debris Task.
We designed a new three finger gripper with two main goals. It should be able to grab a wide
range of objects while tolerating some positioning error, and it should be lightweight with a short
gripping position to keep the wrist actuator load low. The iterations of the new gripper are shown
in Figure 1.12. The initial design utilizes a modular finger design that uses the wrist yaw actuator
as a structural component of the assembly, with each of the modules attaching to it. The modularity
greatly helped finding the optimal location of fingers from iterated testing with prototype hands.
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Feet
The foot is the main contact point of a humanoid robot, and its properties, such as geometry and
sole material, can greatly affect the stability of the robot. For this reason, some humanoid robotics
competitions, such as RoboCup, set limits on the foot size and the center of mass height of the robot
to keep the bipedal locomotion challenging. The DRC, on the other hand, has no such rules and it
even allows for statically stable non-humanoid robots, so there is no reason not to equip the robot
with large feet for more stability.

Figure 1.13: Foot designs suggested for the THOR-RD robot. (a) Stock THOR-OP foot (b) Prototype foot with wide support area and internal damper. (c) Large sized foot made of carbon fiber to
reduce weight. (d) Stock THOR-RD foot. (e) Adjustable foot with bolt on supports.
Still, most humanoid robots have fairly small feet, because they look more natural and they help
traversing uneven terrain with more possible footholds. Also, it requires smaller stride lengths to
step on a different surface. The original THOR-OP robot also uses a relatively small foot with thick
sole that works well for flat surface and is necessary for uneven terrain as THOR series robot has
fairly short leg dimension compared to obstacle size. However, the DRC Finals requires utmost
stability from the robot, as robots can be seriously damaged from a single fall due to the lack of
safety measures. Some teams have even decided not to walk most of the time; we have decided to
look for foot design changes that keep all the functionality of the robot while making it more stable.
We tried a number of foot design iterations, shown in Figure 1.13. We prototyped a very big
foot that almost fully covers the unit building block of the rough terrain. Such a large foot hampered
locomotion performance due to landing timing issues and high leg inertia. Also we were worried of
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the possibility that the gas pedal area of the Polaris vehicle would pose collision issues with large
feet. The final design incorporates bolted on additional support along the foot edges. The total
width and height of foot can be adjusted easily on the field by remounting the additional supports.
Unfortunately, we found that the Polaris pedal area leaves very little room for foot size expansion,
and did not use oversized feet or bolt on supports.

1.3

Software Architecture

The software framework [92] has its roots in RoboCup international robotic soccer competition
[81]. It provides a coherent way of organizing and executing processes for motion planning, sensor
processing, autonomy and communication interfaces. It is designed to be highly modular to support
a variety of robotic hardware and be quickly ported on new humanoid platforms with minimal effort. Outside of RoboCup soccer, humanoids perform manipulation tasks and interact with humans.
These tasks are immeasurably important. In the RoboCup @Home league, for instance, robots must
manipulate objects on tables, as well as interpret commands from a human. In RoboCupRescue puts
an emphasis on exploration using sensors not allowed in the soccer competitions. However, the recent DARPA Robotics competition has actually merged RoboCup soccer and the Rescue league by
encouraging humanoid robots to be used in disaster relief scenarios. Many people involved in the
RoboCup effort are working on this DARPA project, and so the software must scale to achieve this
broader impact.
The framework has been tested with different humanoid robots including the Nao [38], DARwIn
series [98] and CHARLI [44]. Due to the extensible nature of the framework, writing only a new
interface module and kinematic description suffice to port the code to new humanoid robots. Various
physical platforms are shown in Figure 1.14; for instance the simulated open source ATLAS model
can perform manipulation. The open source release can be obtained online6 .
The simple build system and test scripts utilize C/C++ as little as possible, in favor of using
Lua where it makes sense. Providing more operation modes that the DARPA challenge and other
6 UPennalizers

source code https://fling.seas.upenn.edu/~robocup/wiki/
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Figure 1.14: The flexible software leads to various supported humanoid robotic platforms. Top,
from left: THOR-RD, DARwIn-OP, Aldebaran Nao. Bottom, from left: Simulated ATLAS,
DARwIn-HP, Mini-HUBO, DARwIn-LC.
RoboCup leagues require means that more information, like transformation matrices, need to be
shared. By combining the message passing methods of ZeroMQ7 with shared memory segments,
we are able to achieve these goals, but it is an active area of research to ensure robustness of data
and as little latency as possible. Figure 1.16 depicts how processes are segmented by role and the
way they interact with shared memory and the network channels.
The software is written in a combination of Lua8 , Torch7 tensor manipulation library [27],
C/C++, MATLAB9 and JavaScript. The Lua portions operate the high level State Machine, Vision
and Locomotion processes. The C/C++ routines implement the low level processing, handling
interactions to motors and sensor systems along with the kinematics engine. The MATLAB portion
provides debugging and the JavaScript presents a flexible user interface. This platform is small
and efficient framework with just over 15,000 lines of code to support all platforms, including a
simulator.
From designing and gathering components to building and tuning algorithms, humanoid soft7 ZeroMQ:

The Guide. http://zguide.zeromq.org/
Programming Language Lua http://www.lua.org
9 MATLAB - The Language of Technical Computing http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/
8 The
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Figure 1.15: Block Diagram of the Software Architecture.

ware development can be a cumbersome process. To reduce overhead in applying algorithms and
testing across several humanoid platforms, a modularized software platform provides interfaces the
many components that are common among humanoids. The modularized platform separates low
level components that vary from robot to robot from the high level logic that does not vary across
robots. The low level components include processes to communicate with motors and sensors on the
robot, while supporting simulation packages. The high level components include the state machines
that control how the humanoids move around and process sensor data.

1.3.1

Hierarchical Behaviors

At the lowest level, there are a number of raw I/O processes, which includes the motor control
processes that keeps publishing to four chains of the Dynamixel actuators at 120 Hz, the IMU
process that reads accelerometer, gyro, and filtered orientation data at 100 Hz, the camera processes
that updates camera frame grabs from head and wrist cameras at 15 Hz and 5 Hz, the auditory
process that monitors the microphone signal levels. They typically uses shared memory interface as
the new data are streamed in roughly fixed rate.
Various perception processes and upper lower body motion controllers lie at the next level. Per-
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Figure 1.16: The software architecture centers around shared memory
ception processes accumulate the sensory data, build a 3D mesh and detect features, before sending
the results to the remote operator. Lower and upper body motion controllers receive high level
commands and generate motions for the lower or upper body, such as locomotion or manipulation
motions.
Finally, a number of finite state machines (FSMs) govern the high level behavior of the robot. An
overarching BodyFSM controls the underlying MotionFSM, ArmFSM, and HeadFSM modules. Each
state machine is updated at 120Hz to match the motor update rate. The MotionFSM handles the
locomotion and balancing of the robot, the ArmFSM runs the upper body control, and the HeadFSM
controls head motions. The BodyFSM transition between waypoint following, standing and driving
modes by sending signals to the other state machines. Once in a standing mode, the ArmFSM controls
arm states, such as valve pre-positioning, tucking arms, and entering teleoperation. Transitions are
commanded remotely and forwarding via the remote procedure call system.

Low Level Management
The low level communication with the actuators and sensors is split into a completely separate process from the high level behavioral logic. This separation ensures that the low level communication
is continuously operated at the highest rate possible, regardless of the rest of the system. Without such separation, a high processing load at other part of the system may disrupt the low level
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communication of the robot, possibly resulting in jerky or unstable movement of the robot. The
communication process constantly writes all servomotors’ desired angles and reads the servomotors’ current joint encoder measurements; it also polls onboard sensors such as inertial sensors or
buttons.
The platform-specific motors and sensors process manager interacts with the NaoQi10 module
and, for the more general DARwIn platform, interacts directly with the Dynamixel servomotors
and onboard sensors using the Dynamixel protocol11 . Linux shared memory managed motor and
sensor data for use across processes. Two shared memory blocks store motor data and sensory data.
The motor block includes motor command variables such as target position, electrical compliance,
maximum velocity, and other related variables. The sensory block shares readings such as joint
encoder values, as well as accelerometer and gyroscope measurements. By using shared memory,
other processes, like MATLAB, can provide debugging tools.

Simulation
The Webots [95], [153] simulation platform aids in evaluating the software behaviors. Using a
simulator allows for rapid prototyping, with reasonable speeds, even for full physics simulation.
Shown in Figure 1.17 is an example of two teams of four robots running our code. Each team (or
even each player) can be slightly modified to run a different parameter set. The software is tested
on Mac and Linux operating systems. Support for the Gazebo simulation platform [72] allows a
diversity of simulation platform..
The software platform is extensively tested in competition each year during RoboCup. The
physical model in simulation helps to identify torque limits for motions and validate dynamic motions before attempting on the physical robot. The simulated physics updates at 8ms, while the
simulated sensors update at the same rates as the physical robot. The operator systems interact with
the simulator or real robot with minor configuration tweaks.
10 Aldebaran

Nao documentation http://doc.aldebaran.com
protocol
specification
http://support.robotis.com/en/product/dynamixel/dxl/
communication.htm
11 Dynamixel
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Figure 1.17: Teamplay is simulated using Webots to rapidly prototype behaviors that perform similarly on real hardware.

Kinematics and Keyframes
The locomotion code uses forward and inverse kinematics solvers that platform specific to account
for the differences in humanoid limb configurations. Due to the possible hardware constraint such
as the hip joint of the Nao robot, platform specific kinematics solvers must be used. Figure 1.18
provides an example of two humanoid kinematics configurations.
Using the platform specific kinematics solvers, a system retrieves motor mapping from anatomical descriptions of the humanoid to joint ids. This allows functions to be named aptly as get head position,
etc. In addition to commanding limb end effectors to certain positions, prerecorded keyframe motions can be played back. The keyframe motion is typically used for kicking and standing up behaviors. Keyframe data is platform specific as well, which is automatically selected for each platform
by the specification in the configuration file.
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Figure 1.18: The kinematics of the Nao [38] and DARwIn-OP share a humanoid morphology.

Locomotion
In the framework, the zero moment point (ZMP) [149] based omnidirectional dynamic walking
controller governs humanoid locomotion. An analytic ZMP trajectory is generated in real time according to the commanded walk velocity from the Behavioral logic. The center of mass (COM) trajectory is also calculated in real time to meet the ZMP criteria. A combination of the optimizationbased approach such as ZMP preview method [63], [136] and the analytic solution of a piecewise
linear ZMP target is employed for specialized locomotion methods [164]. This combination provides the best of both worlds for reactive walking with application specific motions. After the foot
and COM trajectory is calculated, the inverse kinematics solver generates joint angle values for the
leg actuators. Shown in Figure 1.19 is a detailed look at how commanded walking velocities are
transformed into joint commands.
The walking controller also includes stabilization control using sensory feedback to reject external disturbances and surface irregularities. Two sources provide sensory feedback - proprioception
and inertial measurements. For proprioception, joint encoder angles from leg actuators and the relative angle between support leg frame and torso frame are fed to the forward kinematics solver. For
inertial feedback, the current angular velocity of the torso are measured using the torso-mounted
gyro sensor. These feedback sources provide negative feedback on the desired torso angle in order
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Figure 1.19: The motion diagram shows how humanoid steps are planned.

to stabilize the robot under disturbances.
The walk controller can be used for general humanoid robots and has a number of configurable
parameters that influence the performance of the walking. While the default walking parameters
will work as a good starting point, users should tune them when it comes to adapting the framework
to their humanoid.

Finite State Automata
The behavioral logic is a Lua codebase that is shared across disparate humanoids and controls the
high level behavior of the robot. This behavior includes tracking a ball with the camera, walking
towards that ball, kicking the ball when the ball is in range, etc. It initializes the DCM process
first so that the robots’ sensors and actuators are available for communication, and then it starts
the main loop which regularly updates the behavior state machines. Each behavior state machine
then communicates with the low level subsystems to get access to hardware functions such as head
movement or walking.
The motion state machine controls the overall behavior of the motion subsystem. It provides
abstract commands that the behavior logic module employs, such as ‘standup’, ‘walk’, and ‘kick’.
The motion state machine dispatches these high level motion commands to start the appropriate
behavior. Also, by checking the IMU sensory data, the Motion state machine can detect if the robot
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is falling. It then reacts accordingly to minimize the falling damage, and initiates a stand up motion
according to the fallen posture of the robot.
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Figure 1.20: The system architecture is divided into low level drivers (boxed in red) that interface
with separate Motion and Perception systems. At the highest level, finite state machines direct behavior based on these systems, communicating over shared memory and a message passing system.

Shown in Figure 1.20 is a high level overview of how data flows in the system. There are three
processes that execute the the vision system the device communications manager (DCM) and the
motion system state machines. Data is shared using a shared memory segment on the system, where
the world model, vision system, motion system, and DCM have their own memory segments. These
segments can be read by any other process. For instance, the localization system requires odometry
information from the motion system, which is shared using this memory segment.

1.3.2

User Interfaces

The user interface was structured as a hierarchy of control, shown on the operator side in Figure 1.16.
At the lowest level, the operator interacts at the command line to issue commands, check the robot
state, and observe sensor data. At the highest level, a graphical interface continuously displays
sensor data and state feedback while allowing for mouse clicks and motion previews. In between
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are scripts that leverage models of the environment to execute primitive motions and display task
specific state information.

Figure 1.21: A tablet interface can command and display simple streams of information.During the
DRC Trials, the visual systems during the driving task was commanded via iPad.
Manipulation and human interfaces require a set of device drivers to be present in the code base.
To control the robots by teleoperation, drivers for human interface devices are provided. Supported
devices include the Spacemouse [147] for 6D control of the manipulator, the Kinect for skeleton
tracking using the NiTE12 libraries, and recently a LEAP sensor for gripper control and a Razer
Hydra.

Command Line Interpreter
The RPC system exposes low level access to the robot via a Lua-based command line interface
(CLI). Here, the operator incurs a high cognitive load [37], but has the ability to inspect and modify
joints, states, and configurations.
Scripted autonomy aided in the driving task, where the operators exclusively used the scripted
motions for joint level motions. The chopstick based wrist would turn the steering wheel by 45
degree increments, and the accelerator pedal was pressed in a similar fashion using the ankle pitch
motor. In conjunction with the command line interpreter for head movements, the scripted autonomy reduced cognitive load and increased reliability. Pressing j or l, for instance, moves the
12 NiTE

skeleton tracking http://www.primesense.com/Nite/ (2012)
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Figure 1.22: Virtual car parts provide a structured model of interaction
steering wheel back and forth while simultaneously showing the user the angle of the wheel, while
spacebar activates the accelerator pedal. This precluded the possibility of disastrous typos in the
interpreter and reduced the lag between commands by eliminating typing in favor of hotkeys. The
interactions with this interface is shown in Figure 1.22.

Graphical User Interface
Our GUI consists of a number of configurable HTML5 documents that visually show a number of
perception cues utilizing both the low and high bandwidth channels. A typical setup of the graphical
interface during indoor navigation, shown in Figure 1.23, uses one document for camera streams
and one for a 3D viewport.

Figure 1.23: The user interface provides a variety of perception cues, which includes the current
configuration of the robot (shown in grey rendering), the target configuration of the robot (shown
in green rendering), 2D obstacles (shown in vertical rods), 3D mesh and high and low bandwidth
video feeds.
The low bitrate grayscale image is displayed alongside the high bitrate camera image. On
camera feed interfaces like this, the low bitrate image continuously updates, while the high bitrate
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image updates intermittently. An interface dedicated to only the high bitrate image was used during
outdoor network conditions when no blackouts were encountered.
The main 3D viewport shows the current state of the robot and the 2D obstacle indicator, which
is updated using the low bandwidth channel, and the 3D mesh of the environment updated using
the high bandwidth channel, and the target configuration of the robot set by the operator. The robot
state indication shows the current arm configuration and 3D pose of the robot in the reconstructed
3D mesh of the environment. The remote operator can move around the target configuration of the
robot to make the robot walk to that position. Low bandwidth channel helps the operator to see the
3D pose of the robot and the 2D obstacles, which are color coded from green to red in terms of
proximity, to help the robot navigate in obstacle laden environment. When the robot is close to the
manipulation target, slow updating 3D mesh can be used to finely guide the manipulation.
During manipulation, planned arm movements are previewed in the 3D viewport before the user
allows execution; this is a similar strategy employed by other DRC teams [60]. Additionally, the
interface shows how the robot will move in advance when the scripted motion is selected.
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Chapter 2

Humanoid Motion Models
For general purpose humanoids motion planning, using redundant degrees of freedom (DOFs)
greatly enlarges the workspace [49]. However, using the redundant DOFs pose problems in motion
planning remains a challenging task. The redundancy helps avoid singularities and. For instance,
resolving redundancy for the closed form inverse kinematics [21] requires an optimization problem for free parameters [126] that is hard to solve analytically. Additionally, with kinematic chains
composed in humanoid form, there are issues in considering the dynamics of balancing.
Common in many humanoids is a position control servo motor network; the other significant
system is torque controlled motor networks. For the sake of simplicity and for hierarchical control,
the focus remains on position controlled humanoid motors. This choice require proper forecasting
of dynamic effects of kinematic motions, but alleviates high fidelity control of motor systems. Additionally, the lower and upper bodies of the humanoid are separated to leverage humanoids’ inherit
structure. This chapter explores methods for modeling high dimensional motion for use in planning,
specifically with respect to including human intent.

2.1

Representations and Planning

From multiple observations of a motion, it is important to find the ideal path intended by the human,
and follow a smooth control law that guides the robot through that path. To generate the ideal
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path, there are many regression techniques from machine learning. There are two categories - local
embedding and global function regression.
Learned motions in high degree of freedom robots suffer from performance problems in planning due to the curse of dimensionality. The possible states for policy generation explode exponentially in the number of dimensions of the robot due to time dependent planning. High dimensional
data sets are not particular to humanoid robots, so there are plenty of techniques for reducing the
dimension of the state space to make planning tractable. The prominent methods for high degree of
freedom planning rely on random exploration or searching over primitives before being fed into an
optimization routine.

2.1.1

Function Approximation

Locally Weighted Regression is outlined in detail here [6]. Given a set of training data points xi ,
the value for q, which was not in the training set, is predicted. A cost function for the estimation
of yq is provided in Equation (1). This approximation method relies on the assumption of a linear
relationship between xi and observed yi as xiT β = yi .



di (xi , q)
C(q) = ∑ (yq − yi ) wxi Ki
hi
i

(1)

Gaussian mixture regression [26] uses conditional probabilities to predict points given observations and is used as a way of reconstructing gestures for robots [19]. The state s becomes the
combination of all observations - there are no outputs and inputs, just observations. With the set
of observations, the data is segmented using a gaussian mixture model so that a set of k gaussian distributions describes the distribution of observed states. To perform a regression, the conditional probability of a state given an observation of some of the state variables is calculated as
Pk (shidden |sobservation ) ∝ N (µk , Σk ). In joint space, a trajectory is described with a set of attractors
that can describe local gradients for motion. This gradient allows for planning new motions. However, there is no relationship with task space constraints along the trajectory.
One prominent approximation for motor skill learning is dynamical movement primitives [54].
This framework models a motion as a spring damper system. The spring damper system causes a
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system to come to a goal position in a critically damped manner, which yields desirable guarantees on performance. To change the spring damper motion, a forcing function is learned based on
demonstrations [111]. Every motor in a motion is required to have its own forcing function. For
a large degree of freedom system, however, this is undesirable, as planning new forcing functions
may be difficult. An initial attempt to lower the dimension of this system succeeded in learning
space of keyframes of the forcing function [11].

2.1.2

Trajectory Planners

Global planners aim to avoid the singularity problems with local planners. As the global space is
intractably large, they exploit searches [25] and random sampling [77], [113] to generate motions
on high degree of freedom systems, often augmented by using local Jacobian controller to offer
better solutions [154]. Random search based planners often do not yield repeatable and predictable
results, which is important for long term teleoperation. Searching in high dimensional space can be
computationally intractable, and the planner should be efficient so that it does not overburden the
robot’s onboard computer, which is constrained by both weight and power.
There have been a number of approaches to handle this motion planning problem for redundant
DOF manipulators. One popular approach to control manipulators with redundancy is the Jacobian
based control [130], but trajectories found from local Jacobian methods often encounter issues at
singularities [71]. A number of attempts have been made to avoid this encumbrance [17], [24], [88],
[101]. Fully autonomous manipulation systems can guide feasible manipulation tasks through from
subtask objective allocations [124].
Unaided optimization not ideal for long term general purpose teleoperation usage, such as disaster response scenarios. In such cases, the robot must perform a number of different tasks, with
different task specific constraints, and do this reliably for a long time without human intervention.
Optimization based planners can account for this [64], [175], and use tricks for non-linear problem
formulations using sequential approximations[122]. However, optimization-based planners using a
single cost function will be suboptimal over a number of different tasks. These methods also do not
include human input, which is a major goal of this work.
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Optimization of captured human motion can be used to to imbue “natural” movement to the
robot by including human likeness metrics [114]. However, the motion capture is a very complex
input, and decreasing the amount of operator input needed to control the robot can be beneficial
[161]. Natural movements may not yield feasible behavior for manipulation tasks, as the degree
of manipulability [170] may be sacrificed. Also, the robot operator may identify a different set of
constraints that were not well known to system designer.

2.1.3

Task Parameterization

Mobile manipulation in an uncertain environments, coupled humanoid systems, and quadruped
robots require different models that consider dynamics. Non-humanoid robots have been controlled
to manipulate large objects in box carrying experiments [138], but mobile humanoids have been
applied to a limited range of cooperative manipulation tasks.
For multiple humanoids manipulating a common object, Inoue et. al have explored cooperative
transportation. In their work, they use Q-learning methods to stabilize their mutual locomotion.
Specifically, they find optimal motion plans and motion primitives (approach, slide, spin, etc.) in
transporting objects to “correct a mutual position shift” [55]. These positional corrections are carried
out by the slave robot in their master-slave system, while the master remains still. With regard to
synchronization, they remark that it is difficult to achieve due to lack of precision. Therefore, in
their system, they transport a separated object in two parts [56].
In another multiple humanoid system, the experiment is to clean a table while eliminating interference between robots. Here, a vision system exogenous to the robots helps using an omniscient
overhead view of the situation [86]. In the system, the robots use local information rather than
global information.
In contrast to the table cleaning experiment, Arai et. al. carried out an experiment to carry and
transfer an object from one humanoid to another. In this system, each robot carries its own camera
[86]. There, the key issue was that of localization, since the robots would frequently veer off path.
In the experiment, the robots track the common object as well as the position of the other robot so
as to mitigate this problem.
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Where there have been investigations of humanoid walks on quadrupeds [173], it is worth exploring quadruped locomotion and apply these ideas to the mobile humanoid robotics. From finding
optimal turning gaits for humanoids carrying an object to adaptive gait control, previous research
in quadruped robots can provide important insight to coupled humanoid systems [142], [172]. Gait
synchronization, then, may provide more robust behavior.
Designing human-like behaviors for humanoid robots with large degrees of freedom is a challenging task, yet making these robots imitate recorded human motions can be an easy and efficient
solution. There have been a number of approaches that use captured human motion data to generate
corresponding humanoid robot behaviors. Due to the differences in the dynamics of humans and
humanoid robots, full body motion can lead to instability on the robot. In general, achieving stable
human motion replication requires a significant amount of offline processing.
One popular technique to allow a humanoid robot to retain its balance includes enforcing ZMP
constraints during execution [102], [13], [29]. Researchers have identified the ZMP point of the
human, and mapped this information to the robot, in addition to joint angles [68]. However, while
ZMP is being controlled in real time, there is always an offline planning component before playing motion back on the robot. In addition to ZMP, angular momentum from limb motion can be
controlled in [103].
To capture full body motion in real time application, researchers have used 2D vision images
to identify skeletons [119], [158]. Using markers that were placed on the human, the system could
identify crucial joints to mimic. However, this requires intrusive changes to a human. With point
clouds becoming more prevalent, groups have extracted human figures from this information to
mimic skeletons [28]. With a quarter second delay, this work is near real time. However, neither of
these approaches seeks to not incorporate walking engines to drive the lower body.

2.1.4

Dimensionality Reduction Techniques

A simple example of a low dimensional representation of a high DOF system is the end effector
cartesian coordinates. A robot arm may have seven joints that specify the configuration of the
arm, but in many cases, only the position of the end effector matters. Thus, the seven joint system
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can be planned in three coordinates. This simple abstraction relies on fast inverse kinematics (IK)
solvers that can generate seven joint alues that attain a desired end effector pose. The IK solver may
generate jerky changes in joint positions and require high computational resources.
Additionally, for dynamic full body tasks, the reduction to three coordinates may leave our
important characteristics for balance. Thus, learning a description for a new coordinate system
should capture the look and feel of the high dimensional trajectory. The general planning problem
formulation considers planning joint angles in time for a robot with kinematics chains. A joint
trajectory {x1 , ..., xN } can be defined as a sequence space with xi ∈ RN where xi is bounded in each
joint coordinate.

Extraction of Basis Projections
Rather than simply specifying the end effector position, is there a sister set of data with elements
yi = f (xi ) ∈ Rd , and N >> d, that minimizes the reconstruction error from mapping y → x. In
addition to finding this representative manifold, planning in this space is desirable. Unfortunately,
by finding a space that captures the most variance of data, we do not necessarily respect physical
interpretations of the original data space.
Some of the physical properties we care about, for instance, in trajectory generation, includes
preserving the desire for minimum acceleration in path planning, which has been postulated a way
that humanoids plan trajectories. Additionally, latent spaces may not capture external data such as
objects to be manipulated, very well. Also, learned spaces may not be reusable in new situations, or
at least easily adapted.
The original example of learning a new coordinate system is the Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) approach. PCA seeks to find an orthogonal transformation of the data, so that each dimension
maximizes variance in the dataset. Maximizing a Rayleigh quotient objective [112], the PCA algorithm is formulated in Equation (2) to find principle directions uk . PCA can be computed quickly
using Singular Value Decomposition [127], [150], which operates to characterize the covariance of
{x}.
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maximize
{uk }

∑ uTk xi xiT uk
i

subject to uTk uk = 1

(2)

uTk u j = 0; k 6= j
The directions uk can be ordered based on which directions capture the most variance in the
dataset xi . Alternatively viewed, the eigenvectors of X T X are ordered by their corresponding eigenvalues. To lower the dimension, only a subset of the eigenvector directions need be selected, based
on the eigenvalues. This subset of basis vectors provides a good space in which to plan, as the
dimensionality can be adjusted by simply picking a higher or lower number of bases. As this is a
linear transformation with purely rotation, scaling, and translation of the viewpoint, it may not be
the best use for capturing the essence of non-linear trajectories. However, this method will be used
in this work as sequential, local, representations of higher dimensional joint angle data.
While PCA is primarily concerned with maximizing the variance of a set of variables, Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) focuses on the relationship between a set of dependent variables
(labels) and the independent variables associated with these labels. CCA will reduce a data set
into a direction for each set of variables, where the movements along the direction in one variable
correspond to movements in a direction of the other variable. The optimization problem for CCA
is defined in terms of the covariance matrix C of the independent variables α and the dependent
variables β [45]. In general, these variables need not be described in terms of dependence.

maximize
{wα ,wβ }

∑ wTα Cαβ wβ
i

subject to wTα Cαα wα = 1

(3)

wTβ Cβ β wβ = 1
With CCA, the trick is to properly define the two sets of variables you wish to correlate. For
instance, in humanoid robotics, it may be interesting to find a correlation between joint positions
and the end effector position. CCA is a linear transform, but by using kernels, you may emulate
non-linearity. By iteratively choosing directions, you may form a smaller dimensional set of basis
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directions. The optimization problem adds a constraint whereby each newly resolved direction
is orthogonal to previously described directions. A benefit of CCA is its invariance under affine
transformations of the higher dimensional variables. Section 4.6 will discuss applications of the
CCA method for learning motions preferences.
While PCA and CCA maximize the variance and covariance of its components, thus minimizing
reconstruction errors, they may not capture statistically meaningful directions. Independent Components Analysis (ICA) seeks to find components that are statistically independent. Instead of seeking
uncorrelated random variable components, E[y1 y2 ] = E[y1 ]E[y2 ], ICA considers fully independent
distributions, p(y1 , y2 ) = p(y1 )p(y2 ). Since this probability consideration is difficult to compute, it
is transformed into E[h1 (y1 )h2 (y2 )] = E[h1 (y1 )]E[h2 (y2 )]; the important facet of this representation
is that ICA components are assumed to be non-Gaussian (one component, in fact, can be Gaussian)
[53].
Unfortunately, the found latent coordinates are not directly ranked in order to find optimal projections. This means that additional reduction steps, using variable information, for example, must
be used to extract a subspace of components. The computational limits of this method and the
necessary knowledge of the underlying variables makes this methods less desirable for real-time
robotics use.

Gaussian Process Latent Variable Method
In the Gaussian Process Latent Variable Method (GPLVM) [79] where a prior estimate on the transformation is used to guide a gaussian process. The GPLVM can be cast as a probabilistic version of
PCA using gaussian processes. For each data point, the gaussian process defines the probabilistic
mapping from a latent data point yi to its raw data point xi , shown in Equation (4). A probability
density of the raw data points given by Equation (5).

p(xi |W, β ) =

Z

p(xi |yi ,W, β )p(yi )dyi

p(X|W, β ) = ∏ p(xi |W, β )
i
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(4)
(5)

GPLVM assumes that W is described by a prior with independent dimensions of data, p(W ) =
∏d N (wi |0, αI). This assumptions on W allows (5) to be simplified by integrating out W , as shown
in Equation (6), where K = αYY T + β −1 I includes a general noise term for the kernel, as well as an
inner product of the latent points.

p(X|Y, β ) =



1
−1
T
−
tr(K
YY
)
exp
D
DN
2
(2π) 2 |K| 2
1

(6)

Finally, this probability of observing the points xi is maximized, with respect to the process
covariance W , given Y is marginalized out. The mapping W = argmaxp(X|W, β ) is not convex, so
certain tricks, including making the data sparse, must be used. These tricks can induce undesirable
effects to the space. For ease of computation, convex optimization provides a preferable formulation
for flexibility in real-time use. Section 4.1 outlines the sequential convex optimization approach
taken in this work.
GPLVM has a history of being used in humanoid pose data sets, including derivative latent
variable models like GPDM [151], [152]. Animation works use Shared GPLVM [31] to retarget
animations from a human to a kinematically different character [159]. Given motion capture data
sets of golf swings and baseball pitches, these motions can be optimized or planned in a GPDM
space according to an arbitrary cost function [4], [66]. Another animation approach uses a scaled
GPLVM variant to find inverse kinematics based on motion capture data [41]. Finally, a GPLVM
approach was used on robotics hardware to utilize Dynamic Motor Primitives in a lower dimensional
space [11].
In the animation domain, physical constraints are a concern - a motion that defies physics too
egregiously is not convincing. Thus, animators include a cost function to keep physical realness.
This concern is considered after a candidate motion has been found. In general, the biggest concern
is contact forces with the ground, which are not modeled in the latent space [41], [159]. GPLVM
allows a robot to mimic human motions for retargeting tasks [128], [129].
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Cost Function Guided Reduction
The previously described methods show how to find an underlying subspace - with the reformulated
state space, planning is easier due to the lessened dimensionality. However, another approach to
leverage low dimensional intuition is to plan in the higher dimensional space by leveraging low
dimensional information. SLASHDP [145] helps find a feasible path in high dimensional space for
path planning tasks, where a cost function of the state space is provided.
In path planning, the goal is to find a least cost path from state xa to state xb under a cost
function C(x) for occupying any given state along a path. The intuition for the dimensionality
reduction in SLASHDP is that the cost will remain the same after reconstruction from a latent
space: C(x) = C(WW T x). This W represents a linear transformation from the raw data space into a
latent space. The method for finding W involves finding basis vectors that maximize the movement
along the gradient of the cost function, meaning that directions which do not see a change in the
cost function are summarily ignored. This sequences of basis generation is found in Equation (7).
Each wi is orthogonal to each other (thus, the discovery process must respect this).

wi = argmax Ex uT ∇C(x)∇C(x)T u

(7)

||u||=1

Once a set of wi ’s is found, where the number of wi ’s is significantly less than the dimension
of x, a coordinate descent algorithm is used to find a path. Each coordinate is actually a direction
wi . The real benefit of SLASHDP is that the goal (path planning) is intrinsically a part of the latent
space discovery. That way, each direction has meaning – the first discovered dimension maximizes
the effect cost function, the second has the second greatest effect from the cost function, and so on.
This approach to reduction is space, where it is closely tied to the application is desirable, as the
latent directions have good meaning.
This path planning process can reduce the optimization problem, and this can be thought of as a
motivation for sequential convex optimization. We leverage a lower dimensional optimization space
explicitly in Section 4.3.
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2.1.5

Sequential Low Dimensional Structures

While previous methods focus on very important and difficult planning problems, they generally
do not incorporate human intuition. The human should be included, as much as possible, in the
planning routines for moving the robot between configurations, as the human can intuit possible
object collisions or physical instabilities. Additionally, confidence in the planner’s ability becomes
critical for human robot interaction. Teleoperation is logical result of extensive human interaction.
By establishing a hierarchy of control structures, we can represent high and low level tasks that are
available for human interaction. Wishing for more autonomy, the human operator can focus only on
high level tasks, while lower levels of autonomy are available when desired. Designing the levels
of autonomy requires insights into the mechanisms of high dimensional planning.

Latent Space Network
Leveraging graphical models [62] to explain state transitions among states that represent kinematic
chains, a latent space will be tracked in time. When a motion is thought to be in one latent space, it
is perturbed by variables in that space; this space will be constructed as a linear Jacobian subspace.
The Jacobian will change over the life of a motion, as the Jacobian can fluctuate based on the joint
angles of the state. This can be seen as locally embedding a set of latent space types f j , throughout
a motion. The uncertainty encoded in the probabilities of graphical models can be thoughts to
represent the probability of the latent space yielding a valid structure in time. The optimization
problem has to account for this set of latent spaces to search over, where the variable a j (t) selects
whether a latent space is active at a time t.

minimize
f

∑ ∑ a j (t)||q(t) − f j−1 (y j (t))||
j

t

subject to di (t) ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , n.

(8)

y j (t) − ui (t)
≤ c, i = 1, . . . , n
q(t) − f j−1 (y j (t) + ui (t))
This representation can account for j local topologies of the functional form f , and is similar to
the Locally embedded GPLVM, where the weight matrix is forced to reconstruct its neighbors [143].
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The weighting of the local functions is denoted a j , while d represents any physical constraints that
need to be met (in the simplistic form, start and end goals). The second constraint models how well
perturbations u to the trajectory can be explained by the latent space, acting as a method to ensure
robust modeling.
A single model may not appropriately model every portion of the trajectories q(t), but many
different latent spaces can provide better reconstruction. The goal of the latent space network is
to give a human user an intuitive way to modify trajectories. Multiple subspaces can allow this
modification to be more faithful than a single dimensional reduction over an entire trajectory. The
resulting, modified trajectories should mimic user intent and not violate physical constraints, such
as balance, obstacle avoidance, range of motion, etc. For the latent space transitions to satisfy
boundary conditions leading to a smooth trajectory, a low pass filter can effectively blend latent
spaces.

Physical Constraints
A big issue with finding latent spaces is finding one that respects physical constraints of the robot.
Considering humanoid robots as the base base for high DOF robotic systems, we can look at Khatib
and Sentis’ work, where is creates multi-contact model of the robot [123], [124]. The general idea
in his work is that internal forces of the robot are not considered, and that there is a way to mix
joint movement based on the priority of various tasks. In this work, the lower body abstracts upper
body motion as sequence of disturbances that it needs to reject to stay stable. A similar approach is
outlined in Section 3.3.
The motion planner incorporates task specific human preferences, which handles the redundancy of the manipulator, makes the resulting motion more predictable and suitable for given task,
and lowers the complexity of the motion planning. To handle the mixing of physical requirements
with user tasks, every task is executed in the constrained null space of a higher level task. This null
space constraint means that a task is only allowed to move joints in directions within the combined
null space of higher priority tasks, shown in Equation (9). The proposed controller is described in
Section 4.1 and implemented on the THOR-RD full sized humanoid robot, and has successfully
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been used to handle various manipulation tasks for the DRC Finals competition.

N = Ntask(k−1) Ntask(k−2) · · · Ntask(1) Nconstraints

(9)

This mathematical framework sets up a real world use case for walking humanoids. For a
humanoid to perform two tasks while walking, it must obey the Zero Moment Point constraint in the
highest priority, with other tasks obeying the cumulative null space of the ZMP constraint. Using a
linear inverted pendulum model for walking, we need to choose a strategy to satisfy the constraint.
One way of satisfying the ZMP constraint while allowing for other movements is to completely
segregate joints a priori. For instance, the legs may be forced to satisfy the ZMP constraints, while
the arms and torso are free to move. To allow a human operator to control the robot via real time
motion capture, this strategy makes sense, and was implemented on a small scale humanoid robot
[167].

2.2

Learning Motions

While walking behaviors were satisfied using a model based approached, we wish to enter a richer
space of motions that are not as well specified. For instance, while walking is a periodic motion,
where you one foot is placed in front of the other repeatedly, rich motions like a golf swing are not
as well studied. Nor is a baseball swing, an uppercut, or free throw, etc. The idea is that we do not
want to model every single desirable motion by hand, but learn the general pattern. Additionally, if
we want robots to be used outside of laboratories, it makes sense to exclude free body diagrams and
differential equations for user generated motions. To achieve these arbitrary tasks, researchers look
to learn by demonstration [5].
Learning by demonstration fundamentally involves receiving a set of state-action pairs and outputting a motor policy, π.The state action pairs are acquired from teleoperation trials, human motion
capture, kinesthetic teaching, or some other observation of human guidance. In general, joint angles,
velocities, torques, and inverse kinematics are recorded. Depending on the task, other parameters
outside the robot, such as object positions and world pose, are recorded.
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To learn a motor policy given an the state action pairs, the methods include performing a regression to find a local or global function from state to action and segmenting the pairs into discrete
classes. In this section, these techniques will be described, and related to the idea of finding a latent
structure in the discovered policies.
If we want to be able to mix robot data with human data, we need to understand the general
techniques that are currently used to transfer human motion to a robot. There are two ways for
acquiring data - through imitation learning and through kinesthetic learning.
Imitation learning involves the robot perceiving a human performing a motion, and attempting
to replicate that motion. With the introduction of the Microsoft Kinect sensor, the typical way of
getting human motion data is through skeletons. Imitation learning allows for observing natural
human movement, but this movement cannot always be replicated on a robot due to limitations of
the robot’s actuators or the kinematic retargeting from human to robot.
Kinesthetic learning involves a human physically moving the robot through certain motions.
Here, the human works through the robot’s physical parameters, but often richer behaviors are
difficult to teach.

2.2.1

Regressions and Segmentation

In its simplest form, a regression is a way to fit a function class to given set of data. Thus, with a
particular function from this class, we can elicit an action for a previously unobserved state. For
instance, a least-squares linear regression on observed states, x, and actions, y, is formulated in
Equation (10).

minimize||Ax + b − y||22
A,b

(10)

The function class in this case is the set of linear functions of x’s components, with the cost
function being the difference between a particular linear combination of x’s components and its
observed y. However, for observed motions do not follow linear combinations, or necessarily an
easy to deal with function class.
The works of Chris Atkeson and Stefan Schaal established the local regression techniques,
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where it is assumed that motions can be composed of linear segments in local neighborhoods of
states. This locally weighted regression [6] is executed during the execution of motion, and thus
belongs to a class of regression approaches called Lazy Learning. Locally weighted regression
establishes a kernel function, K(xi , q) that allows the optimization routine to weight demonstrated
states xi near an unknown state, q, more in the cost function. The case of the linear regression with
the kernel function is shown in Equation (11).

minimize ∑(aT xi + b − yi )2 K(xi , q)
A,b

(11)

i

In general, the cost function is not required to be a sum of squares, nor is the function class
required to be linear. Typically, the Kernel function represents the inverse distance - as the distance
decreases, the weight increases. Locally weighted regression is a general approach, and can be
implemented in vastly different ways depending on the Kernel function, cost function, and function
class.
When given a corpus of state action pairs, it may be that certain potions of the motion act
in distinct ways. In the case of unlocking a door, there are portions of the motion where the arm
positions the key inside the lock, and a portion where is turns the key. It makes sense that segmenting
the motion into these logical components could lead to better executions. Segmentation approaches
take this viewpoint for motion skill learning [19], [20]. In equation 12, the Gaussian Mixture method
is described as maximum likelihood optimization problem.

minimize
{µk ,Ak }

∑ ln P(xi )
i


subject to P(xi ) = ∑
k

1
2πσ 2

3/2




1
exp
(xi − µk )
2σ 2

(12)

Ak = σ I
For the Gaussian Mixture Model optimization problem, the form of the covariance matrices
Ak and the number of classes k can be modified to suit the needs of the particular motion learning
problem. Once the state space is segmented, a novel observed state can be placed into an appropriate
class. The policies for each class, πk , may be vastly different. This clustering technique still requires
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a level of policy learning for each class of data, and is not a policy generating technique in and of
itself.

2.2.2

Inverse Optimal Control

While regressions and segmentation strategies offer model-less learning, humanoid robots, due to
their high dimensional nature, stand to benefit from underlying models. Optimal control strategies,
like Preview ZMP [63], optimize acceleration based on the linear inverted pendulum model. For
learning purposes, the human in the loop can be thought to provide optimal control inputs. The goal
in inverse optimal control is to learn an underlying cost function that results in the observed human
demonstration.
Previous methods [117], utilize the difference in a human demonstrated path and an automatic
path generation to establish a policy gradient. However, kinesthetic teaching provides a cumbersome
interaction, where the human still needs to understand how the kinematics are aligned in order to
move the arm. Other work recognizes this and provides ways for the user to “sketch” paths that can
represent certain costs in motion optimization [30]. Overall, however, the optimization works are a
joint level, with no higher understanding of tasks at hand. This method, with additional human task
insight for simplifying interaction, is discussed in Section 4.4.

2.2.3

Low Dimensional Optimization

The goal of the latent space is to give a human user an intuitive way to modify trajectories, and
verify that the resulting, modified, trajectories “make sense” and do not violate physical constraints,
such as balance, obstacle avoidance, range of motion, etc.
Let’s set up the problem with regards to independent variables q(t), dependent variables d(t),
latent path plan variables y(t), and latent user modification u(t). A motion exists a the library of
motions, and has an associated canonical representation and associated latent space. This motion,
for instance, could be a free throw motion. This is labeled m f reethrow = q(t), d(t), y(t), f . f is an
invertible map from q(t), d(t) to y(t) that exists in the space of all mappings. Our optimization
problem to find a latent space is as follows.
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minimize
f

∑ ||q(t) − f −1 (y(t))||
t

subject to di (t) ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , n.

(13)

y(t) − ui (t)
≤c
q(t) − f −1 (y(t) + ui (t))
The first constraint ensures that the physical constraints are satisfied for all t after applying
the user perturbation (labeled di (t), it is a predicted/simulated value), while the second constraint
ensures that user perturbations “make sense” in both the latent and original coordinate frames.
While q(t) is culled from a corpus of training examples of one type of motion, ui (t) is a set of
modified trajectories that are foreseen to be plausible modifications of the canonical trajectory q(t).
The set ui is a way of “directing” the latent space to favor a certain representation.
For instance, with regard to the canonical free throw motion, a perturbation could be a three
point shot or a layup. The general motion is still constrained to proper arm motion, but the exit
angle or the exerted force may differ.

2.2.4

Human Interface

A major concern for deploying robots for rescue missions, seen in the DRC, is developing user
interfaces [99]. When working with non-expert users, it is important to know that discriminating
between good and bad behaviors is more feasible than demonstrating full “good” behaviors [58].
Additionally, we use web-based interfaces [109], [118] to record information, as this can provide a
very accessible user interface for users.
When constructing a motion for a robot, researchers use a combination of kinesthetic teaching
[30], kinematic retargeting from motion capture, and direct joint or inverse kinematic (IK) control
through mouse and keyboard. However, cumbersome kinesthetic teaching of kinematic chains adds
significant path abnormalities, where a user is not familiar with linkage constraints and motor stiction [3]. These issues extend beyond kinesthetic teaching, as motion capture [82] requires a very
accurate retargeting method to map human motion onto humanoid robots. Methods to address retargeting provide some generic model for small portions of kinematic chains [35] or mappings to a
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smaller dimensional space [97], [128], but not be as intuitive for human users.
When considering the operation of a remote robot, performance is paramount, since a great
number of dimensions can be sensed from human input such as whole body motion [7].. In previous
studies of user control of a 6DOF arm, inverse kinematics plans were adept at completing a wide
variety of human guided paths from 2D input and gave a strong sense of control and predictability
to the user [1], [171]. The work in question highlights safety mechanisms; however, in our case
of unknown environments, performance is more important, and obstacle models may not be trusted
enough. Recent works in this field can apply dynamical movement primitives [54] to objection
recognition to form a complete joint trajectory rollout [105].
When constructing a motion for a robot, researchers use a combination of kinesthetic teaching,
kinematic retargeting from motion capture, and direct joint or inverse kinematic (IK) control through
mouse and keyboard. It makes sense to adopt some of these established principles to navigate a
latent space. In particular, IK control is allowing the user to plan or modify trajectories in a latent
space already. Two sources of data are required for human-in-the-loop learning.
First, a corpus of training data to learn a preliminary latent space. This would be information
in the joint space, from sensor readings, and possibly established IK variables. For this method, we
will use a simple retargeting from a skeleton reading from an OpenNI compliant depth sensor. This
sensor is chosen because it is very intuitive for the user to understand, and the skeleton tracking
is universally proven through its widespread use. It is also less invasive than other motion capture
devices that translate human motion to robot motion [7]. Secondly, how the human wishes to modify
a trajectory is needed. This human-in-the-loop assistance can either be realtime modification or
offline modification. Modification requires a degree of feedback – how does a modification deviate
from the reference trajectory.
For modification purposes, using the Kinect is not the far and away best choice. The reason for
this is that we wish to update the plan is a simple latent space, which already imposes constraints. If,
when using kinematic retargeting, the user deviates from a reference trajectory, there is only visual
feedback, and no external “damping” force that can prevent sharp deviations. Additionally, certain
portions of a trajectory may be perfect, while others may need tweaks, so having a use get to the
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start of the troublesome state may be difficult as well as annoying. With this is mind, the Kinect
may be used in the same fashion as a mouse or keyboard to move a trajectory in the latent space.
Modifying a trajectory online is important, and in contrast with trajectory optimization techniques
which serve a particular motion [137]. The user should be presented with important directions in
which to move, and a latent space approach can do this, but possibly without intuitive meaning.
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Chapter 3

Dynamics and Scaled Autonomy
Humanoid robots may encounter situations where they must coordinate their locomotion. One
example case is carrying the same object. This chapter describes a robotic system where two humanoids are physically constrained by the cooperative manipulation of a rigid stretcher body. The
humanoids walk together as a virtual quadruped, showing how principles of quadruped gait generation can be applied to cooperating humanoids. In the experiments, two DARwIn-OP humanoid
robots estimate the position and orientation of the stretcher, in order to approach it and pick it up.
Once they are standing with the stretcher in their hands, they walk by synchronizing their gaits to
simulate a virtual quadruped. By systemically tuning the underlying gait parameters, the cooperative humanoids can carry the stretcher in the most stable fashion. A picture of the robotic system is
shown in Figure 3.1.
The objective of the system is to transport an object in the environment from one point to another
using humanoid robots. The object may be too massive or bulky for a single humanoid to carry.
Thus, two humanoids are employed to carry the object stably and efficiently.
As the system considered quadruped locomotion techniques, additional stability and locomotion techniques are applied for stability and efficiency in future experiments. Specifically, how the
stability of humanoid systems can be improved over varying terrains and various carried payloads is
investigated. Planning techniques for quadruped locomotion can be applied to a coupled humanoid
system [146].
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A coupled system of two bipedal humanoids can be represented with quadruped locomotion,
where stability and agility are analyzed with respect to the connected humanoids’ quadruped gait.
The completion of this system adds a link between the world of bipedal robots and research on
quadruped locomotion. The overall goal of this project is to enable mobile robots to collaborate on
tasks that exploit synergies that no independent robotic actor could achieve.
The task is broken down into separate sections and metrics for success. Firstly, the two robots
must locate the object of interest in the environment, and move themselves into a position that is
amenable to pick up. The metric here is how quickly the robots can identify the object and move
to their positions. How closely they approach the optimal position is also measured. Next, the
humanoid robots must perform a synchronized pickup motion, where success is measured in the
stability of their grip after completing the pickup procedure.
Once gripped, the DARwIn-OPs must follow a given trajectory as quickly and stably as possible.
Quickness is measured in time to completion, and stability is measured in relation to IMU readings
for the object of interest.

3.1

Coordinated Manipulation

To align itself correctly, the humanoids needs to have the same orientation as the stretcher. The robot
also needs to be approximately 22mm away from the centroid in order to be directly over top of the
stretcher handles. This alignment is crucial in order to pick up the stretcher without subsequently
dropping the stretcher or failing to grip it. Since the stretcher consists of two colored parallel and
cylindrical poles, potential stretchers are identified and filtered based on real-time image processing
techniques.
The coupled humanoid system is related to previous research on quadruped systems, since humanoids carrying an object assume a similar stance as a quadruped robot. This similarity is shown
in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.1: Two DARwIn-OP humanoid robots and carry a stretcher.

3.1.1

Alignment Strategies

Firstly, all connected pink pixel regions are deemed to be potential stretchers. As such, a Gaussian
mixture model is trained on sample images, and maximum likelihood over this mixture model is
used to form a look up table. This look up table assigns a label (stretcher or non-stretcher) to
every pixel in an image, thereby making a labeled image. From this labeled image, the connected
components algorithm is run to collect a set of color blobs. Each blob is then run through a size
filter – if the blob does not include a certain number of pixels, then it is described as noise. Next,
the remaining objects are filtered on aspect ratio. The relative height to width of the poles is known
to be a certain ratio, so objects that are not close to this ratio are also discarded.
The two largest remaining blobs are then considered to be the two stretcher poles. The relative
ground coordinates (from the image coordinates) and stretcher centroid (the midpoint between the
centroids of the two poles) are then calculated. The orientation of the stretcher is the direction that
is perpendicular to the line segment connecting the two centroids. If only one pole is seen, then the
same calculations are carried out, but only the centroid of the single pole is considered. An example
of color segmentation is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Images are segmented based upon color. Top, DARwIn-OP’s blue eyes are segmented
and recognized as circles. Bottom, the stretcher is recognized as two long color blobs.

The alignment motion strategy comprises of a finite state machine governing locomotion strategy. The first strategy is to have the robot walk around and move its head until it finds a pole. It
then orients its body to face the poles (both poles can be sensed in a single camera frame when one
pole is focused upon). In the orientation process, it aligns itself within 40mm from the centroid, so
as not to knock into the handles in the following orbiting phase. The orbiting phase has the robot
walk around the stretcher, while still facing it. The robot walks around until it achieves the same
orientation as the stretcher (within ±5 degrees). With roughly the same orientation, the humanoid
then proceeds to approach the stretcher, controlling its position and orientation until it is 22mm
(±1mm) from the centroid, and facing the same direction.
If at any time one robot is “off trajectory,” it will return to a previous state, broadcasting this
state. When positioning, each robot will reach an “aligned” state and transition to a waiting state.
When both robots arrive in the waiting state, they proceed to execute the pickup motion simultaneously.
Both robots follow this same policy and broadcast their individual states over the wireless network. Each robot relays information over a standard 802.11g wireless network. The robots’ states
are sent over this network at 100 packets per second.
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3.1.2

Grasping Strategies

The grasping strategy for the pickup motion is comprised jointly of keyframe motion and inverse
kinematics (IK) with balance feedback. The desired hip height is sent to the ZMP engine for IK
control, while the arms are given keyframe values (desired joint angles in time) during the pick up
motion.
Once the stretcher has been clasped, both robots stand up with the stretcher in hand. The
stretcher is not rigidly attached to the DARwIn’s arms, and a small amount of velcro is used to
provide better friction to more closely resemble a rigid four legged system. The pickup motion is
send over the wireless network.

3.1.3

Performance

Across the trials, two separate portions of the system worked very well – gait harmonization and
picking up the stretcher. However, transitioning from picking up the stretcher to walking with it was
more difficult.
Over the set of 5 trials, it took an average of 23 seconds for both robots to reach the correct
alignment in front of the posts from about a meter from the stretcher. The robots would fail to
achieve the proper position if they decided to assume the same side of the stretcher. This problem
is avoided by standing the robots on opposite sides of the stretcher.
Once in position, the robots would pick up and grip the stretcher with a stable grasp (one where
each humanoid holds the stretcher with both hands) 50% of the time, over 4 trials.
Once grasped, it took an average of 15.5 seconds before the DARwIn-OPs would fall after
moving the stretcher along the desired trajectory. This averaging was done over five trials – one of
which were thrown out because the robot fell with a bad grip under 5 seconds. Once in place, the
robots could carry the table indefinitely.
In general, most failures occurred when one robot feel into, or away from, the stretcher. The
primary culprit was distance synchronization, rather than a failure in grip. Thus, in the future, more
robust methods of distance synchronization will be explored.
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3.2

Locomotion Synchronization

This cooperative system demands a level of synchronization between robots. Both robots must
agree on a coherent world state model. When maneuvering a common object, coordination of
a grasping strategy is required. Also, the dynamics of humanoid robots require two harmonized
bipedal walking gaits.






Figure 3.3: Both coupled humanoid systems and quadruped robots share similar configurations.
Pairs of legs are connected via a rigid object or spine

A two stage motion controller that consists of a footstep controller and walk controller is employed to guide the movement of the robots. This controller framework can generate motion patterns
beyond walking. For instance, in addition to controlling the walk with the stretcher for each robot,
the walk controller guides the picking up motions by generating specified foot and torso trajectories,
while stabilizing the robot.
The step controller determines the end positions of the torso and feet for each step based on
initial foot and torso poses and commanded velocity. It also generates the zero moment point (ZMP)
trajectory [149] for each step. After the initial and ending torso and feet poses with ZMP trajectory
are generated by the step controller, the walk controller generates the feet and torso trajectory to
walk in a given direction. A linear inverted pendulum model and ZMP criterion to generate the
appropriate torso trajectory.
Important to this coupled humanoid system is active balancing which is realized with the help
of IMU feedback. A nonlinear function on filtered rate gyro output applies dynamic biases to the
servos of the support foot using an ankle controller [168]. This balancing engine keeps the humanoid
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stably balanced with and without a stretcher in hand.

3.2.1

Footstep Planning

In order to achieve coordinated quadruped gaits, there needs to be a synchronization mechanism
between the touchdowns of each robot’s feet. This mechanism modifies the parameters of the aforementioned step controller in the walking engine. Shown in Equation (1), a simple proportional
control over phase differences adjusts the slave robot’s walk step period.

tStep[a] = tStep[b] + Ktdi f f

(1)

where tStep[x] is the period of the walking step for robot x, tdi f f is the phase difference between the
two robots, and K is a gain parameter. The wireless network relays each robots step information.
The phase difference needs to account for the latency in the wireless network. However, in testing,
this effect was negligible – 2ms lag vs 100ms step period.
The phase difference are calculated by comparing how much robot A leads B and how much
A lags B in terms of step progression. The phase difference is the minimum of the lag and lead
calculations. Because footsteps must be synchronized for multiple gaits, a phase offset parameter
is required. For instance, an offset of 0 indicates that A and B share footsteps, while an offset of
tStep indicates that A and B share opposite footsteps. In general, the footsteps of the two robots
will follow each other with a fixed offset. A graphical representation is shown in Figure 3.4.
 



 


Figure 3.4: The footstep touchdowns over time. The top waveform is the first robot’s foot steps,
while the bottom waveform is the second robot’s footsteps.
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3.2.2

Proportional Distance Control

In addition to footstep synchronization, the two robots must maintain a constant distance between
themselves, or they will drop the object they are carrying. To control this distance, each DARwInOP perceives the length between its partner’s eyes. The eyes are segmented from the image, as
shown in Figure 3.2 and the centroids of the eyes are computed. Simple proportional control, shown
in Equation (2), is used with a deadband.

ẋ = K

q
(x1 − x2 )2 + (y1 − y2 )2

(2)

where (x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ) are the coordinates in the image of the centroids of the eyes and K is the
gain.

3.2.3

Stability Metrics

After controlling for foot step synchronization and relative distance, the stability of the carried
object is analyzed. To do so, gyroscope measurements of the carried stretcher are recorded. The
gyroscope was placed in the middle of the stretcher, and fastened firmly to it. The DARwIn-OPs
were told to walk in place while holding the stretcher.
Five trial measurements of their walk were assessed. Each walk duration lasted 4 seconds after
the robots had reached steady state. The raw gyroscope readings were recorded, and filtered later.
The gyroscope was aligned so that the x axis pointed from one robot to the other, while the y
direction pointed perpendicular to this line in the plane of the stretcher, shown in Figure 3.3.

3.2.4

Performance

A system for picking up and moving a stretcher via two humanoids was developed. The system has
been fully realized on actual hardware, and can be generalized for other cooperative humanoids.
To measure the performance of the step synchronization, the actual phase difference between
the step progression broadcasts of each robot were recorded. Each gait had varied amounts of time
to reach steady state, but once in steady state, it was of value to see the absolute error in desired
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phase difference. Shown in Figure 3.5 is an averaged plot over time of the deviation from desired
phase difference between the robots. The persistent deviation from perfect synchronization was
around 5 ms, or 3% of the phase difference, which represents an acceptable tolerance factor. This
can be attributed to modeling error in the actual lag.
Absolute Deviation from Steady State Synchronization, Average
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Figure 3.5: Over time, the gaits synchronized to within a hundredth of a second to desired phase
offset. This is a tolerance of about 3%.

As the robot team synchronized their locomotion with regards to the phase shift, a gyroscope
module recorded angular velocity over time. With these angular velocity readings, two formulas
for measuring stability were developed. First, the energy of the system is recorded as the sum
of squared differences from zero rotational velocity. Secondly, the sum of absolute differences
from zero rotational velocity is tabulated. The averages of the findings over 5 trials are shown in
Figure 3.6.
As seen, the preponderance of instability can be found in the y direction. This makes sense, as
the DARwIn-OPs sway left and right while stepping between feet, while up and down motion is
mostly minimized across stepping patterns.
As can be seen from both the absolute deviations and squared deviations in the y direction is
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Figure 3.6: Squared and absolute deviations for measuring stability. Dashed line represents stability
in the x direction, normal line represents stability in the y direction, and thick dashed/dotted is the
sum of these stabilities.

a quadratic or sinusoidal trend that peaks just before a full phase offset (opposite feet are synchronized) and increases for all other phase offsets before. In contrast, the x deviations are relatively
constant for all phase offsets.
Imitating the motion of a human operator is an intuitive and efficient way to make humanoid
robots perform complex, human-like behaviors. With the help of recently introduced affordable
and real-time depth sensors, the real time imitation of human behavior has become more feasible.
However, due to their small footprint and high center of mass, humanoid robots are not inherently
stable. The momentum generated by dynamic upper body movements can induce instabilities that
are often large enough to make the robot fall down.
A motion controller for a humanoid robot controls the upper body in real time to imitate a
human teacher, and reactively stabilizes the lower body based on the current measured state of the
robot. Instead of relying on the accuracy of robot dynamics, we use biomechanically motivated
push recovery controllers to stabilize the robot against unknown perturbations that include possible
impacts. The approach is demonstrated experimentally on a small humanoid robot platform.
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3.3

Real-time Imitation of Human Motion

We use the Asus Xtion RGB-D depth sensor and proprietary software to capture a humans’ pose at
30 frames per second. Given this skeleton information, we record from the device the coordinates,
in meters, of the human’s hands, shoulders, elbows, head, and torso. We retarget the coordinated
given to desired joint angles for the humanoid robot using inverse kinematics to acquired the end
effector offset.
The Asus Xtion RGB-D sensor sends information to a computer external to the robot. Both the
robot’s onboard computer and the external computer are connected to the same wireless network as
the robot. Once the desired joint angles are calculated but the external computer, they are broadcast
via UDP packets that are received by the robot’s onboard computer. As packets are received, the
robot commands its joints, which are PID controlled, to the network-received desired position.

Figure 3.7: Stabilizing a robot in realtime requires a tracking system with networking and humanoid
control, diagrammed here.
Figure 3.7 shows the system diagram of how data flows in the system. When evaluating the
system in simulation, the joint angles from the inverse kinematics calculation are stored directly
into the buffer.
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Figure 3.8: Left: Joint IDs assigned to the physical DARwIn-OP. Right: Kinematic model of the
DARwIn-OP

3.3.1

Kinematic Retargeting

Human degrees of freedom are much larger than that of small scale humanoids. Figure 3.8 shows
the kinematic model of the DARwIn-OP, as compared to a human. Since the kinematics of the small
size humanoid cannot capture the full range of motion a human operator, the offset of the human’s
hand from the shoulder is scaled to an offset from the humanoid’s shoulder to hand size. This scale
is defined as the ratio of the sum of the upper arm and lower arm of the robot to the sum of the arm
lengths of the human.
The angle between the upper arm and lower arm is calculated directly from the upper and lower
arm positions so as to allow the robot’s end effector to reach the correct distance to the desired
coordinate. This angle is commanded via joint ID 5, and so the equations that follow will include
subscripts for angles to indicate which servo motor is controlled.

−1



θ5 = cos

a~u · ~al
|~
au ||~al |


(3)

The joint angles show how the shoulder motors will move the end effector into place. The
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elevation away from the sagittal plane of the robot is shown as
θ3 = cos−1

y
c

(4)

Lastly, the rotation in the sagittal plane is considered. This angle is, however, coupled to the previous
calculations.
θ1 = tan−1

z
x

− θ5

(5)

Torso Rotation
In addition to mimicking the arm positions, the rotation of the human torso is copied. The body
rotation is determined by forming a rotation matrix from the skeleton information. The vector
from shoulder to shoulder (~u) and the vector from waist to head (~v) are assumed perpendicular. By
normalizing these vectors, a three dimensional orthonormal basis is formed by including the cross
product of the two vectors (~w). However, in practice, these basis vectors are not quite orthogonal,
and thus there cannot be a rotation matrix. The nearest rotation matrix (R) that describes the human
torso rotation is found as described in [51].

M = [~u|~v|~w]
T

(6)
−1/2

R = M(M M)

(7)

where u, v, and w are the basis vectors described above. R is then a proper rotation matrix that is
able to capture the rotation of the human torso. From the rotation matrix, the desired roll (r), pitch
(p), and yaw (y) are extracted for use in the walk controller.
r = tan−1 (R32 /R33 )
y = tan

−1

p = tan−1

(8)

(R21 /R11 )

(9)


−R31 /(R11 cos−1 y + R21 sin−1 y)
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(10)

Figure 3.9: The extended LIPM with two additional arm masses.

3.3.2

Simplified Dynamics Model

To model the dynamics of the robot imitating human behavior in real time, an extended linear
inverted pendulum model (LIPM) with two more point masses is used, as shown Figure 3.9. This
model has center of mass (COM) height z0 , torso mass Mbody , arm mass Marm , and horizontal COM
positions of torso and two arms from support point are denoted by xbody , xarm1 and xarm2 . As we
assume LIPM for each mass, the torques at the point p due to each mass are

τbody = Mbody ω 2 (xbody − p) − ẍbody

τarm1 = Marm ω 2 (xarm1 − p) − ẍarm1

τarm2 = Marm ω 2 (xarm2 − p) − ẍarm2

where ω =

q

g
z0

(11)
(12)
(13)

and g is the gravitational constant.

For simplicity, the hands occupy the same height, z0 . This assumption is flawed if, for instance,
up and down arm motions are executed by the robot. However, these motions have been subjectively
observed to be minor disturbances.
If the total robot mass is denote as M = Mbody + 2Marm , then they should satisfy the following
equation, from work in [168], to make net moment zero at point p.
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(14)

φ2 ≤ φ < 1

Mω 2 p = Mbody (ω 2 xbody − ẍbody )+
Marm (ω 2 xarm1 − ẍarm1 )+

(15)

Marm (ω 2 xarm2 − ẍarm2 ),
which ensures the dynamic stability of the robot if the position of p lies inside the support polygon
during the motion. As the robot imitates human motion in real time, arm positions xarm1 and xarm2
are externally given. Both arms are defined as linear joints

farm1 = xarm1 − xbody

(16)

farm2 = xarm2 − xbody ,

(17)

to update the torso trajectory using (3)
ẍbody = ω 2 (xbody − p) + Marm (ω 2 farm1 − f¨arm1 )/M

(18)

+Marm (ω 2 farm2 − f¨arm2 )/M.

3.3.3

Real-time Stabilization

Although the ultimate goal of imitation-based control is the real time imitation of human behavior
on a free-walking humanoid robot, most of the previous approaches are confined to either imitation
with offline conditioning or externally supported humanoid robot with perfect upper body imitation.
There are two problems inhibiting real-time imitation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.10: Three push recovery strategies. (a) Ankle strategy that applies a control torque at the
ankle joint. (b) Hip strategy which uses the angular acceleration of the torso and limbs to apply
counteractive ground reaction forces. (c) Step strategy that changes the support point by stepping.

Figure 3.11: The DARwIn-OP robot imitating the full body behavior of human operator in real time
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The first problem is that tracking human motion required large, stationary motion capture systems, which makes real-time control cumbersome in general. However, the recent introduction of
compact depth sensors that can non-invasively track human limbs made imitation a very practical
way to control the robots in real time. The second, more pressing, problem is that unsupported
humanoid robots are not very stable due to their upright posture. Momentum generated by dynamic
movement of limbs then can destabilize the robot if this momentum is not handled properly.
The problem of making a humanoid robot imitate human operator’s motion in real time while
keeping balance is considered. In contrast to offline approaches which record human motion and
optimize it for a humanoid robot to satisfy stability criteria, a biomechanically motivates the reactive
push recovery controller to cope with unknown perturbations from dynamic movement of upper
body. The approach is validated using physically realistic simulations, as well as experimentally on
the DARwIn-OP small humanoid robot platform. Experimental results show that the method can
successfully imitate dynamic human behavior in real time without falling down.
Biomechanical studies show that humans display three distinctive motion patterns in response
to sudden external perturbations, which are denoted as ankle, hip and step push recovery strategies
[48] and are shown in Figure 3.12. The ankle strategy applies a control torque at the ankle joint, the
hip strategy uses the angular acceleration of torso to apply a counteractive ground reaction force,
and finally the step strategy changes the base of support to a new position by stepping. Three push
recovery controllers based on those strategies using an abstract model of the robot are reviewed.
Selection among these techniques utilize a criteria based on current state and the stability region of
each controller.

Ankle push recovery
The ankle strategy applies a control torque on the ankle joints to keep the center of mass within
the base of support. The abstract model in Figure 3.12 (a) is assumed, where ankle torque τankle
is applied to a LIPM with mass M, COM height z0 and COM horizontal position x from current
support point. Then the resulting linearized dynamic model is
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ẍ = ω 2 (x − τankle /Mg) ,

(19)

which can be controlled by a PD-control on x with control gains Kp and Kd .
τankle = Kp x + Kd ẋ,

(20)

Hip push recovery
The hip strategy uses angular acceleration of the torso and limbs to generate a backward ground
reaction force (GRF) to pull the center of mass back towards the base of support. Abstract model in
Figure 3.10 (b) includes a flywheel with point mass at height z0 and rotational inertia I, and control
torque τhip at the COM. Then the resulting linearized dynamic model is


ẍ = ω 2 x − τhip /Mg
θ̈hip = τhip /I.

(21)
(22)

However the flywheel must not exceed the joint limits. In this case, following the bang-bang
profile [115] can be used for applying hip torque to maximize the effect while satisfying the joint
angle constraint
τhip (t) =



 τ MAX
hip

0 ≤ t < TH1


 −τ MAX
hip

TH1 ≤ t < 2TH1 ,

(23)

MAX is the maximum torque that the can be applied on torso and T
where τhip
H1 is the time the torso

stops accelerating.

Step push recovery
The step strategy moves the base of support towards the direction of push by taking a step, as
shown in Figure 3.12 (c). If we assume the support point transition occurs instantly preserving the
linear momentum, we can get the following landing position from the initial support point [115]:
xcapture =

ẋ
ω

+ x.
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(a) Ankle strategy

(b) Hip strategy
strategy

(c) Step

Figure 3.12: Stability regions for each push recovery controller. White and gray region denotes
stable and unstable region of state space. Black and red lines denote stable and unstable state
trajectories from various initial states.
Hierarchical Recovery Controller
When pushed, humans perform a combination of push recovery behaviors according to the particular situation. To select the appropriate set of push recovery behaviors as humans do, we use a
hierarchical controller where ankle, hip and step push recovery controllers work as low-level subcontrollers and the high-level push recovery controller triggers each according to the current sensory
input [169].
For the simplified models shown in Figure 3.10, previous analysis have shown the decision
boundaries of each controller based on the current state [135]. If we assume maximum ankle torque
ankle , then the stability region for ankle push recovery controller is derived as
as τMAX

MAX
|Mg(ẋ/ω + x)| < τankle

(24)

which is increased by combining the hip strategy plus ankle strategy
MAX
MAX ωTH1
|Mg(ẋ/ω + x)| < τankle
+ τhip
(e
− 1)2

(25)

Finally, if we assume instantaneous support point transition without loss of linear momentum,
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we have the following stability region for using all three strategies at once:
MAX
MAX ωTH1
MAX
|Mg(ẋ/ω + x)| < τankle
+ τhip
(e
− 1)2 + Mgxcapture
,

(26)

MAX is the maximum step size available. In this case we can use two boundary conditions
where xcapture

in (14) and (15) to select between controllers based on current state. Phase space trajectory plots
and stability regions for each controller are shown in Figure 3.12. For the more realistic case with
a multi-segmented body with motor dynamics as on a physical robot, we can use empirical stability
boundaries trained from experience [168], [169].

3.3.4

Performance

Figure 3.13 shows the DARwIn-OP robot imitating the motion of human operator. We have found
that the robot can convincingly imitate a number of human motions using its arms and torso movements, even if it has much lower degree of freedom compared to human. The overall latency of
the system was below 0.05s, and the robot motion was only limited by the velocity limit of the
servomotors.
To quantitatively test the effectiveness of the active stabilization controller, we generate data logs
from human motion and play these logs on the robot with and without active stabilization controller.
To better compare the effect of stabilization, we let the robot walk in place during motion, which
makes the robot more unstable than standing still. The momentum generated by the robot’s limb
movements are large enough to make the robot fall down without the push recovery controller.
Table 3.1 shows the result of the trials. We found that the active controller clearly improved
the performance for 4 of the 5 motions we tested, except for one motion which was stable without
active stabilization.

3.4

Bimanual Manipulation

Being tasked with remote operation a high degree of freedom robot in an unknown environment,
untrained users face difficult motion planning problems when two or more kinematics chains must
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(a) Front and back swing

(b) Stirring

(c) Swaying

(d) Straight punching

(e) Uppercut punching
Figure 3.13: The real-time imitation of various full-body human motions by the DARwIn-OP robot.

Motion
Swing
Stir
Conductor
Jab
Uppercut

With Stabilization
3/3
2/3
2/2
2/3
3/3

Without Stabilization
0/3
0/3
2/2
1/3
0/3

Table 3.1: Number of successful trials for imitating different upper body motions.
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be operates in synchrony. Some knowledge of the capabilities of the robot can provide assistance
for the operator. For instance, valve and steering wheel objects have geometric abstractions, such
as a toroidal shape, and actionable affordances, such as axial rotation from an applied torque. With
this geometric representation, the objective is to provide a minimal instruction set to the robot and
preserve the ability to manipulate a wide variety of objects.
Combining the methods of model based manipulation from the coordination of humanoids with
the upper body stabilization, the implementation of a bimanual manipulation system is possible
in unknown environments. The user interface for such a system allows certain parameters to be
controlled by the operator, rather than autonomously.
We test the ability to apply some autonomy to teleoperation by using small bits of knowledge of
the environment. In a typical teleoperation scenario, a user would control two six DOF manipulator
chains. With visual feedback, a user can guide this arm using a six DOF joystick. In a typical
automation scenario, two six DOF arms will be programmed to respond to sensor information within
some planning framework. To test our hypothesis, we gathered our wheeled humanoid robot, a
steering wheel pose in a variety of ways, a desktop computer for human interaction, and a Razor
Hydra for capturing human input.

Figure 3.14: Novice users are able to quickly grab a steering wheel without prior training.
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3.4.1

Task-based Coupled Motion

To control the arms, we use an analytic solution of the inverse kinematics of the arm chain. This
solution allows for a wide range of poses of the steering wheel that provides responsive reactions
to human inputs. We provide two tele-operative interfaces. In the first interface, the human adjusts
the radius of the wheel and its center position. The kinematics of the arm end effectors are then
calculated from this information. The user does not need to worry about aligning the arms with the
steering wheel. In the second teleoperative mode, we allow the user to independently control each
arm, save for the roll and z coordinates. In this way, the user controls all nine degrees of freedom.

Figure 3.15: Above, human interface for configuring constraints for teleoperation. Below, one depth
frame acquired from an actuated laser scanner, with user specified points
To calculate the poses of the arms, we use the yaw φ , pitch ψ, center position, and radius ρ
of the wheel. This yields six free parameters to control the combined 12 degrees of freedom of the
arms. Since the roll is omitted in this experiment, six parameters control 10 degrees of freedom. The
pitch and yaw parameters are directly fed to the end effector orientations, as shown in Figure 3.15.
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For the yaw, φright = −1 · φwheel , φle f t = φwheel . For the pitch, ψright = ψwheel , ψle f t = ψwheel . For
the positions of the arms, the z coordinate is the same as the wheel center’s z coordinate. The x
and y coordinates are dependent upon the yaw and pitch of the wheel as well as the wheel center’s
position and radius, described in Equations 27 through 30.

3.4.2

xle f t = xwheel − ρ sin(φ )

(27)

xright = xwheel + ρ sin(φ )

(28)

yle f t = ywheel − ρ cos(ψ)

(29)

yright = ywheel + ρ cos(ψ)

(30)

Performance

To test the various modes of semi-autonomous behavior, we designed the following experimental
scenarios. The goal of each scenario is to make the robot grip the wheel along its horizontal diameter. Firstly, using the Razor Hydra1 , human users will control arm end effectors manually via inverse
kinematics. In the second scenario, users will align the arms with the Hydra based on constraints
between the two hands. Thirdly, users will align the the arms by clicking key points the steering
wheel represented with a captured depth image and letting an automatic system move the arms to
those positions and appropriate orientations. Finally, an autonomous method finds the position, orientation, and size of the wheel without the human clicks before moving the arms to the identified
position.
To measure the performance and correctness of the system, we recorded key measurement. The
accuracy of execution was measured as the distance of the grips from the pre ordained grip points
(extracted from the horizontal diameter). The time to completion was measured from when the user
began to attempt the task to when the hands successfully gripped the wheel. The time to completion
was capped at 5 minutes if the user was unsuccessful up to that point.
The operator’s opinion of each system was also a key factor, and was qualitatively measured.
Users were asked to rank the three methods where they provided input for the robot based on which
1 The Razor Hydra is a human interface device that consists of two handheld joysticks that report their position and
orientation relative to a separate base station.
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one they felt most confident would get the job done. They also scored the amount of control they
felt they had over the system on a scale of 1 to 5. It is interesting to know if confidence is different
from perceived control.

Perception
The human user will require some feedback. We choose to give visual feedback from the camera
from the constrained teleoperation, and a depth image for the human object detection. All information is sent to and from the robot using UDP packets. A USB camera is mounted on a pitch and
yaw actuated head. Each frame is JPEG compressed and sent to the human operator. The operator
is able to control the viewing angle in realtime via a joystick on the Hydra.
To capture depth information in an unknown environment, the widely used Kinect or PrimeSense based devices are unsuitable, since they perform badly outdoors. To mitigate this issue, we
use the outdoor capable Hokuyo UTM-30LX to capture depth data. Since this device captures depth
only in a plane, it is actuated in pitch to form a three dimensional data. The pitch actuation moves
the laser scanned 60 degrees to fill 500 scanlines. With a scanline capture time of 40Hz, it takes 4.8
seconds to capture a three dimensional depth frame, shown in Figure 3.15.
While not quite a degree of freedom that affected the environment, the viewpoint of the camera
was user adjustable. This additional mechanism was provided since the field of view of the camera
was unable to capture the workspace of both hands simultaneously.
We used a set of 15 novice users who had not used our teleoperation system before, and assigned
them to perform each task in a random order.

Arm Pose Accuracy
Shown in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 are the results of quantitative user results, grouped by units of
distance and angle. FT1 represents Full Teleoperation for the first configuration (no tilt). Similarly,
CT is named for constrained teleoperation and GA is named for Guided Autonomy. While the
distance measurements of error were smaller for the guided autonomy method, the error in pitch
was quite high for the pitch of the tilted steering wheel.
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Table 3.2: User error in distance for manipulation alignment.

FT1
CT1
GA1
FT2
CT2
GA2

X (mm)
-12.3
-15.2
-7.3
1.8
-0.2
3.4

Y (mm)
-5.3
-3.5
-4.0
-7.4
-1.3
-4.8

Z (mm)
-37.9
-36.2
2.7
-11.1
-9.0
9.8

Radius (mm)
8.2
7.7
1.2
2.2
2.3
0.0

Table 3.3: User error in angle for manipulation alignment

FT1
CT1
GA1
FT2
CT2
GA2

Yaw (deg)
1.6286
1.3189
1.4000
-0.3656
0.0278
-0.3078

Pitch (deg)
6.5974
6.5518
2.4267
-1.8049
-0.8073
-2.9911

Completion Times
Timing the user from the start of the lidar scan to the moment that the arms move into position,
we gathered a measure of how well performing and reliable the system is across users. Shown
in Table 3.4 are the summaries of measurements. As can be seen, the guided autonomy approach
is reliably faster than the other methods. However, with the large variance in times for the other
techniques, it shows the promise for training users.
Table 3.4: User time to completion for manipulation alignment

FT1
CT1
GA1
FT2
CT2
GA2

µ (s)
87.13
75.27
27.13
90.13
95.00
25.13
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σ (s)
26.26
33.44
4.98
26.26
23.82
4.05

Subjective Preferences
In addition to tracking their time to completion and accuracy of grip position, we also asked for
some qualitative feedback about the ability to perform the task at hand: “Please score (1 least to 5
most) your confidence in each strategy that the arms will position close enough to the horizontal?”
Of the 15 users, 8 liked the constrained teleoperation better than the unconstrained teleoperation,
with average preferences of 3.13 and 3.03 respectively. This split in user preference was interesting
when developing the interaction technique, as most users had strong preferences (2 vs 4) for one
technique or the other. However, all users like the semi-autonomous the best, with a confidence of
5, which falls in line with the time it took to complete the task.
The general feedback, outside of ranking preference, was that depth perception was quite an
issue. Users indicated that they were unable to judge how far away the steering wheel was, and
consequently there were five failures for the unconstrained teleoperation case and 4 failures of the
constrained teleoperation case.
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Chapter 4

Human Preferences for Optimization
Motion planning for high degree of freedom (DOF) robots is not an easy task, and often requires
optimization in a high dimensional space. Still, a generic motion planner using a single cost function for optimization may not be optimal over a number of different tasks with various task specific
constraints. In this paper, we present a motion planning system that utilizes both easy to communicate human preferences and dimensionality reduction to handle these issues. Joint trajectories with
human preference costs are projected into the null space of the task space, which helps make the
resulting optimization simpler and more reliable. In addition, we apply the dimensionality reduction
for the optimization, which significantly lowers the computational load. The suggested controller
has been successfully used in the DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC) Finals to handle a number of
manipulation tasks.

4.1

Problem Formulation

With a kinematic chain, motion paths ξ1:nt are planned in the space of joint angles in time, Rnt ×nq ,
where nt represents the number of discrete time steps and nq represents the number of joints in the
chain. For optimizing motion paths, we denote ξt to represent a set of joint angles on the kinematic
chain at timestep t.
Typically, the goal of motion planning is specified in task space, for instance, specifying final
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Figure 4.1: The human preference optimization allowed for quick upper body planning of the
THOR-RD robot during the DRC Finals.
the end effector transform. We introduce the variable x ∈ Rnx to define a task space coordinate, with
nx < nq . Show in Equation (1), we define the first cost in the motion planning optimization as the
length of the path in task space, where smaller length paths are desired.
nt

Llength (x2:nt ) = ∑ ||xt − xt−1 ||2

(1)

t=1

Since a motion path is generated in joint space, task space coordinates, ξt , must be related
to joint space coordinates via a Jacobian matrix, Jξ , such that Jξ ξ˙ = ẋ. With uniformly spaced
timesteps, ∆t, ẋt = xt − xt−1 and ξ˙t = ξt − ξt−1 up to a constant scaling factor. The joint space
reformulation is shown in Equation (2).
nt

Llength (ξ2:nt ) = ∑ Jξ (ξt − ξt−1 )

2

(2)

t=1

Due to dynamic considerations of humanoids, jerky kinematic motions lead to disturbances that
make the robot unstable. To avoid these jerky kinematic motions, a penalty for large accelerations
in joint motion is added, shown in Equation (3), where q̈t ∝ 2ξt − ξt−1 − ξt+1 in discrete time.
nt −1

Lacceleration (ξ1:nt ) =

∑ ||2ξt − ξt−1 − ξt+1 ||2

t=2
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(3)

4.1.1

Human Preferences

In typical motion planning problems, additional costs are included to represent obstacle avoidance,
self-collision, and other concerns. While object models can be used [73], their path optimization
costs increase complexity and incur computation penalties. Instead, a human operator uses task
specific knowledge to inform simpler cost functions for joint configurations that do not affect the
task space motion. The preferences are mathematically represented as simple convex functions,
with easy to understand textual concepts for the operator. We must project them into the null space
of the task Jacobian, Nq = I − J † J, to negate the effects on the task space, where J † is the pseudo
inverse of the rank deficient task Jacobian.
Table 4.1: Motion Configuration Preferences
Similar Configuration
Tucked Arm
Range of Motion Use

∑t ||Nq (ξt − q̃)||2
(2)
∑t ||Nq ξt ||2
∑t ||Nq (ξt − ξ (m) )||2

As an example, in the DRC, the human preferences utilized l2 norms, shown in Table 4.1. The
ith joint in the configuration is denoted ξ (i) , the middle of the range of motion is denoted ξ (m) , and
q̃ represents a “desirable” configuration.
One motivation for using these particular preferences, was that in the door task, shown in Figure 4.2, the arm must be tucked away from the wall while still pushing the handle forward. The
valve task, shown in Figure 4.1, allowed free elbow movement, but with compromised depth perception, re-planning occurred frequently, which is easier to predict when in the middle of the joints’
range of motion.

4.1.2

Anytime Refinement

As Jq depends non-linearly on ξ , the optimization problem incorporating the previously described
cost functions will not result in an efficient convex cost function formulation. To mitigate this
concern, limitations are added to the values of ξt with respect to an initial, non-optimal, trajectory
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Figure 4.2: In obstacle laden situations, preferences help the operator to keep the arm tucked without
modeling the environment.
q̂1:nt . With the constraint in Equation (4), a convex optimization is formulated by approximating Jq
as unchanging from the initial trajectory, thereby implementing a form of trust regions [122].

||ξt − q̂t ||2 ≤ ε

(4)

Using sequential convex optimization, the optimization is run many times, with the optimal so∗ . In this way, the optimal trajectory
lution is set as the initial trajectory for the iteration, q̂1:nt ← ξ1:n
t

is further refined until there is little change in the optimal cost. However, even the initial plan may
suffice and this iterative method can be thought of as an anytime planner, where the optimization is
run until a time boundary is hit.
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4.2

Initial Trajectory

The calculation of the initial trajectory q̂1:nt will have a profound impact on the optimization solution
time due to the sequential linearization. To form this trajectory, a Jacobian control law drives the
joint space motion, shown in Equation (5). Filtering of the Jacobian controller includes clamps
when out of range of joint position and velocity limits.

ξt+1 ← ξt + J † (x f − xt ) + α · N(ξt − ξ f )

(5)

The controller update is run until the current task space pose is within δ the final task space
pose distance metric M) or the trajectory exceeds a maximum number of timesteps, tMAX , shown in
Equations 6 and 7.

||x f − xt ||M ≤ δ
t ≤ tMAX

(6)
(7)

The task space goal is specified as x f and the initial joint configuration at t = 0 specified as
ξ0 . These specifications require no computation, but xt requires forward kinematics computation at
every timestep, and ξ f requires a one time inverse kinematics solution.

4.2.1

Inverse Kinematics Optimization

The kinematic chain with redundant DOFs yields free parameters in the computation of the inverse
kinematics for any task space goal, and thus the mapping from f (x f ) → ξ f is not unique. To solve
for the redundancy, free parameters are sampled in order to optimize the same human preference
costs, exemplified in Table 4.1, of the path optimization. Shown in Equations 8 and 9, the path
optimization is constrained so that the optimized path will respect this optimal inverse kinematics
solution with the unchangeable initial configuration. The path is not defined, then, by a sequence of
transforms, as used in other teleoperation systems [174].
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4.2.2

ξ1 = q̂1

(8)

ξ f = q̂ f

(9)

Jacobian Task Space Controller

A modified Jacobian pseudo inverse based on the selectively damped least squares method [17]
helps to avoid joint limits during motion [100].

J † = (λ I + J T J)−1 J T

(10)

The pseudo inverse J † shown in Equation (10) will yield a null space that is full rank. This full
rank null space will affect motion in the task space, but the degree of its effect can be tuned by α.
Since N is positive semi-definite, a linear filter in time is used such that Nt+1 ← αNt + (1 − α)Nt+1 .
Joint Interpolation
If the trajectory exceeds tMAX before approaching the task space pose within δ , then a secondary
controller must drive ξtMAX to ξ f . In this case, a simple joint interpolation procedure linearly drives
the joint configuration to ξ f , shown in Equation (11), with the stop condition in Equation (12).
ξt+1 ← ξt + ∆q

(11)

∆q ≥ q f − ξt

(12)

The trajectory generated from the joint interpolation method will cause much higher costs in the
task space length than the Jacobian controller. If the Jacobian controller is used exclusively, then the
trajectory is very close to the shortest path in task space after the initial configuration. Thus, only
the null space motion would need optimization; however, there becomes a trade-off in task space
length and null space motion for meeting human preference.
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4.3

Dimensionality Reduction

If optimization is only needed in the null space, for instance, when the Jacobian controller generate
the entire path from ξ1 to x f , then the optimization problem is reformulated. A Jacobian controller
generated path will have low acceleration costs with a low overall task space path length cost.
Omitting these optimization costs, only costs in the null space of the task space are optimized
without introducing significant acceleration and task space length costs. The null space matrix has
rank nq − nx , so the joint space path, ξ1:nt ∈ Rnt ×nq , is reformulated into a lower dimensional path
λ1:nt ∈ Rnt ×(nq −nx ) .
First, the null space components of the trajectory are identified in Equation (13).

ξtNULL = Nq (ξt+1 − ξt )

(13)

The lower dimensional coordinates λt are found by performing a Singular Value Decomposition
to find an orthogonal basis, similar to techniques that analysis Jacobian singularities [131]. With
Nq = USV T , λt is defined in Equation (14) and its reconstruction to ξt in Equation (15).
λt = St VtT (ξt+1 − ξt )
ξtNULL = Ut λt

(14)
(15)

As noted, a side effect of using the Jacobian pseudo-inverse in Equation (10) is that its pseudo
null space is full rank. Instead of choosing nq − nx coordinates, we are afforded the possibility of
using more if we wish, even in more dimensions mean more incursion on the task space trajectory.
We project ξt and reconstruct ξtNULL using only the nq − nx basis vectors with the highest singular
values so that λt ∈ Rnq −nx .
∗ is found, we determine the resulting joint trajectory
When an optimal subspace trajectory λ1:n
t

as in Equation (16). Only the pseudo null space is updated.

ξt∗ = q̂t −Ut λ̂t +Ut λt∗
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(16)

Figure 4.3: Some initial trajectories require joint interpolation since the Jacobian controller times
out. The straight lines at the end of the trajectories show how the controller switches.
We want to still ensure a smooth trajectory, but in the reformulated space that omits some
information on ξt , we can only use an approximate cost to represent accelerations. As λ is a velocity
coordinate because N operates on a joint difference, we mimic the cost of joint acceleration in
Equation (17).
nt −1

Gacceleration (λ1:nt ) =

∑ ||λt − λt−1 ||2

(17)

t=2

The same boundary conditions also are used: λ f∗ = λ̂ f , λ1∗ = λ̂1 . However, the human preference costs cannot be reformulated to equivalent costs in the λ1:,nt subspace, but since the final
configuration was achieved, we just need to find the shortest path to the achieved human preference.
We append the cost in Equation (18) to represent the shortest path to the human preference.
nt −1

Gpath =

∑ ||λt ||2

(18)

t=1

4.3.1

Basis Filtering

Singular value decomposition includes ambiguity with respect to basis vector directions, which for
a series of decompositions, need to be resolved [15]. We set the sign of the jth basis vector, stj
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Figure 4.4: The optimization routine is able to smooth out the trajectory, even if two different
controllers were used in generation.
accordingly to Equation (19).

stj

=




1

j
if Vt j ·Vt−1
>φ
j

j
if Vt ·Vt−1



−1

(19)

< −φ

Additionally, when tracking the basis vectors in time, the singular values may “flip” their order
[22], [108]. We reorder the basis vectors accordingly, when nx − nq > 1, so that each coordinate
λ j can refer to the same basis vector Vt j , even if that direction is no longer associated with the jth
largest singular value at t. We reorder according to Equation (20). We only consider swapping j
with j + 1 and j − 1, which through empirical testing, works well.
j
k∗ = argmaxk Vtk ·Vt−1
k∗

j
← Vt−1
Vt−1

(20)
(21)

If the dot product is small at time t, then we cannot continue to track λt:nt being consistent
with λ1:t−1 , and so we must remove the acceleration constraint of Equation (17) at time t for the
optimization.
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4.3.2

Singularities

Even with properly tracked basis vectors, changes in λt can cause unpredictable changes in ξt when
two basis vectors in Nt have very similar singular values. We condition the optimization formulation
bounds based on this insight, with a modified linearized region bound, shown in Equation (22).

||λt∗ − λ̂1∗ || < ct ελ

(22)

The scaling factor ct is the minimum difference between large enough singular values at time t:
ct = min j|σ j >µ |σ j − σ j+1 |.

Figure 4.5: Above, the THOR-RD robot plans a path with the elbow protruding out with high
manipulability in the middle of the joint range. Below, the robot plans a path with the elbow tucked
in for maneuvering in tight spaces. The target transform for both paths is the same.

4.4

Learning User Preferences

Optimization driven motion planners present popular ways to generate trajectories. The cost functions for these methods typically represent kinematic and dynamic constraints of the robot, as judged
by a system designer. When the task objective of the arm occupies a lower dimension than the degrees of freedom, additional cost functions can help to resolve the problem redundant degrees of
freedom. Previous research has investigated cost functions that encourage “natural” motions, and
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often biologically motivated, and these cost functions are designed by experts to include typical
robot costs like acceleration and completion times.
However, there is value to letting non-trained users teach the robot how to utilize the set of cost
functions by weighing the effect of each cost depending on the task at hand. Based on simulated
training examples motivated by the DARPA Robotics Challenge and RoboCup manipulation challenges, this paper presents a method for learning cost function weights that to represent unique user
preferences for robot motion. In place of kinesthetic teaching, we use a simulated robot where a
user only tells a robot when it has approached a poor configuration and where a more preferable
configuration lies – without affecting task space motions.
High dimensional robots often incorporate more degrees of freedom than are required by task
specifications. When planning motions, the difficulty lies in coordinating the extra dimensions for
optimal performance. The coordination behavior can be task specific, as shown in Figure 4.6, where
simultaneous considerations including obstacles and dynamics of manipulation interactions affect
kinematic trajectories. With human operators in the loop, as seen in the DARPA Robotics Challenge,
it is critical to involve the human in the planning process for predictable and effective manipulation.
We allow a human to teach the null space task hierarchy that is advantageous in optimizing motion
plans.

4.4.1

Interaction

Inspired by the Maximum Margin Planning framework [117], we want to make the robot learn how
to weigh features of each state in its cost function for optimization. Given in Equation (23) is the
reward for how much an optimal policy, ξ ∗ , from learned weights resembles a demonstrated policy,
ξ † . Add additional cost, L(ξ ∗ , ξ † ) incorporates a penalty for the dissimilarity between the learned
policy and the demonstrated policy.

R(w) = wT F(ξ † ) − min{wT F(ξ ) − L(ξ , ξ † )}

(23)

ξ

Rather than allowing the human to physically move the joints to teach the robot entire “good”
paths through kinesthetic teaching, we favor a less intensive approach. The aforementioned planner
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Figure 4.6: Motion planning for grabbing a drill requires motor axes to be aligned for gravity,
while door opening requires tucked arms that do not collide with the door jamb. Valve turning and
hose connecting require less restrictions. These planning preferences can be learned from human
interaction.
generates paths very quickly, and these paths can be graphically shown to a user in a 3D animation.
The human is able to stop the animation at any time and apply corrections to the arm configuration.
As the human is not an expert, we wish to limit the amount of interaction the human can perform,
and so limit interactions to the the principal eigenvectors of null space of the task Jacobian [131]. In
this way, the human cannot modify the task trajectory to cause infeasible trajectories, but still can
provide a “good” configuration as feedback to replace a “bad” configuration.
Because our null space formulation uses a pseudo-Jacobian, null space motion can cause drift
of the task space configuration. Thus, we maintain a task space attractor just as in Equation (5),
where the desired x f is the task space coordinate just before user intervention. The effects of user
interaction on the path, ξ (t), can be shown in Figure 4.8. At each marked vertical line, the user
intervened in the trajectory animation and corrected the null space objective.
The corrections in joint space can be quite large without compromising the task space. Shown in
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Figure 4.7: The human interface provides an animation of the trajectories. These animations can be
edited by the user to provide interaction cues that form a loss function.
Figure 4.9 is the affect of user interaction on the task space. With this interaction as a motivation, we
want to utilize only the differences in trajectories, rather than the properties of two full trajectories.

4.4.2

Difference Formulation

To formulate the learning problem in terms of differences in trajectories, let ξ ∗ denote the result of
minξ {wT F(ξ ) − L(ξ )}. In Equation (24), the reward function explicitly looks at the difference in
features observed over a path. An additional regularization term, tuned with λ , keeps w reasonable.


R(w) = wT F(ξ † ) − F(ξ ∗ ) + L(ξ ∗ , ξ † ) + λ ||w||22

(24)

However, the differences in features only matters nearby the human interaction, as the human
was compelled to intervene in this situation. We can use this information to representing the feature
differences by weighting the features of the modified path by a new parameter α, described in
Equation (25). The weight of the coordinates at time t for an interaction i is denoted by αi (t).

α(t) = ∑ sgn(t − ti )e−(t−ti )/β

(25)

i

The weighting construction assumes that joint space coordinates leading up to the interaction
must be displeasing, while immediately after, the joint space coordinates are desirable. This asymmetry implies the sgn function, while the exponential is used because we assume little knowledge
away from the interaction point. The resulting α(t) from human interventions on a sequence is
shown in Figure 4.10. For times, t, close to the interaction time, ti , the weight αi (t) is high.
Since we want to minimize R(w), we follow the gradient. The gradient with respect to the
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Figure 4.8: The user intervenes in the path ξ † at times ti marked with vertical lines to generate
interventions ξ † (ti ). The maximum joint space change is around 25 degrees in this example path.
weight vector is shown in Equation (26). In order to make a better estimate, the weight vector is
updated accordingly, as wn+1 ← wn − ∇w R.

∇w R(w) = ∑ α(t) f (ξ † (t)) + 2λ w

(26)

t

This gradient provides a good update rule. However, in replanning motions, the optimization
system should consider planning paths in accordance with a loss function. This loss function should
specify how far a planned trajectory is from the demonstrated trajectory - in our case, the interaction
information.

4.4.3

Loss Function

To utilize the information from the user, we formulate a convex loss function, shown in Equation (27). The goal in the loss function is to use the human interaction cues to establish attractive
points in joint space that are in accordance with user preferences. The optimal path may get there
faster or more slowly, so comparing to interacted paths is difficult. Thus, we omit any time constraints and merely use the interactive joint space points as attractors. Through nh interactions with
the user, L(ξ ) represents the sum of norms of all interacted points from all ξ † ’s.
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1 nh
L(ξ , ξ ) = ∑ ∑ ||ξ (t) − ξ † (ti )||22
nh i t
†

(27)

For initial path generation, we want to use the loss function derivative at a point ξt . Using the
comparison ξ † − ξ ∗ from the user interactions, we build an initial trajectory based on the weighting the nearby interaction points. Shown in Equation (28) is the initial path generation method,
augmented with the loss function gradient.

Figure 4.9: The task space is minimally affected from user interactions. The maximum changes are
about 3cm and 6 degrees in this example

ξ0∗ (t + 1) ← ξ0∗ (t) + J(ξt )(x f − xt ) + N(ξt )∇ξt L

(28)

The gradient of the loss function is defined in Equation (29). The quantity ∇ξ L represents how
much we should approach a point given through interaction, based on where the current point in
the path is. The loss gradient is consistent with the Null space quantity as described in the Jacobian
controller of Equation (5).

∇ξ L(ξ † , ξ ) =

2 nh
(ξ (t) − ξ † (ti ))
nh ∑
i

(29)

The initial path from Equation (28) is fed into the optimizer. The optimization problem, shown
in Equation (30), is augmented with the loss function from all interactions. Additionally, we allow
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Figure 4.10: The user interactions imply a high trust for the immediate re-planned path, but high
dislike for the recent path. Here, β = 1
the final point to float, as the final point should more closely approach interacted points than the
previous final configuration.
∗
ξt+1
(t) = min J (ξ (t)) + L(ξ (t))
ξ (t)

subject to

ξ (1) = ξi∗ (1)
||ξ (t f ) − ξi∗ (t f )||2

(30)
<ε

||ξ (τ) − ξi∗ (τ)||2 < ε

1 ≤ τ ≤ tf

The augmented loss function and Jacobian controllers only require additive interaction points in
joint space. After the user aligns the arm in a desired configuration, a new arm path is planned from
the user specified configuration, with the original task space goal. After each interaction, we can reestimate the weighting parameter. In this way, we can gather information from the user with fewer
trajectory rollouts for an online learning approach. However, for online learning, the α function
will never see points after an intervention – only the poor points just before the intervention coupled
with the given good configuration.
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4.4.4

Multiple User Preferences

With multiple user preferences, a new reward function is constructed, shown in Equation (31). The
idea is that every motion planning preferences has a common set of parameters. For instance, the
elbow should never trend in towards the robot, as this causes self collisions. To represent this
similarity notion, a new reward function is constructed, as shown in Equation (31), where similarity
between weights is rewarded.

R(w1 , w2 ) = R(w1 ) + R(w2 ) + γ||w1 − w2 ||22

(31)

The gradient of this reward function is easy to compute for each weight vector, wk , shown in
Equation (32). With this formulation, two users can approach ideal weights faster. However, there
is a danger of giving too much importance to similarity, and γ should be chosen carefully.

∇w1 R(w1 , w2 ) = ∇w1 R(w1 ) + 2γ(w1 − w2 )

(32)

Future work in this area includes a deeper investigation of multiple users. Multiple users share
common human intuition, and the goal is to capture this basis of intuition. Given two weight vectors,
this common basis can be represented using Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [52]. Future
work will explore the notion of using CCA to better capture similarity among users. Additionally,
cases involving more than two users can provide more information to learn common traits among
users to reduce learning time.

4.5

Supervised Perception

Grasping and manipulating objects is a difficult task for mobile manipulators when in unknown
environments becomes difficult without perception systems in the loop to assist in grasping. In unknown environments, manipulation requires human user fine tuning grasp positions, as shown in the
DARPA Robotics Challenge. In other unknown scenarios image processing may fail due to unex-
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pected situations, such as on ships1 . Shown in Figure 4.11, infrared saturation can cause difficulty
for autonomous systems in un-modeled. Humans should be able to aid in these situations. Telepresence robots have focused on the navigation problem, with less importance on manipulation due to
lack of hardware [76]. However, the next wave of telepresence will be incorporating more manipulation strategies, as evidenced by the DARPA Robotics Challenge, and remote surgical procedures
[69], [84], [89].

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11: Infrared camera readings on a shipboard environment. (a) Infrared images do not
saturate under normal conditions. (b) In high heat environments, saturation makes image processing
more difficult.
There is an incredible amount of precision required to place the hand in a known good pose in
relation to the objects. This fine tuning was not performed by the robot due to a number of factors.
Firstly, sensor noise from range scanners could be as much as 3cm – some of the precision could
require under 1 cm of accuracy. Secondly, as the support of the robot was in many times legged,
there would be significant effects on the robot pose due to arm movements. Accounting with a
multimass model of the robot will add even more uncertainty in the grasping [162]. This human
fine tuning requires much practice for human operators, and mistakes can happen. It would be
desirable to add a system that can add some more autonomy in the grasping procedure.
The work in assisted teleoperation of robot behaviors should be augmented with assisted perception. To add humans into the detection loop, computer vision researchers have been using Ama1 SAFFiR:

Shipboard Autonomous Fire-Fighting Robot. http://www.romela.org/main/SAFFiR:_Shipboard_
Autonomous_Fire-Fighting_Robot
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zon’s mechanical turk [133], [148] where humans provide a bounding box to indicate where a part
or an entire object is. Recognition of simple shapes [157] allows us work with primitives and their
geometric properties. Methods specific to robotics allow the user just to specify the object to be
manipulated with a virtual 3D model, and the planner will discover both the correct desired manipulator pose and the path to it [74]. Low cost depth sensors are able to greatly characterize unknown
objects [87] and allow for human interfaces [83]. Unfortunately, typical RGBD sensors will not
operate well outdoors when in direct sunlight and many deployed outdoor robots do not use these
infrared cameras to obtain knowledge of the world [61], [90] Thus, it is desirable to find a strategy
for assisting object grasping for manipulation with a standard CMOS visible light spectrum camera.
Autonomous assistance with a standard camera, then, requires detection of objects in a different
way than depth sensors.

4.5.1

Assisted Visual Servoing

Untrained human operators should understand and utilize effectively the system in a minuscule
amount of time. For this purpose, we design an interface around the swiping gesture. Games like
Cut the Rope and FruitNinja2 capture the interests of many age groups; in these games, users interact
with virtual objects using simple gestures. These same GUI concepts help to acquire information
from a human via a tablet device. This interface was chosen due to its high popularity, reliable touch
hardware, and generous screen in a single package.
To demonstrate a system with augmented perception, a task for cutting wires in unknown environments is chosen. Given the constraints of limited bandwidth, network lag, lack of 3D perception, and uncertain kinematic models, the system will allow a human user to reliably cut a variety
of unmodeled wires. Perception routines are augmented with human feedback to yield a more robust solution with minimal network usage. For operation in an unknown environment necessitates
adaptability in even the most basic of assumptions.
Similar to the iRobot PackBot [160] with a Mechanical Cable Cutter, a standard KUKA YouBot
[10] is used, and outfitted with a pair of off-the-shelf scissors. These scissors can be actuated by
2 Fruit

Ninja by Halfbrick Studios and Cut the Rope by ZeptoLab are available on various mobile App Stores.
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Figure 4.12: The YouBot is outfitted with scissors to cut a variety of cables.
the gripper on the end effector to cut objects. A human operator teleoperates this robot, shown
in Figure 4.12, via a tablet from a remote location to inform the robot of some key information
for visual servoing with eye-in-hand cameras [91]. Similar to strategies with space communication
[104], visual guided processing avoid high amounts of bandwidth to provide low latency in dynamic
environments without human fine tuning. First, each color image frame would be to convert the
color image to grayscale so that there is one dimension for finding edges. Next, edge detection is
run on the greyscale image. With an image of the edges, the Hough transform can be run to discover
parallel lines that represent wires.

4.5.2

Object Detection

The setup comprises of one YouBot with a laptop, one iPad, one USB Webcam and one Wireless
network. Shown in Figure 4.13 is the user interface for specifying parameters for the optimization
routines for detecting the wires. The human user swipes on the line it wishes to cut, and at 30Hz,
the robot autonomously tracks and approaches the identified wire.
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(a.)

(b.)

Figure 4.13: The graphical user interface for eliciting user visual preferences can be accessed
through a tablet (a.) or desktop web browser (b.)
Color Saliency
To feed the line detection algorithm important edge detection information, the luminance channel
typically defines edges [2]. While this provides a high degree of variance in natural scenes, many
color cues are ignored that help find striking edges between preferred color boundaries. With a
webcam, images are captured in YUV space; the Y channel is similar to RGB2Gray conversion
in OpenCV [14] that estimates luminance. Edges can disappear in the wrong conditions using this
channel and learning the correct colorspace can provide more identifiable boundaries. The saliency
of the color space [144] is increased using a very simple approach to find an optimal mapping from
YUV to the greyscale colorspace.

maximize
u

∑ ||uT I(i, j)||22
i, j

subject to uT u = 1

(33)

iMIN ≤ i ≤ iMAX
jMIN ≤ j ≤ jMAX
With a human in the loop, the user can provides a region of interest with their swipes that
informs of the proper color channels. Within this region, statistics can be calculated to form a more
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intelligent method for converting YUV images into a grayscale image with identifiable boundaries.
Each channel must be equalized to ensure the correct scale between channels. The region is specified
with a box from coordinates (iMIN , jMIN ) to (iMAX , jMAX ) and is shown in red in Figure 4.13(a.) with
added orientation. The overall optimization formulation for finding the linear colorspace transform,
u, is shown in (33). A typical resulting single channel image is shown in Figure 4.14(a.).

(a.)

(b.)

Figure 4.14: The image on the left shows the lines detected in the color channel of highest variance.
The right image highlights the edges in the image.

Line Detection
The Radon transform [116] performs line detection, which requires an edge image. The edge image
is calculated using the zero crossings of the Laplacian of Gaussian technique [125], which performs
the smoothing and gradient mask in one step. An anisotropic Gaussian is informed by the user,
where the principal direction is perpendicular to the direction of the wire’s edges; the underlying
Gaussian is described with covariance Σ in Equation 34, where ρ0 specifies the radial edge sensitivity. By the direction of the user’s swipes, an approximate direction can be used to find pertinent
edges using the Laplacian of Gaussian filter, ∇2 N (µ, Σ). One disadvantage of the anisotropic nature
is that the discretized kernel must be larger than a commensurate isotropic filter in order to capture
the anisotropic characteristics. The result of the anisotropic filter is shown in Figure 4.14(b.).
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 ρ0 cos θ
Σ=
−ρ0 sin θ

ρ0 sin θ 

ρ0 cos θ

(34)

Figure 4.15: The Radon space image, shown on the left, shows the votes for lines in an image.
Nearby parallel lines signify a wire, shown on the right, from a zoom-in of the left Radon image.
The continuous form of the Radon transform over the image space is shown in Equation (35),
with its discretized version for our application in Equation (36) where R(ρ, θ ) is the probability of
having a line with the specified coordinates [12]. The result of the discrete transform on an image
is shown in Figure 4.15.
Z wZ h

R(ρ, θ ) =

I(x, y)δ (ρ − x cos θ − y sin θ ) dx dy

(35)

0 0
w h

R(ρ, θ ) = ∑ ∑ I(i, j)δ (ρ − i cos θ − j sin θ )
0

(36)

0

In Radon space, parallel lines are trivial to find by fixing θ and searching ρ for the two largest
peaks. Parallel lines will share a common θ , but these lines should be close together, notated with
the constraint |ρ1 − ρ2 | < ∆ρMAX . Neighboring ρ may split peaks, so a constraint must be used such
that |ρ1 − ρ2 | > ∆ρMIN . Additionally, the human provides swipe information that aids in detecting
the angle of the parallel lines, notated as an additional cost γ||θ − θH ||22 . Written as an optimization
in (37) is the form for finding the coordinates of the parallel lines in Radon space.
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w

max

θ ,ρ1 ,ρ2

h

∑ ∑ I(i, j) (δ (ρ1 − i cos θ − j sin θ ) + δ (ρ2 − i cos θ − j sin θ ))

i=0 j=0

+ γ||θ − θH ||22

(37)

subject to |ρ1 − ρ2 | < ∆ρMAX
|ρ1 − ρ2 | > ∆ρMIN
Some computational tricks can be applied to speed the optimization. If two pixels are found in
a row vertically, than only update vertical theta. Horizontally, the same concept applies. This may
be more robust to noisy pixels. When searching for lines, we need only populate the vertical or
horizontal half of the Radon space, thus reducing the search space.
At 60Hz, we recorded (x, y) positions of the touches of the human operator. We ran these measurements through a linear Kalman filter [155] to smooth the data and acquire reliable velocity
estimations. With the information from the touch input, we can effect a prior onto the hough transform space, so that we upweight lines in a certain region. For future work, this can be cast as a
tracking problem, where the human provides new measurement updates. In general, this tracking is
performed in Radon space [9], [96], where the object is modeled with a gaussian distribution. Using
a filter, the human guess can be tracked in Radon space as the arm moves. Assuming that the object
of interest is not moving, a control input can be added to our model based on how the arm moves.

4.5.3

Constrained Segmentation

In the provided vision system, a look up table first categorizes raw camera pixels into one of 8 color
labels. The goal of the colortable generating utility is to provide a supervised learning approach to
classify raw camera pixels into a set of eight color class labels - possibly green for the field, orange
for the ball, etc. Typically, a YCbCr color formatted pixel array is received from the camera, and
convert this to RGB for displaying to the user. Figure 4.16 shows the colortable generating tool for
a real robot camera frame, and how the generated lookup table performs in simulation.
The user clicks on pixels that belong to each of these labels to generate both positive and negative examples of the color. A gaussian mixture model generates color segments. For each mixture, a
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Figure 4.16: Colortables are made with a QT user interface for classifying ball colors (left). The
generated lookup table can be monitored in real time in MATLAB (right).

threshold finds pixels with a high probability of belonging to that mixture’s color class. With a high
enough score, that pixel is added to a lookup table mapping to the color class. This lookup table
from the mixture model to color class saves on per pixel computation, since the probability does
not need to be computed for each pixel on every incoming frame; downsampling further increases
speed. This labeled image is fed into high level blob detection routines and object classifiers. Given
a labeled image it is downsampled, where labeled pixel are grouped into 4 pixel by 4 pixel bitwise
OR-ed blocks for faster execution in later image analysis. This downsampled image is fed into high
level blob detection routines and object classifiers.
Our World model collects information about odometry from the motion system, teammate positions from network, and observed objects from the vision system. With this information the world
model can assign roles for the robot, determine the robot’s pose, and identify obstacles. Localization
is performed using acoustic triangulation or particle filters based on landmark observations. Our obstacle avoidance methods is described in [93]. Planar objects such as walls, floors, and stair steps
play an important role in understanding the environment [106]. In addition to localization cues, the
relative pose from these planar objects influences stepping strategies for maximum stability and arm
plans to avoid collisions. The plane segmentation modules are designed to provide the geometry,
i.e. normal, distance, and boundary points, of detected planes from lidar scans or colored depth
images to help localization and locomotion of the robot.
Plane detection algorithms can continuously estimates the pose with respect to walls. This helps
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Figure 4.17: Automatic plane detection from LIDAR scans for localization.
the robot to approach a manipulation target and to avoid collisions in the environment. Clustering
algorithms [23] with an unknown number of clusters in the normal space identify multiple planes
with arbitrary normals. With constrained motion models, the centers of previously found clusters
can be tracked as seeds for the next frame. Connectivity in the projected 2D image was also considered so as to distinguish different instances of planes with similar normals. Figure 4.17 shows a
plane segmentation result of the wall and the ground using lidar scans taken during the final.

4.6

Results and Future Work

Overall, this technique incorporates human operator input into the planning process for kinematic
chains. High level reasoning like obstacle avoidance or self collision checks can be embedded
by following human intuition in the types of joint configurations to explore, and with convex formulations of these costs become tractable for optimization. Further, on high DOF systems, this
optimization can be run in a low dimensional subspace for faster solutions on embedded computers.
Future work in this area includes mapping sensor inputs from the robot directly into human
preferences so that the robot can learn how the types of situations it encounters relate to its operator’s
preferences. Running this optimization with more dynamic kinematic chains, such as legs, may
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open more possibilities for using human preferences to simplify planning methods.
A technique for learning human operator intent was presented in the context of kinematic chain
trajectory planning. Without access to a physical robot, an untrained human user can easily teaching cost function weights for trajectory generation and optimization. By modifying key-points in
a low dimensional null space of the task space Jacobian, the human need not consider planning
constraints like acceleration limits or kinematic differences to typical human forms. By using a
convex formulation for the augmented loss function, the maximum margin planning framework is
efficiently leveraged to learn weight vectors for tasks that were required during the recent DARPA
Robotics Challenge.

4.6.1

Planning Performance

We first evaluate the suggested motion planner in a simulated environment, using a model of the
THOR-RD full sized humanoid robot with 7 DOF arm and indoor environment of DRC Finals.
We use the SDPT3 solver [141] in conjunction with the CVX [39], [40] package for specifying
the convex optimizations, and all the computations are done on a 2.7 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU with
16GB of RAM. We tested the framework on a variety of tasks for the DRC Finals, including the
door, valve, and drill tasks.
When a path q1:nt exists that is achieved solely by the Jacobian controller, the planner can
achieve 10 timesteps per millisecond. With a typical timestep representing 0.1 seconds and typical
path lengths of 10 seconds, the initial Jacobian trajectory can be estimated on the order of 10ms. The
low dimensional optimization routine will then take approximately 200ms per iteration to optimize
a 10 second arm plan. The same plan achieved with the joint interpolation controller will require
between 500ms and 700ms per iteration, and require many more iterations to achieve a similar task
space path length.
Figure 4.5 shows two different motion sequences with the same initial and final tool transforms.
For grabbing the drill, the robot may need to tuck in its arms not only for the final pose, but in
between as well.
After validating the planner extensively in a simulated environment, we have integrated the
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upper body motion controller with the teleoperation framework so that the physical THOR-RD
robot can be operated remotely with very limited communication bandwidth. As a single incorrect
arm motion can catastrophically ruin the whole trial, we use the motion planner on operator side
to plan and check each every motion before execution. For instance, the door and valve tasks used
different configurations, shown in Figure 5.5. However, sending the whole planned trajectory over
communication channel was not feasible due to the bandwidth; instead, we ran the same motion
planner on both the robot and the operator console, and just sent the target transform and preference
as a small command packet, relying on the planner to generate a consistent and predictable outcome
given the same input. During the DRC Finals competition, the suggested motion planner worked
reliably over a number of manipulation tasks.

Comparison with RRT*
The convergence to the task space goal should be approached as quickly as possibly, but with a
predictable rate. This predictable rate is characterized as having constant task space velocity, for the
user to know what to expect. To validate the predictability, the preference based planner is compared
with the RRT∗ planner.
Shown in Figure 4.18, the RRT∗ planner is fed into the sequential optimization routine which
smoothes out the trajectory noticeably. The convergence to the goal in task space still takes a lengthy
amount of time in the first half of the trajectory.
In contrast, the preference based planner established a predictable, nearly constant, rate of convergence to the task space goal. Shown in Figure 4.19, the initially generated trajectory becomes
unpredictable near the end of the trajectory. After optimization, the task space velocity attains a
near constant rate of motion.

4.6.2

Learning Performance

We tested our preference training system with two distinct human preferences on two sets of manipulation tasks. The first task set involved grabbing a drill, where motors should be axially aligned
with gravity. The second task set involved opening a door, where the arm should not knock into the
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Figure 4.18: The RRT∗ planner has unpredictable task space motion (top). Through the sequential
optimization routine, the motion becomes more predictable (bottom). Each line represents one
dimension in task space.
door. The interactions are made within the context of scenes from the DARPA Robotics Challenge,
as shown in Figure 4.20. These scenes represent the real world concerns where the animation can
be projected against real world scenarios.
The human cost functions, Ch are shown in Table 4.1, representing a four dimensional weight
vector. The robot operates with a seven degree of freedom arm. The end effector transform was
used for the task space definition, so there is one principle eigenvector in the null space of the task
Jacobian space that can be used with minimal affects on the task.
The user is presented with three different manipulation scenarios that replicate the Drill, Door,
and Valve tasks of the DARPA Robotics Challenge. As the robot would not be perfectly aligned, the
user is presented with random target transforms for the end effector to achieve. As the user interacts
with the target transforms, it updates its weight vector. For the experiment, the goal for the drill was
to approach a high weight for a similar configuration, set to oppose gravity. The goal for the Door
task was to attain a high weight for the tucked arm configuration. The goal for the Valve task was
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Figure 4.19: The preference based planner establishes a predictable motion in task space during
initial generation (top) that is further optimized (bottom). Each line represents one dimension in
task space.
to attain a high range of motion.
The configurations for the Valve, Door and Drill tasks are shown in Figure 4.21, where wh =
[0, 0, 0]T . The weight vector moved to [−0.276, 0.688, 2.901] for the Drill task, reflecting the need to
align with the gravity vector. It also allows for a high range of motion. The Valve task resulted in a
similar weight vector, [0.295, 3.428, 3.502], with relatively more stress on the range of motion. The
Valve took advantage of the gravity opposed configuration as a surrogate for a good configuration of
its own. For the Door, the weights approached [0.351, 0.029, 3.186], signifying a drop in the range
of motion use. However, the gravity vector alignment was still high. This suggests that avoiding a
tucked arm may be a better proxy for the Drill task.
The computation required one to three seconds of optimization with an initial path generated in
a few milliseconds. With the number of user interactions for each preference class in the range of
five to ten interventions, this method can save time compared to kinesthetic teaching.
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Figure 4.20: The human user is shown scenes from the DARPA Robotics Challenge Finals in order
to teach the best trajectory preferences.

Valve

Door

Drill

Figure 4.21: The Valve pose should keep the arm near the center of the joint limits, the Door arm
pose should avoid extending its elbow and the Drill configuration should align with the gravity
vector.

4.6.3

Perception Performance

Plane detection algorithms on the operator side find safe 3D foothold positions for the rough terrain,
as shown in Figure 4.22. An automated region growing algorithm computes the centroid and inclination of each surface by optimizing a least squares cost function. During the DRC Finals testing,
the human operator was able to click on desired foothold positions on the surface.
Shown in Figure 4.22(b.) is a fully autonomous approach onboard the robot. In comparison, the
semi-autonomous approach of this work is shown in the graphical user interface in Figure 4.22(c.).
Computational cost was minimal on the user interface, using a JavaScript implementation of region
growing.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.22: Semi-autonomous selection of the footstep positions. (a) Original RGBD data. (b) An
autonomous segmentation of steppable surfaces. (c) The human augmented admissible foot landing
positions selected by operator.

4.6.4

Future Interface Design

Humanoid robots are meant as an artificial surrogate for humans in the real world due to their
anthropomorphic form and the ability to act like human agents in a world modified for humans.
Current control interfaces for these robots do not reflect this philosophy, where robots wait for
explicit commands. A universal natural language interface guides humanoid robots via an accessible
platform for untrained operators to to refine object detection and motion planners.
Speech recognition has long been a frustrating affair for both researchers and users. However,
the tides are changing, with notable commercial deployments having a huge success with everyday
technology users. Apple’s Siri is competing with Google’s Now and Microsoft’s Cortana for connecting users with information as quickly and correctly as possible with natural language interface.
Many automobile manufacturers actively advertise their speech recognition for hands free operation of cars. These applications show that users are quite comfortable conversing to their devices to
achieve tasks.
Robotics researchers are exploring natural language for human robot interaction. To command
robots, the community is developing corpuses of speech commands, and their acquisition methodologies, for benchmarking speech recognition systems [8]. Natural language commands must then
be grounded in the objects of the world, which can be done probabilistically to deal with perception
noise [139]. Ambiguity in human commands can compound the noise, leading to task failures; prevention strategies for reducing this uncertainty has been explored using clarifying questions [140].
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These methods define a roadmap for coupling a corpus of commands with inference of human
command intent; at least in semi-structured environments. However, a command/confirm/execute
process relies on the user to confirm object identification and path planning strategies of the robot
before execution, unless the robot is quite certain. Operating in unstructured environments similar
to the DARPA Robotics Challenge, certainty is not achievable. Unfortunately, having the robot
wait for commands and confirmations increases the task completion time significantly; network
degradation exacerbates this issue. A robot with more autonomy that is always acting, but listening
for human feedback, can increase performance in this situation while moving towards cooperative
human robot interaction [59].

Figure 4.23: During the DRC Trials, the operator would command the robot to complete the valve
task based on experience, disallowing the robot to chose its own policies.

With humanoid robots providing a high degree of freedom system, the role of intent recognition
becomes very important. Training operators to work with these systems can be time consuming
with traditional user interfaces, and, additionally, a lack of bandwidth between operator and robot
requires succinct high level instructions for controlling a humanoid. For these reasons, it makes
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sense to apply speech language processing systems to convey commands from human to humanoid
[94].

Valve Example
For the DARPA Robotics Challenge Trials, a general model driven approach is used, with a heavy
focus on teleoperation [162]. The robot maintains a task description model which can be set by
the operator or autonomously acquired by the robot using onboard perception modules and sensors
such as RGBD camera or LIDAR. With the description model, the robot can generate each action
for the task based.
For example, in the valve task, the three dimensional position and angle of the valve becomes
the model, where the actions include approaching the valve, moving the arms to grasp the valve,
rotating the valve and, finally, retracting the arms to the initial position. Sliding autonomy helps
the user to perform the task: the robot can complete the whole task autonomously given that the
initial perception is good enough or the human operator can manually command and refine each
action as needed. This scenarios is depicted in Figure 4.23. Our current methodology has a number
of drawbacks, especially when the perception capability of the robot is less than ideal. Manually
refining the task specific model, defined as a vector, needs some training and takes time; the robot
has to frequently wait for the new commands, doing nothing.
A probabilistic belief model is suggested for the robot and natural language interface to handle
these issues. Instead of a single model that describes the task target, the robot detects and maintains
multiple models. It executes a behavior based on the most likely task model, which is updated
through human intervention. Natural language cues, replacing full model refinement, simplify the
operator feedback. This guides – rather than commands – the robot to establish a task model that
the human operator wants. With this approach, the many hours of trial and error practice sessions
are avoided for the humans to understand appropriate model parameters and take advantage of
autonomous detection and planning. The robot has its own belief of the surrounding environment,
which is refined by natural language feedback from the human operator, and continuously takes
actions to achieve a task.
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Figure 4.24: A probabilistic scenario allows the robot to act autonomously, and receive updates
from a human for replanning. Here, given a command to turn the yellow valve, the probabilities are
updated.

The probabilistic approach requires a classifier to produce a set of detected valves, with associated parameters including size, position, color, type, etc. Additionally, a planner would take this
information and assign a likelihood of approaching this valve in order to execute a behavior of approaching and turning the valve. However, during this routine, the robot may plan to use the wrong
valve. The user can monitor the probabilities of each valve having the focus of the robot, and update
these probabilities with simple commands: “Grab the smallest valve” or “Grab the yellow valve.”
The richness of language is mapped to the operator interface. While clicking on a particular valve
can achieve a similar effect, the reasoning for why a particular valve is not understood by the robot.
If more valves appear to the robot’s perception, it will understand how to reassign the probabilities,
as illustrated in Figure 4.24.
After approaching the valve, the robot needs to manipulate the valve with its gripper. The planner generates trajectories for grabbing and turning the valve in either a single handed or bimanual
manner, as shown in Figure 4.23. However, this planner is restricted to a very small set of knownto-work trajectories. By presenting the user a set of possible trajectories, with a likelihood of the
robot performing them, the number of viable plans is increased. With language cues, the user can
specify to “Use the one from the top” or “Turn with two hands.” However, dextrous maneuvers
may require a cumbersome vocabulary to differentiate plans, where average users may still need
some training.
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Chapter 5

DARPA Robotics Challenge
The 2013 DRC Trials consisted of eight separate tasks that required the robot to perform a variety
of demanding tasks from maneuvering through doors to operating a power drill to driving a vehicle.
As all tasks were performed in unknown outdoor conditions, the robot was required to be skillful
and robust.Each task was broken into three subtasks; one point is awarded for the completion of
each subtask. If the robot completes all three tasks without human intervention, teams are awarded
another bonus point. Teams are ranked primarily according to the number of points accrued over
all eight tasks. Tie-breaks are done first using the total number of interventions (times in which a
human could physically interact with the robot), and then the total time spent.
The competition is challenging as teams must overcome a number of unsolved problems in
humanoid robotics fields with short preparation time. We describe in more detail how we have
addressed each technical difficulty in following sections. With the short timeframe and varied operation requirements, we focus development on modularity and cost effectiveness. Among many
technical issues, we view following problems as the major challenges for the competition:
• Building a reliable and capable hardware platform
• Robust locomotion in unstructured environment
• Dexterous bi-manual manipulation
• Sliding autonomy for controlling a robot
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• Bandwidth-limited remote user interface
Our hardware is adaptive in that all of the actuators and structural parts are custom modular
elements developed for the commercial market. The robot is assembled simply by bolting those
advanced series of actuators and custom mounting brackets together, allowing us to keep development costs low and reduce manufacturing and repair times. The whole robot can be assembled
from machined parts in only 24 man-hours, and a damaged actuator can be swapped out on the field
within several minutes. With commercial off the shelf parts, THOR-OP is one of the least expensive
humanoid robots at the DRC Trials.
In general, we divide the software development into smaller, reusable projects that can be tested
individually to allow for parallel development without complete knowledge of the whole system.
This reusable and easily extensible nature also drives our inter-process software stack, where multiple methods access the sensor feeds and robot commands. Finally, we have developed multiple
hierarchical modules for locomotion, manipulation control and operator interface that can be dynamically selected to suit the situation at hand.
The recent DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC) Finals requires a complete robotic system that
can manipulate human tools and move about an unstructured environment. The Finals incorporates
as a set of eight consecutive manipulation challenges outdoors on rough pavement. We developed
the THOR-RD (Tactical Hazardous Operations Robot - Rapid Development) robot, shown in Figure
5.1, as an evolution of the hardware from the Trials, to complete in the challenge. With it, we
developed a versatile software platform for planning and locomotion. The competition also focuses
on high performance human robot interfaces [161] as the link established between the robot and a
human operator underwent varying network conditions, including blackout periods.
The variability in the communication channel requires a corresponding variability in the teleoperation control mechanisms. Sliding between low level and high level control is a target for
development of many DRC teams [99], typically understood in the context of semi-autonomy [47].
Semi-autonomous behavior becomes a critical aspect for disaster response, where the robot agent
can observe local information with high fidelity, but the remote operator can only furnish a representation in their mind.
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Figure 5.1: THOR-RD enters the indoor environment after opening the door in the DRC Finals.
When deploying high degree of freedom (DOF) robots in unknown environments, human operators are often faced with challenging edge case conditions. Robustness in the face of uncertainty, a
problem throughout robotics research history [132], becomes even more important in disaster scenarios. Motors can break, practiced arm plans can fail, and the terrain can prove more difficult than
imagined. Algorithms that are nimble enough to recover and adapt become major requirements for
disaster response robots [16].
In this work, we present our approach for the DRC Finals which has been extended in many
ways since DRC Trials [163]. The hardware is made more powerful and robust to endure much
longer test runs without human intervention. The locomotion controller is improved so that it can
walk over unstructured surfaces while rejecting external perturbations. The arm controller is generalized so that it can be used for totally unknown tasks that require a large workspace. Finally, the
communication and remote operation software is designed to handle throttled control bandwidth
with blackouts.
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5.1

Upper Body Control

The upper body motion controller that governs the neck, arms and waist joints. Bi-manual manipulation itself is a challenging task, especially when each arm has a redundant DOF. It becomes even
harder with humanoid robots as they should balance themselves against a changing mass distribution and external forces during manipulation. This section describes the design of the upper body
motion controller to satisfy these requirements.
Motion planning for the THOR-RD splits the upper body and lower body control, where upper
body manipulation routines are executed in a separate thread than lower body locomotion control.
The upper body includes seven degrees of freedom for each arm, as well as the waist yaw and
pitch controls. The upper body alone represents 16 degrees of freedom (DOFs) available for any
given manipulation task, implemented with independent position controlled motors. The gripper
functionality, utilizing current control, adds fine grained control for grasping. Arm motion are
generated for redundant DOF arms using task specific human preference.

5.1.1

Task Level Arm Control

The lowest level assumes direct control over each joint angle. This control mode is useful in emergency situations, for instance, when the standard inverse kinematics (IK) based control is unable
to generate solutions at singular points. Because the full body balancing controller is suspended
during the joint-level control, the controller is limited to emergency situations only.
Another way to control the arms is by controlling the target pose of end effectors in a 6D
Cartesian space. The operator specifies the desired target pose of end effectors by position {x, y, z}
and orientation in Euler angles {ϕ, θ , ψ}, then the arm planner calculates, in joint angle space, the
trajectories for the end effector to reach the target pose.
Due to the 45 degree offset of the end effector’s palm, the change of the target orientation alone
usually results in the large movement of the whole arm, which is not desirable. Thus, the wrist
rotation control is provided, which only changes the wrist joint angles to modify the end effector
orientation.
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Some motions require additional constraints on the end effector trajectories, and so a number of
task-specific, parameterized arm trajectories are presented. The operator is allowed control over the
parameters. For example, the door opening motion has the following parameters:


Popen door = xyhinge , yknob , zknob , ygrip , ϕknob , ψdoor

(1)

where xyhinge is the x and y coordinate of the door hinge, yknob and zknob are the y displacement
and the height of the door knob axle, ygrip is the relative y displacement of the gripping position
from the door knob axle, and ϕknob and ψdoor is the roll and yaw angles of the door knob and the
door. The operator can specify the knob angle parameter ϕknob to rotate the knob and the door angle
ψdoor to open or close the door.
For the DRC Trials, each manipulation task was viewed as a sequence of phases, e.g. gripping
phase, opening phase, turning phase. During each phase, the operator was able to fine tune the
active controller, be it joint angles, end effector poses, or parameterized trajectories. At the end of
each phase the operator can choose to advance to next phase, fine tune end effector poses, or revert
back to the previous phase. All the phases are ensured to be reversible, so that the robot can retry
subtasks with minimal delay. Figure 5.2 shows the intermediate phases of loaded door opening task.

Figure 5.2: The multiple phases of the loaded door opening task
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5.1.2

Preliminary Arm Planner

Except for the joint-level control, the arm control interface generates a sequence of target poses for
the end effectors as a reference trajectory. These poses are passed to the arm planner to calculate
the corresponding sequence of joint angles. The robot must calculate a trajectory connecting the
current pose through the target poses, conforming to the joint limits and kinematic constraints. A
simple linear interpolation over Cartesian space generates for trajectories. Due to the redundancy
of the arm’s DOF, IK solutions exist for most of the points in the straight line between two poses.

Joint Angle Trajectory Generation
For each pose in the pose trajectory, the corresponding joint angles are calculated to build a joint
angle trajectory. The arm has redundant DOF yielding an infinite number of IK solutions, thereby
requiring a costly optimization problem to find the best solution in general. To simplify the process,
only one joint angle, the shoulder yaw angle, is specified as the variable to optimize. If one joint
angle is fixed, the arm has now only six DOF with co-located wrist joints, which has an analytical
inverse kinematics function that can be calculated efficiently. The resulting joint angles become an
analytic function of the shoulder yaw angle, which can be minimized easily. We define the cost
function as

7

J = ∑ (M(mi , ji (k) − jiMAX ) + M(mi , ji (k) − jiMIN ))
i=1

(2)

+ k1 M(m6 , j6 (k))
7

+ k2 ∑ | ji (k) − ji (k − 1)|
i=1

where ji joint angle, jiMIN and jiMAX the joint angle limits, mi are the minimum margin allowed for
joint i and k1 and k2 are weight parameters. M is the non-negative margin function which is defined
as
M(mmax , x) = max(0, mmax − |x|)

(3)

The cost function penalizes the joint angle nearby the joint angle limit, the wrist roll angle
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nearby the singularity and larger movement from previous joint angles. Optimization is done by
greedy stochastic descent, which samples a number of shoulder yaw angles around current angle,
selecting the one with minimum cost. This sampling based approach generates joint angle trajectories that effectively uses all seven DOF of the arms while avoiding possible singularities.
After the joint angles for all the poses in the pose trajectory are calculated, the resulting joint
angle trajectory in the joint space is interpolated to generate a continuous joint-level movement.
The interpolation in joint space is used rather than interpolation in pose space. The latter requires
more computation and has the risk of confronting singularities, which may result in getting stuck
or reaching joint velocities higher than the actuator limit. On the other hand, the interpolation
in joint space is always possible, and the angular velocity constraints can be used to determine
each duration of movement so that the end effector always follows the reference trajectory while
satisfying the joint velocity limits. One disadvantage of this approach is that the resulting end
effector pose trajectory will not follow a straight line, but, with the resolution for pose trajectories,
the resulting motion is smooth enough for practical purposes.

5.1.3

Optimizing Arm Planner

For general purpose manipulation tasks, redundant DOF manipulators can avoid singularities and
greatly enlarge the workspace [49]. However, resolving redundancy for the closed form inverse
kinematics [21] from the 6D arm end effector pose includes an optimization problem for free parameters [126] that is hard to solve analytically.
Local Jacobian based control [130] methods often encounter issues at singularities [71], and
a number of attempts have been made to avoid this encumbrance [101], [24], [88], [17]. Global
planner approaches can avoid the singularity problems with local planners, but the global space can
be intractably large. These planners include searching [25] and random sampling [134] to generate
motions for high DOF systems, possibly augmented by a local Jacobian controller [154]. Finally,
optimization planners can refine global plans, but often their seed trajectories limit the ability to
avoid undesirable trajectories in a local minimum.
These approaches can be problematic for long term general purpose teleoperation usage in dis121

aster response scenarios. Random search based planners do not yield repeatable and predictable
trajectories, thereby decreasing operator confidence. Additionally, the large search space for global
planners can overburden the robot’s onboard computer, which is constrained by both weight and
power. An optimization-based planner using a single cost function will be suboptimal over a number of different tasks.

Figure 5.3: Arm configurations can overload the arm when too much torque is expected from the
20W motors. Here, the wrist motor sags significantly due to the weight of the drill.

The planner handles the redundancy of the manipulator, makes the resulting motion predictable
and suitable for a given task, and lowers the complexity of the motion planning. By incorporating
human operator input into the planning process for kinematic chains, high level reasoning like
obstacle avoidance or self collision checks can be embedded by following human intuition. Convex
formulations of these costs become tractable for optimization, and initial trajectories are formed
using an efficient Jacobian based approach.
These preference metrics are chosen based on real world tests preparing for the Finals. In the
door task, shown in Figure 5.4 (a), the arm needed to be kept tucked away from the wall while still
pushing the handle forward. In the drill task, the wrist motors can rapidly accumulate heat while
holding the drill and eventually hits a thermal shutdown, shown in Figure 5.4 (b), so configurations
with the wrist motor axis aligned with the gravity vector are encouraged.
During the DRC Finals, however, the initial trajectory sent to the optimization program was
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Two cases requiring human preferences for arm planning: (a) tucked arm stances are
required for obstacle laden situations and (b) poor arm configurations can lead to thermal shutdown
of actuators when holding heavy objects.
refined enough to use in most cases, and the anytime optimization refinement was not necessary.

Figure 5.5: The two different arm motions for the door and valve tasks at DRC Finals Competition.

5.1.4

Torso Movement Compensation

Manipulation is harder with humanoid robots, as compared to wheeled robots. Due to their upright
posture and small support area, humanoids are more susceptible to toppling over with the additional
weight of grabbed items, or even the relocated mass of outstretched arms. Any arm movement can
change the center of mass position of the robot, which, in turn, can make the robot unstable without
proper balancing control.
To handle this problem, the torso is moved so that the overall center of mass position remains
fixed during arm motion. However, this torso movement will change the end-effector positions as
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well. The arm configuration should be adjusted to compensate for the shifted torso position in order
to achieve the desired end effector pose. If the torso shift at the discrete time k is assumed to be
COMshi f t (k), it should satisfy the following simultaneous equations

qlarm (k) = IKlarm (plarm (k) − COMshi f t (k))
qrarm (k) = IKrarm (prarm (k) − COMshi f t (k))

(4)

COMshi f t (k) = COMub (qlarm (k), qrarm (k))
where qlarm and qrarm are joint angles for each arm, IKlarm and IKrarm are inverse kinematics functions, and COMub is the function that calculates the COM displacement of the upper body given
arm joint angles. As (4) are nonlinear simultaneous equations, the following online approximation
is used instead
COMshi f t (0) = 0
qlarm (k) = IKlarm (plarm (k) − COMshi f t (k − 1))
qrarm (k) = IKrarm (prarm (k) − COMshi f t (k − 1))

(5)

COMshi f t (k) = (1 − γ) ·COMshi f t (k − 1)+
γ · COMub (qlarm (k), qrarm (k))
which incrementally moves the COM offset COMshi f t to satisfy (4). The mixing parameter, γ, is
tuned to speed up or slow down the convergence to the desired pose.
A dynamic movement of the arms, or even a different posture of arms, can negatively affect the
balance of the robot unless they are compensated properly. The effect of the arm movement can be
calculated in advance using the mass model of the robot in the ZMP of the upper body

pupperbody =

∑(mi ((z¨i + g)xi − ẍi zi ) + Ii θ̈i )
∑ mi (z¨i + g)

(6)

where mi specify the masses, xi and zi are x and z position of the center of mass, Ii the inertia,
θi the angle of i-th rigid body of the robot. g is the gravitational constant. The upper body ZMP
pupperbody can be subtracted from the reference ZMP to make the whole robot balanced during
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: 3D constructions provided from the LIDAR with different settings. (a) Fast mesh (b)
Slow mesh
dynamic upper body movements.
During the DRC Trials, a conservative arm joint velocity limit was used. For such quasi-static
cases, the linear and angular accelerations ẍi , z¨i , θ̈i are ignored to simplify (6) as

pupperbody =

∑ mi gxi
∑ mi g

(7)

which is the x component of the center of mass. Figure 5.7 shows the change of torso position
to compensate for different arm configuration of the robot.

Figure 5.7: The quasi-static full body balancing control moved the torso significantly to offset the
weight of the arms.
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5.2

Degraded Human Communication

The basic operator setup is shown in Figure 5.8, which includes a laptop, an external display and a
tablet. The monitor displays the head camera feed, while the tablet takes touch inputs for gripper
control and displays the visual feedback or the hand camera feed. The main laptop screen shows
the 3D scene with the robot model and the pertinent buttons for commanding the robot. During
the DRC Trials, we used a second laptop to monitor various processes and provide low level robot
control.

Figure 5.8: The operator interface setup included three main screens for the user to guide the robot
and observe its environment.

Figure 5.9 describes the system layout of our operator console that allows for multiple machines
to be used simultaneously. We access shared memory and send state machines events through a Lua
interpreter over SSH for low level modifications of robot behavior, with hotkey scripts for common
tasks. Figure 5.6 shows a complementary in-browser GUI that, using the THREE.js1 framework,
shows a mesh of LIDAR returns and a figure of the robot from joint and inertial feedback.
The human operator interacts with the GUI in a number of ways. Standard hotkeys request
LIDAR data, send state machine events, or modify object parameters. Double clicking on regions
of the 3D scene perform raycasting to “pick” points in the virtual world and trigger special callback
1 R.

Cabello. Three.js JavaScript WebGL library. http://www.threejs.org
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Figure 5.9: The system layout for the operator interface allowed multiple machines to be used
simultaneously.
functions. As we have described in Section IV, the task level manipulation is composed of a sequence of parameterized motions with subtask-specific model parameters such as (1). The operator
workflow revolves around acquiring and fine tuning these model parameters.

5.2.1

Sensor Modalities

The perception system is responsible for providing the human operator the information of the task
environment, as well as the current and estimated states of the robot needed for motion control. The
sensor selection includes an IMU, multiple RGB cameras at head and wrists, two LIDARs, and joint
encoders in every joint. Among those sensors, the IMU and encoders are used constantly for state
estimation and balancing of the robot; all others provide on-demand data for operator, depending
on need and network quality.
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Color Video
Similar to the Motion subsystem, the data collection process is separated from the behavioral logic.
Drivers are written for the UVC class of video camera on Linux, and separated frame grabbing into
a distinct thread of execution. Unlike the motion, more customizations should be applied on the
image processing end of the Vision system.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10: Multiple cameras provided different perspectives for manipulations. (a) Head camera
(b) Hand camera
Multiple camera streams provide robot views to the human operator. The main camera was
mounted at the head, with two additional cameras mounted on each hand. The operator views from
the hands during manipulation proved extremely helpful for turning valve and gripping drill, which
required precise depth perspective at all times. Figure 5.10 shows the camera images from different
perspectives.
The quality of both the head and hand cameras can be specified by the user through shared
memory variables. Resolutions are 160 by 120 pixels for the hand camera and 320 by 180 pixels
for the head camera typically. In general, the transmission rate varies between 0.5 and 5 Hz, with
JPEG compression primarily. Certain situations (gripping the drill, for instance) call for a single
high quality PNG image. In general, low resolution and low frequency provide adequate operator
awareness of the environment and end-effector positioning during the competition. At higher resolutions (large amounts of data) with the poor network profile, packets begin to overflow the network.
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Latencies of around 10 seconds are then incurred until the good network profile is activated. Due to
this, the camera settings are kept conservative through the competition, as shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Settings for transmitting perception data to operators
Visual

Compression
Format

Quality
(0-100)

Interval
(Hz)

Frame Size
(kB)

Fast Mesh
Slow Mesh
Head Image
Hand Image

JPEG
PNG
JPEG
JPEG

90
60
50

0-.5
0.5-2
0.5

5-20
30-40
3-5
3-5

Fine grained manipulation tasks required many vantage points for successful completion within
a reasonable timeframe. Shown in Figure 5.11, the biggest source of confusion for the operator was
depth perception. Since the view from the head could not give a sense of the distance to an object,
and with lidar data yielding noise in distance measurements around 1cm, more cues were needed.
The drill task in particular required fine grained operator control. With the camera on the wrist
of the robot, aligning the wrist to look at the drill becomes easier. By cropping the image, the
operator is presented with a color image stream during the indoor network conditions. With color,
fiducial markers like colored zip ties and patterned tape become immensely useful in aligning the
gripper to the trigger. With two perspectives, the drill was triggered reliably during practice sessions
in reasonable amounts of time.

Depth Maps
The LIDAR located within the chest of the robot, which scans vertically while being actuated horizontally, provides depth maps. Set to 90 degree and 60 degree vertical and horizontal fields of
views the head and chest viewing angles, respectively, store scans into a cache. On the operator
computers, three dimensional information is computed from the LIDAR depth cache based on mesh
triangulation algorithms described in [50].
To adapt to the limits on bandwidth usage, the LIDAR readings are filtered and compressed
before sending to the operator. First, depth information is filtered, saturating readings outside of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.11: A secondary camera helps overcome the poor depth perception of the main camera.
(a) Third person view. (b) The main camera feed. (c) Secondary camera feed on high bandwidth
channel. (d) Secondary camera feed on low bandwidth channel.
user adjustable bounds. The depth readings are then mapped into integers between 0 (lower bound)
and 255 (upper bound). The integer values are compressed with either PNG or JPEG compression.
Since the user can tweak the range filter and compression technique, the raw readings are kept in
memory always.
When the robot is far away from the object to be manipulated, the “fast mesh” setting with
bounds of 1cm and 5m away and lossy JPEG compression provides depth information. This produces a noisy mesh for approximate navigation and distance estimation. Since the packet size is
small, frequent image requests do not lead to network penalties. When the robot is close to an object of interest, the operator obtains a “slow mesh” that uses bounds of 1cm and 1m with lossless
PNG compression. This finer resolution can not be requested often under poor network conditions,
however. Figure 5.6 shows 3D construction results with both settings.
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Ambient Audio
While testing the DRC tasks, it can be hard for the operator to determine whether the robot has
successfully triggered the drill based on low framerate video alone. To confirm that the trigger
was pressed, the volume of ambient sound from the head and wrist was measured via microphones
coupled with the camera. The remote operator, when needed, requests a five second audio clip
recorded at 16kHz, compressed in the MP3 format with a bit rate of 8 kbps. The size of such an
audio file is under 30 KB (similar to the PNG mesh images) so it adds little burden to the network
when being transmitted. For the Finals, the audio clip needed too much bandwidth, so to reduce
the transmission, the sound stream was converted a single integer of the volume level. The levels
before and after attempting to trigger provide the relative sound levels, since a powered drill adds
significant noise.

5.2.2

Communication Architecture

In the DRC Trials, the bandwidth and latency over the IP network alternates each minute between
good and bad conditions. The good communication condition is 1 Mbps bandwidth paired with
100 ms round trip delay, while bad communication is 10 Kbps paired with a 1000 ms. Due to the
expectation of changing and limited available bandwidth, we allow for operator-specified on-the-fly
configurable compression techniques and transmission frame rates of camera and LIDAR data.
In addition to raw sensor data encoding, we need to transmit metadata and other structured
information. As our framework heavily relies on two different scripting languages, methods for serializing objects between processes and across language boundaries are important. We have created
a custom Lua wrapper to the MessagePack2 encoder, so that we are able to send and receive arbitrary messages across the network quickly and reliably. Robot data is transformed to browser data:
from Lua userdata to JavaScript typed arrays and from Lua tables to JavaScript objects. Also, the
serialized data is easily logged and replayed, providing a way to diagnose and debug our processes.
For low level access, the operator interface is an interactive Lua interpreter using the proven SSH
protocol to manipulate state machines and shared memory. Additionally, on the operator console,
2 Messagepack

serialization library. http://www.msgpack.org
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reliably delivered TCP messages and unreliable raw UDP packets broadcast from the robot are
bridged to WebSocket messages; any number of channels can be forwarded to the operator. This
system relays only state machine events and shared memory access, similar to a command line
interface; the main addition is listening for sensor data. The sensor feeds are toggled on and off and
modified via shared memory variables.
While these inter-process channel assets reside on one single computer, we leverage request/reply methods and UDP fallbacks to provide a remote operator with access. For example, the remote
operator can perform high-level arm behaviors by sending FSM transition events, or even directly
manipulate the joint angles by remotely accessing shared memory variables. For high bandwidth
sensor feeds, the user can dynamically select between reliable and unreliable protocols.
We have tested extensively with settings on the Mini Maxwell network shaper of the competition. We have tested our network setup under more duress than the competition would provide,
dropping 25% of packets, enabling reordered packets, and doubling the round trip lag to 2000ms.
We are able to communicate effectively with the robot and observed no incorrect behavior. Our
testing provided a larger degree of safety certainty and assurance of at least network robustness.
To avoid a single point of failure, we maintain a number of separate processes that handles a
specific function of the system, which can be restarted individually during the operation in case
of failure. However, the interprocess communication can become a critical component. Since the
robot uses a single computer with the Linux operating system, Unix domain sockets provides a
viable transport mechanism for sending messages locally. Data messages are serialized using the
MessagePack specification, and can be directed either locally or remotely to other processes, a
logging system or remote operator UI. Complementing the message passing system was a shared
memory layout, where device drivers could read and write value and configuration settings could be
mutated on the fly. This shared memory approach is another advantage of a single computer design,
where synchronization issues are avoided.
While we use the Boost3 shared memory system to synchronize data across processes, we
needed to add event based information sharing for more responsive processing loops. To ensure
3 Boost

C++ libraries. http://www.boost.org
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compatibility, we choose to implement a widely used standard that supports a broad array of features. The framework has adopted the ZeroMQ system, which focuses on being lightweight with
low latency. An additional benefit of the ZeroMQ system is that it is an open source, standard,
definition with bindings in many languages. Since we use Lua objects to represent information like
poses and ball position, we must serialize these objects before sending over a ZeroMQ channel.
With MessagePack, Lua objects are reconstituted easily in other languages, since tables, strings,
and numbers, for instance, are well defined.
The DRC Finals allotted two network channels over which operators could communicate with
the robot. A high bandwidth channel allowed unidirectional packet flow from the robot to the
operator with bandwidth around 300 megabits per second. The channel encountered significant
blackout periods for “indoor” tasks, where all packets were dropped, in between one second bursts
of no dropped packets. For “outdoor” tasks, no packets were dropped. A low bandwidth channel
operated at 9600 bits per second bidirectionally, where 1200 bytes per second could be transmitted
from robot to operator, and another 1200 bytes per second allowed from operator to robot. This
reliable channel would buffer, not drop, packets, so sending packets above the bandwidth limit
would impact responsiveness.

High Bandwidth Architecture
We formed User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets to transmit data from robot to operator over the
high bandwidth unidirectional channel, which requires no acknowledgement from the operator. We
fragmented the UDP packets to 1462 bytes in order to comply with the packet filtering system that
allowed packets no larger than the maximum transmission unit (MTU) of 1500 bytes. We uniquely
tagged each UDP packet with a 10 byte preamble of information to reassemble the fragmented
packets. With an 8 byte UDP header and 20 byte IP header, we could transmit 1462 bytes per
fragment.
The high bandwidth channel carried a cache of lidar returns to form a 2.5D (height map) mesh
[46] and camera frame streams. We chose to send compressed camera images at 15 Hz under
outdoor conditions and 3 Hz under indoor conditions; we sent uncompressed mesh data at 1 Hz
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Figure 5.12: During the Finals, tens and hundreds of kilobytes of data during one second network
openings over the high bandwidth link for camera and depth data, respectively.
outdoors and 3 Hz indoors. Shown in Figure 5.12 shows the received data over time of this high
bandwidth data.
Since the one second window could not be predicted, a uniform 3Hz attempted send rate allowed data to be sent during the unpredicted one second opening periods. Additionally, since the
communication channel was implemented on a wireless network, the packets may be dropped due
to physical link issues. We decided to burst send the same camera frame three times (at 3 Hz) in case
any fragment was dropped. The burst data had the same preamble tags so data could be assembled
from any of the three bursts of data.
We failed to recover all three bursts of head camera packets to form a camera frame only once
in 112 burst attempts when indoors in the second trial – we did recover two bursts that time. The
average head camera frame was 27 kB. The mesh data was markedly different, and we did not use
the burst mode. Since the size of data was tremendously large, with an average of 360 kB per chest
lidar frame and 257 kB per head lidar frame, we sent the cache only at the 3 Hz rate. We recovered
all three frames within the one second opening only 24 of 59 attempts for the head lidar and 45 of
92 for the chest lidar for an aggregate rate of 45%. We recovered two frames 14 times for the head
lidar and 11 times for the chest. Thus, the repetitive sending was tremendously valuable for large
data so as to never miss the one second opportunity to send a frame of sensor information.
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Low Bandwidth Architecture
The robot pose and nearby obstacles comprised the most important feedback that the operator
needed at regular intervals. In case the robot came dangerously close to an obstacle, the operator could immediately issue a stop command. We encoded distance information that showed the
nearest obstacles in a polar view. Additionally, we sent volume information as a single byte by
processing the microphone stream.
Additionally, since regular camera feeds install much more confidence in the operator, we
pushed to include camera images over the low bandwidth link. By sending a JPEG image compressed in grayscale at a 160 by 90 resolution with a quality of 40, we could augment the pose
information with a camera feed. Similarly, the wrist camera was compressed as a low resolution
(80 by 60) color image, with quality 50. These reliable video feeds helped to save time aligning the
hand with the valve and walking around in general.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13: Feedback packets (a) were sent at three different rates, depending on how the cameras
were enabled. When enabled, low bitrate head image packets (b) arrived every 2.5 seconds.
Without camera images, the feedback was sent at 1 Hz, with the head camera this became 0.35
Hz; feedback with the wrist camera was transmitted at 0.4 Hz. This feedback rate was modulated
based on the actual size of the compressed image, which varied between frames. We did not wish to
clog the channel, so the feedback would pause if we calculated the low bitrate channel was clogged.
Shown in Figure 5.13 are histograms of the effective feedback interval for all feedback packets, and
for feedback with low bitrate head camera images in particular.
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Figure 5.14: Up and downstream network usage over the low bandwidth link.
We utilized Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) packets on the low bandwidth link to ensure
that our commands were received by the robot since TCP implements packet resending and enforces
order for proven reliability. Under the ZeroMQ4 Request/Reply pattern, we commanded the robot
with state machine events, target arm poses, and walk velocities in a remote procedure call (RPC)
fashion. For safety, typical commands invoking shared memory or state machine events adhered
to a structure defining valid memory segments that would not crash the robot. However, unsafe
commands were allowed, but were encoded as only the ASCII text of the command, executed as a
protected Lua call to prevent crashes. Over the command channel, entire subsystems like the motion,
lidar, camera, or feedback, could be stopped and restarted in case of failures. The bandwidth usage
of typical remote shells vastly reduced the available channel bandwidth, so this process restarting
via RPC was a critical added feature. The bandwidth usage of the low bandwidth channel, including
sensor readings, state feedback, and commands, is shown in Figure 5.14.

5.2.3

Perception Interaction

We developed autonomous algorithms to determine the model parameters for certain tasks. Our
algorithms smooth the 3D mesh and extract contour lines before optimizing in parameter space to
4 P.

Hintjens. (2010) ZeroMQ: The Guide. http://zguide.zeromq.org/page:all
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find the best fit. The algorithm is performed at the operator side and we found it to work well for
tasks such as valve or wall. However, for the actual DRC Trials, we decided to use the slower but
more reliable human-in-loop approach.
We let the operator analyze the current sensory information and visually match the model parameter using the GUI. The operator is given multiple camera video feeds and the 3D mesh of the
manipulation target. Once the initial model is acquired through the GUI, we overlay object-specific
3D geometries over the scanned mesh, such as a torus for the valve and a cylinder for hose. The
operator can further move and rotate the visualized model to fine tune and match the 3D mesh.
We have found this process intuitive and efficient, and it took only a few seconds for the operator
to acquire the model parameter in most cases. For us, avoiding errors is favored over quick task
execution, but fast and reliable autonomous humanoid manipulation remains a challenging area of
research.

Model Override Control
If the robot is given the precise model parameters for the current subtask, the robot should be able
to autonomously complete the manipulation subtask without any human intervention. In reality, we
have found that sometimes the initially perceived model is not good enough for continual usage and
we need to manually update it based on visual feedback. We prefer fine-grained control over our
robot’s behavior for many tasks. For example, the robot is supposed to fully close the valve until
the steam flow ends: it would be disastrous if the robot has to rotate the valve a few more degrees
yet the user cannot send such a command. Therefore, we provide the control interface to modify the
task specific model parameters such as (1) in real time during manipulation.
In emergency cases, the operator can directly move the end effectors outside of the model constraints, by specifying the target position {x, y, z} and orientation in Euler angles {ϕ, θ , ψ}. During
the Trials, we had no critical emergency cases in which we used these low level end effector override.
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5.2.4

Motion Interaction

We devote an entire tablet for manipulation control. Through another web page, the user is able to
request position, temperature, and other diagnostics from the gripper servo motors. Additionally,
the user can execute a few grip commands for each finger. Since we use torque control (via desired
current) for the fingers, we allowed for high (900 mA), low (200 mA), zero and opposing (45 mA)
currents for triggering, gripping, softening and opening, respectively.

Locomotion Interface
We provide a simple locomotion control driven by waypoints in either the local frame or global
frame. As noisy odometry information is our sole source of localization, we ensure that we never
command the robot to move too far at one time. When the manipulation target is far away, we let
the operator manually select intermediate target poses. Although our walk controller supports full
omni-directional walking, we prefer to give only one direction at a time – forward, sidestep or turn
– to maximize the stability during the locomotion.
Using the task-specific model parameters, we guide the robot to the ideal position for manipulating the target object. The ideal position, stored as a local offset from the object, is sent to the footstep
generator to calculate a number of omni-directional footsteps. As our footstep generation algorithm
assumes free space without obstacles, we only use this control for the fine-tuning positioning for
manipulation targets.

5.3

Performance

For the software, we preferred a simple, conservative and human-in-loop approach for a number of
reasons. Our hardware was still at prototype stage, and we had a tight development schedule and
limited robot hours before the competition. Also, as we were allocated a long time for each task
for each task (30 minutes), the cost of possible failure greatly outweighed any performance gain we
might achieve. For the upcoming DRC Finals, we may have a much shorter time to complete each
task. This will emphasize more autonomous behavior of the robot, more optimized motion planning
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and utilizing the maximum performance of the hardware.

Figure 5.15: THOR-OP at the 2013 DRC Trials performing four of five tasks in which it scored
points.
Our remote operator console provided robust accommodation of the poor network, but we did
not take advantage of good network situations as much as we could have. Being able to adapt
to network conditions autonomously would help to give the user a more fluid experience in the
best cases, possibly allowing for significant performance gains. THOR-OP, shown in Figure 5.15
attained finalist status for the DRC Finals and we hope that the rich experience from the DRC Trials
will enable us to perform well. Having established a capable hardware and software platform, we
are preparing to improve and test for the finals.
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Table 5.2: DRC Trials Performance of Team THOR

Scores (max. 4)
Interventions
Time Duration

5.3.1

Vehicle
1
0
22:27

Terrain
0
1
30:00

Ladder
1
0
07:14

Debris
0
0
06:24

Door
1
0
29:45

Wall
0
1
30:00

Valve
4
0
15:31

Hose
1
1
30:00

DRC Trials Tasks

The DRC Trials 2013 were held at the Homestead Motor Speedway in Florida. THOR-OP, representing Team THOR, attempted all eight tasks set forth by the DRC and competed well, only
succumbing to a couple of unexpected hardware and setup logistics issues. Overall, we accrued 8
points, summarized in Table 5.2 and finished in 9th place out of 16 teams. In this section we would
like to present in detail the experiments during preparation as well as the trial performances for
some of the tasks.
This article has provided a detailed description of Team THOR’s algorithms and technical approaches to the 2013 DARPA Robotics Challenge Trials. To handle the great challenge of developing a bipedal disaster response robot from scratch, we heavily focused on modularity of both
hardware and software structures. Important benefits included rapid field repair-ability of the robot,
low development and manufacture cost – all vital aspects for any robotic approach to disaster response. The DRC Trials results show that our hardware and software comprises a capable platform.
Our future work will focus on providing more robot autonomy, incorporating the full dynamic properties of the robot for motion planning and balancing, and adding more analysis of high dimensional
sensor feeds.

Vehicle Task
We use a periodic stop-and-go approach that was successfully followed in the DRC Trials to drive
the Polaris vehicle. Although this method is slower than continuous driving with a dynamic model
of the vehicle, it works fine with minimal prior testing. Steering is accomplished using the wrist
yaw actuator that lies coaxially with the steering wheel column. Frontal movement is controlled by
a timed pedalling motion, where the engine braking stops the vehicle when the pedal is released.
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Only 7 out of 16 teams attempted this task, and eventually 4 teams scored. Although our team
had never practiced for this task before the trials, we ended up scoring 1 point, which is a big
achievement as no team could get the second point. We confidently attempted this task due to several
considerations. First, THOR-OP, being relatively small and lightweight, was easy to accommodate
into the vehicle without many limitations on the robot’s workspace. Another reason was that the
driving task conceptually consisted of two simple tasks: turning the steering wheel and stepping
on/off the throttle. The former was similar to the valve task which we were quite confident with,
and stepping on and off the throttle basically only involved the control of ankle and knee pitch that
could be performed easily with direct joint-level control.
A passive end-effector consisting of three rods in a triangular pattern was mounted on the robot’s
right hand for steering the wheel. Markers were taped on the steering wheel to help the operator
visually see how much the wheel had rotated. In addition to the head camera providing the front
view, another camera on the left gripper was used to monitor the vehicle’s front left wheel to increase
the certainty in steering control. The vehicle’s acceleration was adjusted by changing the duration
of the robot’s foot pressing down on the throttle. We toggled between 1.5s and 3s depending on
various situations.
Team THOR completed the driving in about 22 minutes, without hitting any obstacles. It took
two to two and half minutes for THOR-OP to pass each barrel except for the first one, which
cost around 8 minutes because the operator needed time to get familiar with the course and the
operations. A simple stop-steer-move strategy was applied and the route the vehicle took was quite
smooth without hard turns.

Valve Task
We exploit the continuous rotating wrist yaw joint and robust passive hand to complete the task
quickly. The passive hand which consists of two parallel rods proved to be very robust to minor
alignment errors and helped us to receive the best in task award for Valve at the Trials.
Instead of using an actuated gripper, we decided to use a passive two-spoke mechanism as the
end-effector for the valve task in pursuit of reliability and efficiency. The robots simply needed to
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align the end-effector to the valve center and maintain it perpendicular to the valve plane. Then the
valve turning task could be performed by rotating only the wrist, rather than moving the whole arm.
It largely simplified the motion control and reduced the power consumption for the valve task from
about 140W to 100W. Moreover, using passive end-effector allowed continuous rotation of the wrist
without cables being tangled.
The use of the hand camera on the other gripper to feature in a side view of our valve approach
played a crucial role in improving our success rate on this task by increasing the operator’s awareness of the relative position of the end-effector to the valve.
During our official trial, the most time consuming part turned out to be the robot’s approach to
the desired position. Here, the workspace of the arm included the task-specific work-space needed
to turn the valve entirely. To ensure a stable and less drifted walk during the competition, the robot
was only commanded to move in pure rotation or pure translation in one direction. One unexpected
situation in the valve task was that a high torque was required to turn the small valve, yet the full
body stability and two-spoke passive mechanism enabled us to complete the rotation without a
problem. Team THOR was the fastest to complete the valve task without any intervention, using
less than 16 minutes, and was awarded Best Task in Valve.
We performed ample tests in both simulation and real world to determine the most suitable body
pose and approach strategy for this task. Although THOR-OP can technically walk forward through
the door frame without touching it, we found it too hard to do, especially without good situational
awareness. Instead, side steps were chosen for walking through the doors. We first tested with the
robot initially facing the door so that we could obtain 3D representation from the chest LIDAR.
However it took too much time and effort for the robot to rotate by 90 degree and align to the center
of the door frame. We eventually decided to let the robot start sideways with respect to the door,
and slowly yet steadily take side steps to pass through the door. The cameras on the hand and head
were our primary sensors. The hook, another passive end-effector that extended from the gripper,
was used to easily maneuver the door handles without any stress to the gripper actuators.
The locomotion of our robot was quite stable during the door task competition, in spite of many
contacts to the environment due to limited situational awareness. Walking towards the first door,
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Figure 5.16: THOR-OP used hook to hold and rotate the handle for door task. A nearly 80 degree
was required to open the door which was unexpected and harder than our testing setup which only
required 60 degree.
getting through it, and approaching the second door took 2m54s, 4m14s, and 4m15s, respectively;
these were even better than our testing performance. It took nearly 8 minutes to open the first door
which was much longer than expected due to the near 80 degree angle as opposed to the proposed
60 degree angle needed to rotate the handle for opening the door, as shown in Figure 5.16. Being
aware of this, the operator applied more rotation on the handle for the second door and used just
three minutes to open it.
Unfortunately, there were strong winds on the first day of the DRC Trials, which impeded our
progress but also portrayed our full body balancing and stable walk. The THOR-OP had to open
the second door three times since the wind kept pulling back and shutting the door. Since we used a
passive mechanism, we avoided any damage to our gripper that might have occurred from the door
hitting the end-effector multiple times.

Drill Task
The most difficult part we found in preparing for the wall task was to have a good grasp of the
drill. Since the gripper was designed specifically for the DeWalt drill used in the DRC Trials with
a contour perfectly fitting the drill, we had to precisely direct it to a good position for grasping.
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Failing to do so resulted in an undesired grasp of the power tool and an increase in the load on the
fingers. It required lots of practice for the operator to realize the optimal approach of the body and
gripper to pick up the drill. Therefore, we added fiducial markers on the 3D representation. We also
utilized audio feedback to relay back to the human operator that the tool was triggered.
During the DRC Trials, we successfully approached the table with the drills on it, carefully
lined up and gripped the drill successfully. As expected, seven minutes was spent on the approach
and fine adjustment of the body pose. After the first attempt at the drill, our operator decided to
re-approach for a better body position. Therefore, a second sequence of walking commands was
executed with arm withdrawn. Another four minutes was spent on aligning the gripper to a good
position for holding and triggering, which was faster than average performance from our testing.

Figure 5.17: THOR-OP successfully approached to the table and got grasp of the drill. The upper
finger was actually pressing the trigger of the drill at the moment shown in figure above.
However as the robot started moving towards the wall, the rubber sole under feet started to peel
off, resulting in unstable walking. This did not happen in our practice since the floor where we
tested had a much smoother surface than the one at the trials. This incident confirmed our concern
that the glued rubber was not an ideal solution for more stable and reliable walking. Also, the belay
on top of the robot was too short to allow for comfortable side stepping and this made the robot fall
when it tried to approach the wall to cut the predefined triangular path on the half-inch dry wall.
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Hose Task
For the hose task, the robot needed to perform three sequential tasks: pick up the hose end, drag and
lift it to touch the wye, and screw the hose end to the wye thread. There were two main challenges in
this task: to drag the hose without losing balance while walking, and to align the hose end perfectly
to the wye thread in order to screw it in.
During experimental tests, we found that pulling the hose along the side of the robot affected the
robot walking much more than pulling from the back. To handle this problem, we made a specific
arm posture that placed the hand with the hose behind the robot close to the robot’s center of mass,
so that the robot was always pulled from behind.

Figure 5.18: THOR-OP was almost there to touch the wye with the hose head and score the 2nd
point when the power cable for the left wrist popped out. The forearm drooped down but the gripper
was able to keep a good grip of the hose.
At the DRC Trials, THOR-OP was able to deliver a stable and reliable walk while holding the
hose. Unfortunately, just a few centimeters away from scoring our second point, the power cable to
left wrist actuator got unplugged. This disconnect meant the gripper went limp and out of position,
precluding the robot from touching the wye with the hose. From inspection, the cable got caught on
the forearm when the gripper performed a large amount of rotation. We have henceforth replaced
those cables with longer ones and reduced risky maneuvers in arm movements. It is important to
stress that the clever four bar linkage mechanism of gripper prevented the hose from falling out even
when there was no power to the fingers.
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Debris Task
The debris task required the robot to clear a hallway by removing a number of wooden pieces. One
of the main differences between the debris task and other manipulation tasks was that the locations
of target objects were low with respect to the robot, so in order for the gripper to reach the object
we could not use the default standing posture as we used for other tasks.
We experimented with a variety of ways for the robot to reach down further, including kneeling
down fully, lowering the body height by bending the knees more, and changing the torso pitch
angle. We found that fully kneeling down or extensive knee bending put too much load on the knee
actuators, and the robot could not normally walk with such a posture. On the other hand, we could
increase the pelvis angle and the waist pitch angle to enable the robot to reach all the objects, while
maintaining the locomotion capability.
During the preparation before we set out to the debris task, we tried to make the robot bend
down to pick up a piece of debris five inches above the ground. This motion jammed one of the
power connectors in the torso and shorted it out, causing the robot to collapse. We had to withdraw
from this task due to this hardware issue.

Terrain Task
Our goal for the terrain task was to score one point, which requires traversing the pitch ramps and
chevron hurdle of cinder blocks. During testing, we could reliably score the initial point in time.
It was crucial for THOR-OP to precisely align the feet at proper distances to the ramp ridge or the
edge of the hurdle, so that the robot would not fall or kick the cinder block. This process took most
of the time spent for the task.
On competition day, one of the actuators on left leg was broken during a test run just a few
minutes before the terrain task. We managed to replace it but no time was left to bias the actuator,
which affected the locomotion stability and reliability. THOR-OP successfully traversed the ramp,
but an intervention was called since the robot lost balance when taking a huge step over the ramp.
After the intervention, the operator was more cautious and spent more time, nearly 10 min, on
positioning the robot to ensure a good position for stepping on and off the hurdle. THOP-OP
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Figure 5.19: THOR-OP taking a step on the cinder blocks.
succeeded in stepping onto the hurdle, shown in Figure 5.19, but time ran out before the robot
stepped off.

Ladder Task
To obtain at least one point in the ladder task, the robot needed to climb onto the first rung of the
ladder and all points of the robot body must be off the ground. Due to the limited development time
and hardware capability, we barely tested ladder task before DRC Trials. We still attempted the task
and scored one point.
The camera on head was used for perceiving the environment and monitoring the locomotion
status. The THOR-OP approached to the ladder and clung to the third rung with both arms, leaving
the whole body leaning against the ladder. With both knees supported by the first rung and the
gripper holding tightly the ladder, the robot then lifted both feet off the ground and scored.
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Figure 5.20: THOR-OP successfully scored a point in the ladder task.

5.3.2

DRC Finals Tasks

While the THOR-RD system was being completed, we tested on the THOR-OP platform from the
Trials with modified arms and prototype grippers. End effectors and arm lengths were validated in
simulation as well. Our testing included the Maxwell Pro network shaper, which helped to validate
our network usage strategy.
We skipped the Egress task because the risk of a fall was high, which would compromise an
entire run. Before attempting on the physical robot, all the other tasks were completed in a simulated
environment when tried separately. With the physical robot, we did not test the Rough Terrain or
Debris tasks, and we eventually decided to bypass that section.
At the DRC Finals competition, Team THOR completed the Driving, Door and Valve tasks for
both runs. We used the same test field for both days, but unfortunately the severe surface irregularities on that field from patched asphalt caused the robot to fall down between the Valve and Drill
tasks for both runs. On the first day we scored on three tasks in 48 minutes, which includes the 10
minute penalty for manual egress. On the second day we scored the third point in much quicker 28
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minutes, including the penalty.

Vehicle Task
Testing before the competition revealed that the difficult part of the driving task is not the driving
itself but setting up the robot in the seat and taking the robot out of the car reliably. There was
no difficulty setting up the THOR-OP robot for driving during the Trials. However, with THORRD, we found the slimmed down torso and shorter reach of the steering arm requires more precise
positioning of the robot. Furthermore, the birdlike walk posture for locomotion complicates fitting
the robot inside the cockpit due to the limited range of the knee joint.

Figure 5.21: THOR-RD drives the vehicle with its head rotated 180 degrees. Due to the default
birdwalk knee configuration, the robot is mounted backwards in the car.
To solve these problems, we placed the robot facing backward in the seat and used one arm to
support the upper body. When the mounting of the robot is completed, the head rotates 180 degrees
to provide a frontal video feed while driving. We successfully completed the task for both runs,
where the second run was completed significantly faster than the first one. Figure 5.21 shows the
THOR-RD robot driving the Polaris vehicle during the competition.
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During the early stages of development, we brainstormed possible ways to complete the egress
task with the THOR-RD platform. One such a way included putting the robot sideways in the
cockpit with both feet in the air. A cable system would control the gas pedal using the gripper
hand. However, we decided to skip the Egress task because we were not sure of the reliability of
our position controlled actuators in multiple contact situations where the thermal shutdown of any
actuator would ruin an entire run. Instead, we designed a motion sequence that partially turns off
actuators to help field operators take out the robot.

Valve Task
For the DRC Finals, we reduced the length of the passive hand, as it must operate in other tasks as
well. This reduced the margin of error for positioning the robot. The approach distance significantly
increased due to the sequential nature of the tasks. Thus, the main focus during preparation became
approaching. We identified good stance offsets from a variety of valve positions that led to fast times
to engage the valve with the gripper. However, at the competition, the sloped and unpredictable
terrain meant that the walking engine could not be trusted to make the fine grained steps to the best
stance. We decided to stop walking at much further distances to the optimal pose than planned. The
preference based planner, set to occupy the middle of the joint’s range of motion, found smooth
trajectories in this unexpected arm workspace.

Figure 5.22: The high and low bandwidth view during the DRC Finals Valve task: The robust
passive hand allows for quick alignment, and the low resolution image feed provides an immediate
feedback during operation.
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On the first trial, we took seven minutes to turn the valve, needing to correct the alignment of
the arm after inserting the chopsticks inside the valve handle. On the second day, we aligned well
on the first attempt and took just under five minutes to complete the task. Figure 5.22 shows the
robot lining up its arm to the valve. While engaging and disengaging the valve was executed with
the planner, the valve turning motion was conducted by direct joint angle control of the wrist yaw
joint, while being observed by the operator using the low bandwidth channel.
Door Task
In the Trials, we found the door task to be one of the harder manipulation tasks, as the planning of a
long pull motion was not trivial. The door kept closing due to strong winds. Walking while pressing
the loaded door made the locomotion unstable and inconsistent. For these reasons, we chose to
approach the door sideways and cross the door frame by sidestepping. In this way, there is more
margin for error, and the robot is more robust to lateral perturbations than frontal ones.

Figure 5.23: The operator guides THOR-RD through the doorway with the help of LIDAR feedback
over the low bandwidth channel.
The DRC Finals Door task has been largely simplified, presenting one push type door that
swings open fully once the latch is unlocked. However, as the robot has to complete all tasks in
sequence, speeding up the task becomes a high priority. For these reasons, we decided to pass
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the doorway by walking forward, which is much faster than sidestepping but has a high chance of
collision.
We found that to open a push type door while facing the door, the robot should align closer to
the door in order to push the door ajar far enough. We employed the preference based arm motion
planner to generate the arm ready motion for tight spaces. The door opening motion included
optional waist rotations to leverage a larger end effector workspace for windy situations such as the
DRC Trials. Making the robot go straight through the door frame is not a trivial task and requires
good positioning and situational awareness. We use the head LIDAR to guide the robot to the center
of the nearby door frame. The standard walk motion can move the robot forward without touching
the frame. If the robot contacts the door frame, the adaptive landing timing controller and push
recovery controllers help the robot to keep standing.
On the first trial, we needed almost six minutes to open the door, as the handle was verified
to be broken and would open the door when turned down but not up. It took an additional six
minutes to cross the threshold, as we poorly positioned the robot in the door frame and the robot
came in contact with the frame while walking. However, thanks to our safeguards, the robot kept
walking forward and completed the task. On the second trial, it took one and a half minutes to swing
open the working door, and an additional minute and a half to pass the threshold into poor network
conditions.

Drill Task
Due to the torque limit of wrist actuators, we chose to use the lighter gun-type drill for both of the
DRC competitions. In the Trials, we used a two finger gripper with a fixed palm that requires a
precise alignment of the gripper to successfully trigger the drill. Although we successfully picked
up and triggered the drill, it took a considerable amount of time which is not desirable for the more
time-limited DRC Finals.
We focused on iterating on the gripper design in order to grab and trigger the drill robustly with
some amount of alignment error. In testing, we used frequent image updates on the low bandwidth
channel to provide low latency situational awareness. The image updates included the wrist camera
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feed, so both arms were in motion during the task. We fine tuned the wrist camera using joint level
motions, while the actuated gripper was moved into place using the preference based planner. One
issue found from testing is that the wrist roll actuator can reach thermal shutdown with some arm
configurations. To mitigate this situation, we set the planner preference to avoid such configurations.
We found that on the new gripper with the actuated thumb finger, grabbing and triggering the
drill is considerably easier. We could consistently grab and trigger the drill through remote operation. After fine tuning the pre-grasp pose of the gripper, we command the gripper fingers individually using current control. Before and after commanding the fingers, we request volume levels from
the robot’s microphones. This provided a reliable way to ascertain the trigger state, as an activated
drill saturated the microphone. Shown in Figure 5.11 are side-by-side color and grayscale images
that provided cues for depth perception and trigger alignment.
Unfortunately, we did not progress to the Drill task during the actual competition, as the robot
fell down in both runs after stepping on the surface irregularities in front of the Drill task setup,
shown in Figure 5.30.

Surprise Tasks
The surprise task was chosen randomly for each day of the Finals from a number of manipulation
tasks. The potential set of tasks were revealed in advance of the competition. We first set up
simulated models of those tasks to check feasibility within the workspace of the THOR-RD robot.
We then set up mockups of the task targets to test with the physical robot. We have found that
the tasks are achievable, but they require good depth perception and fast feedback. We use the
secondary camera feed sent through the low bandwidth channel to provide fast depth feedback. We
found that the plug task requires a larger workspace than arm movement alone provides. At first,
we let the robot sidestep while holding the plug, as shown in Figure 5.24. Later we utilize waist
rotation to obviate the need to walk with the plug in hand.
During the Finals, the overhead lever pull and the plug moving were chosen as the surprise tasks
for trial runs 1 and 2, respectively. The pull lever task was practiced in simulation and lightweight
mockup only, but the plug moving task was practiced with a closely replicated setup and we could
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Figure 5.24: The robot pulls the plug out of the socket and mounts it in the other socket during the
DRC Testbed.
consistently complete the task. Unfortunately, we did not have the chance to try the Surprise task
due to the fall for both the runs.

Terrain and Ladder Tasks
According to the DRC Finals rules, teams may choose either the Rough Terrain or Debris tasks to
complete, and can attain the same single point for either task. Although the details of the rough
terrain task had been fairly well known before competition, it was not clear how the debris task
would be set up. Due to this uncertainty, we decided to try the rough terrain task.

Figure 5.25: The THOR-RD robot traverses over the DRC Finals uneven terrain in a simulated
environment.
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To handle the rough terrain, we devised the extended locomotion controller using heel and toe
lift. We set up the terrain in a simulated environment, shown in Figure 5.25, in order to test the
ability of THOR-RD’s range of motion and torque specifications. We found that the simulated
robot can walk over the given terrain with a noisy surface model, and does not have kinematic or
joint torque issues. Without having extensively using the real THOR-RD robot on the terrain, we
decided to skip both tasks and head to the well tested Stairs task.

Figure 5.26: The THOR-RD robot climbing a set of stairs using the toe and heel lift controller.
We set up a mock staircase and tested walking up and down it with the robot, shown in Figure 5.26. To test the robustness of the climbing motion against the perception error, we set up each
step height differently – the step heights are set to 23, 25 and 22 cm respectively – as well as starting
the robot in different initial positions. The robot could climb up and down the stairs with a high
success rate in spite of incorrect surface models, thanks to the extended double support phase that
uses heel and toe tilt with quasi-static stepping motions. Unfortunately, we did not progress to the
stair task due to the fall for both tasks.
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5.3.3

Network Usage

To gauge robot autonomy and human interaction, we consider usage of the network channels. The
upstream data captures the amount of information the human operator had to communicate to the
robot.

Trials
For the outdoor network conditions, we used 34 commands with 2366 bytes to instruct the robot
how to open and go through the door. Inside, we used 59 commands with 3344 bytes to approach
and turn the valve and walk away. We omit the driving task usage, as it was a very low dimensional
task, with angular changes in the wrist and head, and binary changes in the throttle; it was a very
teleoperated activity with full availability of the high bandwidth channel.
Shown in Figure 5.27 is an example of our network usage for a two minute window in which
THOR-OP was picking up the drill. Data spikes occurred when we requested a “slow mesh”. Sometimes, the mesh requests clog our network under poor network settings. When this occurs, we turn
off our camera feed to let the buffer of delayed packets empty, as was done around the 80 seconds
mark. As can be seen, a minimal amount of data was sent to the robot.

Figure 5.27: Network usage for picking of the drill during poor network conditions, with a five
second moving average.
Shown in Figure 5.28 is the cumulative network usage over time for commanding the robot after
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Figure 5.28: Operator command rates slowed down upon transitioning from the outdoor network
conditions to indoor conditions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.29: Comparison of operator command rate between indoor and outdoor situations.
the driving task. More important than the cumulative usage is the frequency of commands sent to
the robot indoors. Long pauses in commands could indicate that too much time is taken by the
operator to understand the scene. Figure 5.29 shows our intervals between successive commands.
The downstream data shows how much information the human was able to process during an
overall trial. Table 5.3 summarizes our network usage of downstream perception; the four perception items at the top were subject to network drop outs, while the bottom three utilized the low
bandwidth channel that had no dropouts. The number of bytes utilized will be different between
runs because less packets are dropped later in the run. As we needed less time for our second run,
we used less information to achieve the same number of points.
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Table 5.3: Network Usage (Kilobytes) for DRC Trials runs 1 and 2

ChestMesh
HeadMesh
HeadCam
HandCam
Feedback
HeadCam
HandCam

5.3.4

Outdoor Indoor
High Bandwidth
237,714 802,240
45,062
396,985
152,104 102,995
19,667
21,585
Low Bandwidth
363
294
0
1071
0
42

Outdoor

Indoor

52,251
3,082
34,464
5,948

73,537
32,921
8,172
1,461

77
0
0

214
629
15

Lessons Learned

The DARPA Robotics Challenge allots a limited timeframe for research teams to implement reliable systems that are robust to outdoor environments. In order to perform well, we managed our
resources with priorities on rapid iterations and repeated system testing. In this section, we provide specific strategies that helped our overall effort and thoughts on improvements for research and
development. Above all, we credit a supportive team that continually worked under pressure and
across timezones to finish the DRC Finals.

Hardware Iterations
While major software changes can be implemented in short periods of time, hardware modifications
require days to see even minor updates. We found that simultaneously fabricating design iterations
on grippers and feet provided a time efficient way to maximize our hardware setup. Simultaneous
manufacturing meant trying several different fingers and proactively making new designs before
testing on the real robot finished from previous designs. While newly fabricated hardware was not
always tested thoroughly, this library of parts was invaluable. By the week of the Finals, we had
many different finger and arm combinations at our disposal in case we found one setup more suitable
to the task configuration. Similarly, many foot choices were available, and we feel that this mix and
match approach mimic real world disaster response needs.
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Network Testing
The Maxwell network emulator was able to drop packets to simulate real network blackouts; however, the implementation of the device differed somewhat from the rules description. UDP Packets
larger than the MTU size of 1500 were actually discarded, instead of packets larger than the 64kB
UDP packet size limit. Due to transmission fragmentation to 1500 byte levels, a 64kB packet could
not be allowed to pass by the network emulator. This important distinction meant that the network shakedown at the DRC Testbed in South Carolina became one of the most crucial aspects of
our development. While we were able to code a packet reconstruction routine and send 1500 byte
fragments of 64kB messages in South Carolina, purchasing the Maxwell Pro became a requirement.
Testing with the emulator additionally allowed us to maximize the usage of the low bandwidth channel in order to send image frames every two seconds. Over many tests with the robot, we calibrated
the best JPEG quality settings, resolution, colorspace and frame-rate for both the head and wrist
cameras. In a real disaster, the ability to calibrate these settings may be crucial.

Redundant Systems
We focused significant energy in having two robot fully working at a time, a luxury few team
enjoyed. We could test two different portions of software on a robot at the same time, which effectively doubled our development rate. Additionally, it eliminates downtime from hardware repair or
reconfiguration.
Although we did not have two identical robots from the beginning, the fully modular nature of
the robot allows for incremental upgrades – mixing and matching of different robot components was
no hinderance to progress. We built two “frankenstein” versions of the robot from one THOR-OP
and one THOR-RD robot: one with powerful THOR-RD legs and the old THOR-OP upper body
for locomotion testing, and one with the old THOR-OP legs and new THOR-RD upper body for
perception and manipulation testing. This mixture of parts required a very flexible configuration
system where kinematic changes, IMU device protocols, camera settings, etc. could be modified
fluidly. We had another set of THOR-RD upper body structural parts that we used to test add-on
power and electronic components prior to putting them on the robot.
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By the time of the Finals, we had two nearly identical robots fully assembled and tested. This
proved very useful after our fall in the first trial. We swapped an entire leg very quickly, without
needing to replace motors one at a time.

Calibration and Sensor Based Planning
With the availability of regular low bandwidth sensory feedback, we did not prepare a rigorous
calibration between the arm and leg joints of the robot and the mounted sensors. Paired with the
multiple angle camera feeds, we found that a quick calibration of LIDAR sensor is more than enough
for the most manipulation tasks, and we prefer to have extra confidence from visual feedback before
executing motions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.30: (a) THOR-RD robot falls down after stepping on the surface irregularities. (b) Close
up of the surface irregularity.
Still, we spent considerable time on each manipulation task. A semi-autonomous approach with
well calibrated sensory feedback could allow much faster operation in general, albeit with more
risks. Similarly, we feel that Force-Torque sensor feedback added to our stepping strategy would
provide much better modeling of the stairs and rough terrain, where touchdown information would
inform LIDAR-only models. In the future, calibration and sensor based planning should become a
high priority.
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Environment Foreknowledge
The DRC testbed provided a very representative environment of the DRC Finals, and details about
most tasks were very well known in advance. Teams were able to undergo extensive testing with
replicas of the competition environment. This knowledge acts as a double edged sword for the
perceived outcomes of the DRC Finals. While the results of the winning teams were impressive,
questions still remain about arbitrary environmental objects. However, with the observed spread in
completion of manipulation tasks, it seems that giving a priori knowledge was prudent.
The most surprising part of the DRC Finals competition was the terrain. Just days before the
event, the DRC officials revealed that the testing environment included a global slope of approximately 3.5% downwards towards the task wall. The actual surface also had severe local irregularities, as shown in Figure 5.30. Negotiating this terrain, and adapting very quickly, is a true hallmark
of disaster response, even if this unexpected environment did cause many robots, including ours, to
fall.
We are excited about our accomplishments in motion planning, adaptive autonomy, and robust
systems design. However, there is still some concern about how much design catered exclusively
to the DRC and how relevant our methods will be in a real disaster where next to nothing is known
about the environment.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions
For robotic systems, and humanoid robots in particular, to function in environments outside of the
laboratory, they need to leverage human intuition in planning routines. This work has provided several methods for including the human to plan in a semi-autonomous fashion. The demands of the
task at hand require differing levels of input from the human, and overlaying network constraints
restrict the size and responsiveness of data transferred between human and robot. The approach in
this work leveraged updated models to provide autonomous reactions to human teleoperation interfaces, and optimization functions that encode low dimensional human input into high level motion
planning problems. Additionally, this work has been tested in the DARPA Robotics Challenge,
attesting to the robustness of the scaled autonomy framework.
In Chapter 2, standard humanoid motion models were explored, with the lens of reducing complexity through dimensionality reduction. Leveraging this work, Chapter 3 presented an extended
approach to dynamically react to human teleoperation inputs. Chapter 4 presented an optimization
framework where two sets of cost functions represent human intuition and robot rewards, respectively. These costs work together to generate a motion plan that satisfies both human and robot
preferences. The human preferences can be learned in a low dimensional space where the human
can save time in his interactions with the robot. Together, these methods show a definitive method
to attacking the problem of scaled autonomy, where the human must cooperate with a robot to share
control.
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6.1

Future Directions

The algorithmic foundations for incorporating human instinct into the planning routines satisfies
half of the problem in a human interaction framework. In addition to the technical framework,
an effective human interface to the underlying planning routines must be verified. Section 5.2
described a simple setup for human interaction, with low dimensional inputs. With this as a baseline,
performance metrics for intuitive use of the interfaces can only presents a logical next direction.
Future work on scaled autonomy should focus on interaction metrics from a sociological and
psychological basis. This is a rich, open, area. For instance, while control methods can respond
to latencies in the network and human input, how does the human react to latencies in feedback,
and what is the best way to present this latency to the user? The sliding scale of autonomy will
require investigations into how the human reacts to semi-autonomous robot plans. Especially with
high dimensional robotic systems entering consumer and industrial markets, measuring the human
interfaces that are coupled to the technical framework presented in this thesis will provide impactful
research.
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